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The MSM Alumnus is written, edited,
photographed , and designed by the staff
of the UMR Department of

s

s s u
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E

Communications and Marketing, with the

assistance of the MSM-UMR Alumni
Association.

MSM-UMR Alumni Association
President
Robert V. Wolf, '51 , '52
Executive Vice President
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COVER STORY .............. ... ..... .... page 4
McDonnell Douglas is Flying High on Quality

WHAT is TQM? ......... ............... ... page 8
Tools, styles, and theories to achieve quality

FOCUS

~

ON

Quality
For many of us, quality is like art: difficult to

quality VS. QUALITY ................ page 10
Aspects of quality discussed by alums

Donald G. Brackhahn

define, but we know it when we see it. Even the
professors who teach courses on quality at UMR will
tell you that a clear-cut definition is elusive .
But the apparent lack of definition is no excuse

Editor
Kath y Matthews

AROUND CAMPUS ................ .. page 16
A look at news from the university

Contributing Editors
Lindsay Lomax Bagnall, '76
Andrew Careaga

to ignore quality, or the impact the quality movementis having on today 's organizations. In this issue,
we take a look at quality and hope to give you some
insight on the subject.

SUNRAYCE PHOTO ESSAY ... page20

Ken Converse

We begin with our cover story about McDonnell
Douglas Corp. During the Cold War years, MOC

Dick Hatfield
John Kean

Carol Kiehl
Rebecca Martin, '90

CENTURY on the GRIDIRON
100 years of Miner football ................ page 22

L aura Powell

MORE FOUNDERS ............... .. . page 24
Our list of alumni entrepreneurs keeps growing

SECTION NEWS .. .. .... ...... ... ..... page 26
ASSOCIATION NEWS ............. page 28

of quality engineering, John Deere Engin e

Works , Waterloo , Iowa

and chief operatin g officer , Wyle

tries who are quoted in our special section on
MSM-UMR Alumni Association
University of Missouri-Rolla
Rolla, Missouri
Volume 67
Number 3
August 1993

(USPS-323-S00)

who are leading the company's

The can-do attitude expressed by our MOC

Mo., division

MSM Alumnus

2,000 alumni -

alumni is echoed by graduates in a valiety of indus-

Ri chard Baumann , ME '67 , preSident,
Plymouth , Mich .

help it remain competitive in the post-Cold War era.
The follOWing story is based on intelViews with

quality revolution.

• Louis Smith , EE ' 66 , president of
AlliedSignal Aerospace's Kansas City,

H enry Wiebe , professor, enginee ring
management, University of Missouri-Rolla

to die as a result of it. We intend to prosper. " MOC

several UMRgraduates -MOC employs more than

ALUMNI NOTES ....................... page 34

LaboratOries, hvine, Calif.

Michigan Instrumentation and Controls ,

now a vice president at MOC, puts it: "We are

is embraCing quality improvement techniques to

Qual ity issue

Ralph Ozorkiewicz, EMgt'69 , president

dous change that exemplifies what much of corporate America is experiencing. As one UMR alumnus,
indeed in a shrinking industry but we do not intend

Editorial Advisers for the Focus on

Gregory D. McClain, EMgt'72, manager

Pentagon. But as the United States shifts to a postCold War economy, MOC is undergOing a tremen-

MaTianne Ward

Photographers
Kath y Matthews
Khan Powell '94
Dan SeifertiStonehouse Photography

held an enviable record for providing outstanding
products and selVices to its main customer, the

quality. And it resounds in a somewhat different
tone in a section about how UMR is endeavoring to
make a quality environment for all customers. UMR
is engaging in a process of continuous improvement, striving to create the best and most focused
undergraduate engineering-oriented school in
America. It 's a big challenge, but we believe we 're
capable of meeting it.

Issued quarterly in the interest of thegraduates

and former students of the Missouri School of
M ines and Metallurgy and the University of
Missouri-Rolla. The MSM Al umnus is published by the MSM -UMR Alumni Association,
Castleman H all, Universi ty of MiSSOUri-Rolla,
Rolla, MO 6540 1-0249. Second Class postage paid at Rolla , MO and additional mailing
offices.
POSTMASTER: Send address changes to
MSM Al umnus, Castleman Hall , University of
Missouri-Rolla, Rolla. MO 6540 1-0249.

On the cover: John McDonnell, McDonnell DOllglas
chairman and CEO, (center) stands in good company with (cloc kwise from top right) Robert SOllCY,
Jr. , David Nothstine, James Sinnett, Donald
McGovem, Donald Kummer. and James Spehr. In
the background is MDC's FIA- 18 Homet. Photo on
cover and feature story photos am courtesy of
McDonnell Douglas Company.
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"The focus, " says John D . Wolf, EE'67, executive vice president of Douglas Aircraft Co.,
"clearly has to be on improving our company by
making it more efficient to meet the volume of
customer demand. "

How
McDonnell Douglas
plans to thrive with
quality in the
post-Cold War era
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their lives in the cutthroat '90s, more and
more of them are looking to the total quality
management philosophy as the solution to
what ails them. But for the largest employer
of UMR graduates, St. Louis-based
McDonnell Douglas Corp., the TQM philosophy is more than just a strategy for survival. It is the cornerstone of MDC's plan to
remain a leader in the highly competitive
aircraft and aerospace industry.
"We are indeed in a shrinking industry
but we do not intend to die as a result of it,"
says Robert Soucy Jr. , MS EMch '71 , an
MDC vice president and general manager.
"We intend to prosper through this, and we
believe that the secret is competitiveness
through aggressive management of our
costs and quality."
Soucy is one of seven UMR alumni on
MDC 's corporate management team. These
seven, plus one vice president who holds an
honorary degree from UMR, play important
roles in MDC's plans to redirect the company to meet customer demands in the
post-Cold War era.
McDonnell Douglas, incorporated in
1939 as McDonnell Aircraft Corp., has
plants located throughout the United States
and in Canada. The company 's 25,000 employees at the St. Louis site make it the largest private employer in the St. Louis area,
even though MDC , like other huge corporations, has laid off employees in recent years.
Cutbacks in defense spending have necessitated the changes, which include a corporate restructuring last fall that merged the
former McDonnell Douglas Helicopter,
McDonnell Aircraft and McDonnell Douglas
Missile Systems companies into McDonnell
Douglas Aerospace.
Many companies wait until their backs
are to the wall before they begin implementing cultural changes such as TQM. But
MDC's leaders began work on their quality
improvement program in the early 1980s.
"TQM is not our slogan of the month or
our current experiment," John McDonnell,
the company's chairman and chief executive officer, says in a recen t MDC publication . "It is a comprehensive approach to
how we work together to better serve our
customers. It is the culmination of eight
years of thought, development, and experimentation. It is our new way of life. "
The UMR alumni agree.
"Quality is the bottom line; it effects customer satisfaction and it effects everything

we do," says James Spehr, MetE '64, '69,
Prof'86, vice president and general man ager of C-17 Commercial Support.
At MDC, the company has improved its
work processes at all levels. For example, a
team on the MDC assembly line eliminated
a costly step in the making of actuators for
Harpoon missiles. (The actuators used to be
painted before going to the assembly lin e,
but the line work ruined the paint job, and
the actuators had to be repainted by hand.
The workers asked that the actuators be
sent to them unpainted, and the finish is
now applied after assembly. )
At the core of MDC's philosophy - its
mission to create "the highest quality aerospace products and services" - are five objectives: leadership, customers, people, suppliers and processes.
Leadership
MDC's strategic quality plan calls for
providing leadership "that has a customer
focus and creates quality values, goals and
processes" to steer the company's pursuit of
quality.
"Leadership is especially important in a
TQM organization," says John D. Wolf,
EE '67, '68, executive vice president of
Douglas Aircraft Co., based in Long Beach,
Calif. "Good leaders are multi-diSciplined,
and that will lead to better results for the
company
"Bringing about useful, positive change
is something that leaders do," says Donald
McGovern, ME '58, Prof'87 , vice president
and general manager of Aircraft and Missile
Support Systems, and a member of the
corporation's quality council. "Someone
once said that you can 't have change without improvement. You can, but you can 't
have improvement without change."
The executives hope to see a renewed
emphasis on leadership education in the
nation 's colleges and universities in the near
future. "Future graduates will not only have
to be knowlegable in their basic engineering
skills, but they will also have to be good
leaders," Wolf says. "It is crucial," adds
McGovern, "that universities know and understand what industries expect in the way
of graduates. "
MDC is striving to cu ltivate corporate
leaders who have global perspectives and
can marshal broad strategic alliances. "We
are headed toward a global economy and
will need leaders who can work in that environment," McGovern says.

Editor's note: McDonnell Douglas Corp. has long
been the largest private sector employer of UMR
graduates. (So large, in fact that MDC has its own
Alumni Association Section.) Nine of our alumni are
MDC vice presidents helping the corporation reinvent
itself for the future. This story, about how MDC is
using TOM techniques to maintain its competitive
edge, is based on Interviews with alums Donald L
Kummer, Donald McGovern, David Nothstine,James
B. Peterson, Michael M. Sears, Robert Soucy Jr.,
James Spehr and John D. Wolf, and James Sinnett,
who holds a professional degree from UMR

I

Kummer
v P , Advanced Cruise Mlssile

I "The thmg that

IS the hardest
for us to recognize and realize
is that, shoddy quality coming
out of the factory floor may be
because the workers followed
management instructions. "

McGovern
V.P and General Manager,
Aircraft and Missile Support
Systems
"You can't have improvement
without change. "

Nothstine
[

v P., Support

ystems

"Employees should express
themselves and their ideas. "

Peterson
V.P and Deputy, New Aircraft
and Missile Products
"My dad always said to do better than you were expected to
do. That is at the heart of the
whole quality thing. "

McDonnell
CHAIRMAN AND CEO

"TOM is not our slogan
of the month or our current experiment. It is a
comprehensive approach to how we work
together to better serve
our customers. It is the
culmination of eight
years of thought, development, and experimentation. It is our new
way of life. "

Sears
V.P. and General Manager,
AFTA Program
"Th e good fortun e we have at

Moe is that 99.9 % of the people
here have a work ethic that is in
excess of anything else I've
seen in the country. "

Sinnett
v .P. and General Manager,

New Aircraft and Missile
Products
"If we have a custom er, we 're
in business; and if we don 't,
we 're not. "

Soucy
V.P. and General Manager,
T-45 Program
" We believe that the secret is
competitiveness through aggressive management of our costs
and quality. "

Spehr
V.P. and General Manager,
C-17/ Commercial Support
" We deliver a high-technology
product, and the quality of that
product is instrumental in how
well it performs. "

Customers
The executives agree that MDC must
become the supplier of choice to its customers.
"Our customers care about the price and
quality of everything we do, including decision-making. All of it is critical to o ur future ,"
Soucy says.
James Sinnett, ProfAE '91 , vice president
and general manager of New Aircraft and
Missile Products, puts it more bluntly: "If we
have a customer, we 're in bUSiness; and if
we don 't, we 're not. The motivation to
implement the vision straddles between survival and the dynamics for responding to
the challenge to be number one in a shrinking industry. "
"The focus ," Wolf says, "clearly has to
be on improving our company by making it
more efficient to meet the volume of customer demand. If we cannot achieve sales
and market shares, the corporation will falter. "
Customers are going to become more
demanding as quality initiatives become
more widespread throughout industry, sp
for MDC , the key to future success lies in
producing a quality high -technology product
and satisfying customer demands.
"We deliver a high-technology product,
and the quality of that product is instrumen tal in how well it performs," says Spehr.
Wolf adds, "We will have to provide our
customers with exactly what they need , exactly when they need it and with the most
efficient use of our resources. To be able to
create and improve our productivity and to
continue to remain better than our competition is a key to our future . "

People
The company's executives emphasize
employee relations in their strategic quality
plan. SpeCifically, the plan calls for building
a work force of trained teams and creating
"an environment to foster continuous improvement of quality products, services and
processes.
"I think that people issues are out there
in the forefron t," says Donald L. Kummer,
CerE '55 , Prof'7 1, vice president of Advanced Cruise Missile. McGovern agrees,
adding, "Employees should appreciate and
collectively join in support of whatever the
company's vision might be and what it
wants to achieve."
"We have outstanding good fortun e at
McDonnell Douglas in that 99.9% of the
people here already have a work ethic that
is in excess of anything else I've seen in th e
counhy " says Michael M. Sears, MS
EMgt'75, vice president and general man-

ager of the AFTA program. "Once you
demonstrate to people that you do care
about them and the job they do and how
important they are to the completion of a
project they will knock down walls to get it
done. "
The company itself is often the driving
force for employees to succeed. "To see
this company prosper and to grow in this
era of downsizing of o ur traditional market
motivates me very much ," McGovern says.
McDonnell Douglas is striving to involve
employees in deciSion-making, giving them
a say in the company 's planning.
"I've always said that my goal for this
organization is to want people to want to be
in it," says James B. Peterson , EE '66, vice
president and deputy of New Aircraft and
Missile Products.
"When people are in it they feel so challenged that they hang on by their fingernails.
"My dad always said to do better than
you were expected to do," Peterson adds.
"That stands out to an individual , to a
group or to a company when the customer
gets a product that is better than expected.
That is at the heart of the whole quality
thing. "
For David Nothstine, ME '55, vice president of Support Systems, the key is empowerment. "I want the employees to feel
that they can do some of the original work
without me telling them what I want to
see," Nothstine says. "Engineering is a
compromise, particularly in the design of an
airplane, and I feel employees should express themselves and their ideas."
Team-bUilding also is important in the
organ ization, Kummer says. "It is important
at the entry level to have technical
proficiencies and to be involved, or even
lead, some kind of a team. "
For that team to succeed, all members
must contribute, the executives agree.
Suppliers
"In simple terms, the quality of everything we produce is directly linked to the
quality of our supplier base," says So ucy.
"Our priority is making that supplier base
the best possible. "
The company's plans call for obtaining
the best value possible in procured materials through improved quality and maximum
use of high-performance suppliers.
Processes
Quality decision-making and quality
work performed by people in management
positions at McDonnell Douglas are essential for the company's future success.
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"Our total quality assurance process
means not only to do the classical job but
also to develop the processes so we can do
our business better," Nothstine says. "Quality assurance is now part of our integrated
product definition. "
"The thing that is the hardest for us to
recognize and realize is that shoddy quality
coming out of the factory floor may be because the workers followed management
instructions, " Kummer says. "Our management people are going to have to be highly
skilled in quality control. "
MOe's objectives for process control are
ambitious: reduce defects in all processes
by a factor of 10 by 1993, a factor of 100
by 1995, and reach six-sigma by the end of
1998.
Vision
Where there is no vision , quality perishes, according to the executives. MOe's
vision - "to become the pre-eminent team
of customer-focused people, creating the
highest quality aerospace products and services which contribute to world peace, understanding and advancement" - is the
umbrella over all of the corporation 's quality efforts.
"People should use ~sion as a road
map to generate the activities that they
work with ," Spehr says. McGovern agrees,
adding, "I think you need to have a ~sion
of where you want to go and what you
want to accomplish. "
"You are actually asking employees to
respond to what they want the company to
look like in two or three years," Nothstine
adds.
Transition
MDC has a vision, a mission , and objectives - in short, a plan to survive the rapid
changes affecting the aerospace industry.
Now the company must use these tools and
road maps to gUide the transition of technology from "performance value " to
"affordability value. "
"Since Kitty Hawk, the aerospace industry has been technology-dominated, technology-driven , and now we have to make
our product more affordable, " Sinnett says.
And more competitive.
"Our primary purpose in life is to develop and capture aerospace-related businesses, " says McGovern. "It's through this
that we work to provide new growth opportunities for the company and hopefully new
and different job opportunities for employees or potential employees."
With a TQM plan as a guide, MDC should
once again be flying high in the 1990s. •

McDonnell Douglas Corp.'s
Strategic Quality Plan
Vision
Our Shared vision is to become the pre-eminent team of customer focused
people, creating the highest quality aerospace products and services which
contribute to world peace, understanding and advancement.

Objectives

+

Leadership: Provide leadership that has a customer focus and creates quality
values, goals and processes to drive the sustained pursuit of quality and
performance in an organizational climate for continuous improvement.

+

Customers: Establish a customer interaction process to provide a
comprehensive understanding of customers and continuously improve customer
satisfaction.

+
+
+

People: Build a workforce of trained teams and create an environment to
foster continuous improvement of quality products, services and processes.

Suppliers: Obtain best value in procured materials through improved quality
and maximum utilization of a high-performance supplier base.
Processes: Reduce defects in all processes by a factor of 10 by 1993, a factor
of 100 by 1995, and reach six-sigma by the e nd of 1998.

Enterprise Key Processes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Asset Management
Business Acquisition
Human Resource Management
Integrated Business Planning and Management
Integrated Product Definition
Post-Delivery Support
Production Flow
Supplier Management

Continuous Process Improvement
• Identify your key process(es)
• Assure linkage to enterprise key processes
• Do minimum process flow charting to understand what you do, what are your
products and services a nd who is the customer
• Establish metries to manage process improvement
- Measure product/process defects per million opportunities (six-sigma)
- Measure health of process (cycle time , waste, non-value added actions)
• Establish current state baseline
• Set stretch goals for improvement
• Incorporate goals in CPIP
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The first assignment for students in Henry
Wiebe 's Advanced Topics in Ouality Assurance class sounds simple enough: define "total quality management. "
But the assignment, the students soon
learn, is not as easy as it seems.
"They 'l! end up giving me a whole board
full of definitions, and no two definitions will
be alike, " says Wiebe, a professor of engineering management. "That's because there is no
uniform agreement on exactly what TOM is."
While there may be a lack of consensus
about how exactly to define total quality management, or "TOM ," th ere is little doubt about
the management philosophy's impact on
today 's American business, non-profit and
educational organizations. TOM is in use at
many of the nation 's top companies. It is
espoused in hospitals, hotels and other service-sector industries, and educational institu-

tions of all sizes. Comprehensive universities
as well as public school systems are incorporating TOM principles in their planning and
management processes. It has caught on also
in the federal government; even the Internal
Revenue Service has initiated a TOM process
to improve customer satisfaction.
So what is TOM, and why is everyone so
excited about it?
On one level, TOM is a set of management
tools, styles and theories - from systems
thinking and statistical process control to concepts on planning, leadership and employee
involvement in deciSion-making - merged
into a single approach. On another level, it is
an effort on the part of business leaders to
reform the way America does business. TOM
proponents advocate more than a change in
management structure; they want a change in
culture. The hallmarks of TOM organizations
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are quality, customerfocus and satisfaction, teamwork, and continuous
improvement.
TQM is often linked with Japanese management styles, where
quality is an obsession. Bill Omurtag, chairman of UMR 's engineering
management department, spent three months of this year in Japan
observing the work of Taisei Corp., a Tokyo-based design and
construction firm that had more than $13 billion in sales in 1991 , and
he says Taisei exemplifies this attention to quality. "When we visited
some of the factories they were building, we had to take off our shoes
and put slippers on to tour them ," Omurtag says. "The factories' floors
were so clean you didn 't dare walk in with your street shoes on. I was
very impressed. "
But the TQM philosophy is actually an American export. Shortly
after the end of World War II, as Japan and Europe layin ruins and the
United States gained pre-eminence as the world 's economic superpower, Americans W. Edwards Deming and Joseph M. Juran were
busy building the foundation of TQM. Their ideas found little response
at home, so they took them to Japan , where the fledgling government
was struggling to rebuild its industry. They educated the Japanese in the
use of statistical techniques and told them that an emphasis on quality
would reap lasting benefits in marketshare and profitability. Atthe same
time, Deming started to develop his 14 principles for making quality a
"strategic advantage. " The Japanese adapted the ideas to their culture,
pursued the quality ideal and ended up usurping America 's dominance
in the global economy.
In the early 1980s, hard-pressed corporations like Harley-Davidson,
Motorola and Xerox began initiating quality programs in hopes of
recovering the market share they lost to Japanese industry. "They were
desperate, willing to try anything, but not really knowing if it would
work," says Wiebe. The quality principles spread as these companies
required their suppliers to adopt TQM principles as well, and those
smaller companies in turn discovered the merits of TQM.
Suddenly, quality was a hot topic in corporate America. The
number of books, consultants and workshops on quality multiplied. In
198 7, Congress established the Malcolm Baldrige National Quality
Award in honor of the former secretary of commerce, and the award 's
seven criteria soon became a statement of TQM values. Several states
- including Minnesota, New York, Texas and, beginning this year,
Missouri - established quality programs modeled after the Baldrige
award. Today, the Defense Department and many of its contractors are
following the TQM philosophy, and the TQM ideal is spreading with
nationalistic fervor to all sectors, including non-profits, universities,
community colleges, public school systems and state and local governments.
Quality must become a national obsession if the United States is to
remain viable in a global economy, many TQM proponents believe.
"Somehow, quality escaped us for a time, " writes Richard S. Johnson,
author of the book TQM: Leadership for the Quality Transformation,
published in 1992. The result, Johnson states, has been a loss of global
market share for U.S. indusmes and a decline in our quality of life.
"How do we reverse this trend? The first step for the leaders of every
organization in America is to understand the challenge before us and
to acknowledge that quality will help us face this challenge. This must
be accurately communicated to every American. "
To this end, UMR is engaged in a TQM revolution of its own.
Professors are teaching courses on quality improvement and conducting research on TQM, and the campus is implementing quality improvement techniques in its own operations. (See "TQM on Campus "
article on page 16.) .

The Baldrige Award
Secretary of Commerce Malcolm Baldrige, a quality advocate, died in a rodeo accident in 1987. LateI'that year, Congress
authorized a "National Quality Award " in his name, a publicprivate endeavor administered by the Commerce Department.
Quality experts were commissioned to write criteria for the award.
The panel 's strategy, derived from TQM, quickly became an
accepted template for judging corporate quality-improvement
efforts.
The Baldrige criteria, and the relative emphasis for each criterion
indicated by the percentage in parentheses, are as follows:
• Leadership (9.5 percent). How successful is senior management in creating and maintaining a quality culture?
• Information and analysis (7.5 percent) . How effectively does
the company collect and analyze information for quality improvement and planning?
• Planning (6 percent). How effectively are quality requirements
integrated into the company's business plans?
• Human resource utilization (15 percent). How well does the
company utilize the full potential of the work force for quality?
• Quality assurance (14 percent) . Do the company 's systems
ensure quality in all operations?
• Quality results (18 percent). What are the company's results
in quality achievemert and quality improvement, as demonstrated through quantitative measures?
• Customer satisfaction (30 percent) . How effectively does the
company determine customer requirements and demonstrate
success in meeting them?

Award was just the beginning...
Since becoming the first service industry to win the Malcolm Baldrige Quality Award in 1990, Federal Express has
"been working harder than ever to maintain a high com mitment to quality," says
Ted Weise, EE '67, senior vice president
of air operations for the Memphis-based
express-delivery service.
"We had no idea we 'd win ," says
Weise
Weise. ' We just wanted to use the
(Malcolm Baldrige) lormat to move our company along in the
quality process. "
Federal Express has long been cited as a model for customer
service and fast cycle time. But since winning the Baldrige, the
pressure to maintain that leadership position has become even
more intense. "When you are recognized by winning something
as prestigious as the Baldrige, then you have to redouble yo ur
effort for continuous improvement, which led to success-especially from your customers' perspective," Weise says.
One way Federal Express shares its vision of quality is through
two- and three-day seminars - called "quality forums " - for
executives from other businesses. The programs are "extremely
popular" with finms a nd government agencies worldwide, Weise
says.
"Fundamentally, quality is continuous improvement, and
continuous improveme nt is part of our culture, " Weise says.
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or Gregory D .
McClain, EMgt'72,
there is a world of
difference between
quality and Quality.
"Quality is a lot bigger than
what traditional managers
think," says McClain, manager of quality engineering at
John Deere Engine Works in
Waterloo, Iowa, and an exa min er for th e Malcolm
Baldrige National Quality
Award since 1990. "Most
people in businesses and organizatio ns are still thin king
of quality in terms of 'little q. '
Th ey 're thinking in terms of the prod uctbasically making the product to meet specifications.
"Their thinking is very narrow," adds
McClain. "They don 't look at quality as being
a part of everything they do."
To McClain and many other UMR alumni,
quality is the essence of a successful organization. This view of quality is what McClain calls
the "big Q. " And in his opinion, not enough
leaders in American industry, government or
education see the big Q picture.
"We don 't have enough people in organizations in America who have a paSSion for
excellence, a passion for continuous improvement, a passion for empowering people to
make decisions-but we definitely need
them," says McClain.

Written by A ndrew Careaga, Ca rol Kiehl and
Marianne Ward with additional interviews by
Ken Conuerse, John Larson and Laura Powell
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-< "We must demonstrate over time that this
is not just the flavor of the month. " says
Emerson 's Ernie Verebelyi.

Such val ues are at the heart of big Q, the
broad-based move to make quality the emphasis of every enterprise undertaken by
American organizations.
The quality movement is revolutionizing
the way American companies do business in
the global market. "It's as big a change as
going from th e slide rule to the computer, "
says Louis Goldfeder, ME '67, president of
Key Controls Inc. of Tampa, Fla.
Quality has many labels, the most com mon of which is "TQM," or total quality
management. Some organizations shy away
from this moniker, preferring instead such
terms as TQL (for total quality leadership) , QI
(quality improvement) a nd TCS (total customer satisfaction) .
No matter what you call it, TQM is not a
new phenomenon. The principles "have been
around a long time," says Ralph Ozorkiewicz,
EMgt '69, president and chief operating officer of Wyle LaboratOries, an electronics
distribution firm based in Ilvine, Calif.

il Accon

inAmeri,
for emp(

Common denominators
All quality initiatives share some common
elements: an emphasis on leadership, continuous improvement, customer focus and
satisfaction, and process control and improvement. Consider the following definitions:
- AlliedSignal's TQL effort "focuses on
improving all of o ur work processes to satisfy,
and in many cases delight, our customers,
both internal and external," says Louis Smith,
EE '66, president of AlliedSignal Aerospace 's
Kansas City, Mo , division. The idea that all
employees have "internal " custom ers - their
co-workers - is one of the concepts to arise
from the TQM movement.
-The definition of quality has evolved for
Richard Baumann, ME '67, president of
Michigan Instrumentation and Controls in
Plymouth , Mich. "Two years ago," he says, "I
would have said quality is a management
process that ensures internal procedures are
established to bring consistencies in opera-
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a Quality program is a process which becomes integrated into the philosophy and
strategy of the business. "
- "Basically," says McClain, "quality is
everything you do, and quality is really defi ned by the customer. "

Culture shock

AAccording to John Deere 's Gregory McClain. "We don 't have enough people in organizations
in America who have a passion for excellence, a passion for continuous improvement, a passion
for empowering people to make decisions-but we definitely need them. "

The quality revolution is like "going from the slide rule to
the computer, " says Louis Goldfeder, president of Key
Controls Inc.
tions. " Today Baumann describes TQM as
"establishing a clear customer priority in bUsiness.
- TQM is "based on structured problem solving, employee management and leadership through involvement," says Gary Forsee,
CE'72, senior vice president of staff operationsatSprint's Long Distance Division. Forsee
is responsible for process improvement, quality and employee satisfaction for the Kansas
City-based corporation.
- "TQM is a completely integrated approach to management," says Andrew
Bonnot, EE '82, a program manager in the
microwave divisio n of Texas Instrument's

Defense Systems and Electr'onics Groups.
DSEG was one of five businesses to win the
Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award in
1992. "The focus really has to be on the
customer, making sure the customers get
what they want," Bonnot adds.
- "TQM is definitely a process, not a
program," says Richard Kapfer, EE '61, a
member of the quality assurance staff at
Cincinnati Electronics Corp. in Mason , Ohio.
"Programs have starts and finish es. Thisquality revolution doesn 't have an end. "
Adds Goldfeder, "Quality contr'ol " -what
McClain calls "little q " - "is really just checking that what you have done is right, whereas

"Change is the name of the game," says
Kapfer. For many compan ies-including
Kapfer's, a SOO-employee electron ics firm
that makes mostly comm unications equipment for the Defense Department-a change
in corporate culture is needed before TQM
can work Often, this change has been involuntary.
Reductions in defense spending forced
Cincinnati Electronics Corp. to initiate TQM,
Kapfer says. "It wasn 't a matter of joining the
bandwagon. It was a matter of survival," he
says. "It was something we simply had to do."
According to McClain, the companies
most successful at adopting the TQM phi·
losophyare "companies that have had their
backs against the wall. "
"In these Situations," he says, "top management has come around."
"One advantage we have at Southern
Pacific is a clear need for change," says
Robert Scanlon, MetE '73, managing director of purchasing and materials for the railroad company. Scanlon and Kent Sterett,
ME '70, vice president of quality, were among
the people Southern Pacific hired in late
1990 to develop a TQM plan for the company. "If you 're satisfied with how you 're
doing," Scanlon says, "you 're going to have
a hard time implementing TQM. "
AlliedSignal 's Smith agrees that it's more
diffic ult for successful companies to accept
change in their manage ment structure. Many
bUSinesses, Smith adds, are akin to an oil
jobber standing on a burning platform out at
sea. As the flames grow higher, the jobber
must decide whether to wait and hope for a
rescue helicopter or jump through the flames
to the water below, where lifeboats lie in wait.
"Our burning platform," Smith says of
AlliedSignal, a maker of non-nuclear components for weapons systems, "is that our business has gone away since peace broke out in
the world. "
For John Weekley, ME '74, vice president of sales for Fisher Controls, a St. Louisarea company, the burning platform was one
of Fisher's major customers, 3M. In 1982, 3M
adopted a quality process and required all
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suppliers to follow suit. "T hey told us, 'T here
are some requirements you will have to meet
or you will no longer be a supplier to 3M, '"
Weekley says. "T hey were pretty straightforward about it... and we did stand up and take
no tice because 3M is, was and contin ues to
be a key customer of ours. "

From the top
Regardless of the impetus for change, th e
creation of a TQM culture m ust begin at the
top.
'The only way to success with quality is to
start at the top and work your way down,"
says Ted Weise, EE '67, senior vice president
for air operations at Federal Express Corp. ,
w hich in 1990 became the first service industry to win th e Baldrige Award.
" L eadership is the driver for the w hole
system ," McClain adds. " I don 't think there's
anything above it. It creates the environment
th e culture w ithin which everything can hap:
pen."

"If the top executive is dri ving the process,
participation will follow at all levels," says
Forsee. "If it is driven from a lower level
participation will be fragm ented at best. ,;
Forsee adds that the "T QM process cannot
mature and enhance your performance unless all efforts are pulling in the same direction."
L eadersof TQM organizations m ust "walk
the talk," says Erni e V erebelyi , CerE'69,
vice president of operations for the Special
Products Division ofSt. Louis-based Emerson
Electric Co. " People must believe top managem ent is committed," he says. "A leader
needs to lead by example - in both behaviors and actions."
Larry Dix, MetE '61, vice president of
total quality management for Olin Corp. 's
Brass Division in East Alton, III. , agrees.
"T he president simply can 't decree 'We
shall have T QM ,' and have everybody go
about doing it," Dix says. "T he leadership has
to decree those things as a policy and also get
involved personally. "
Ozorkiewicz says a company 's TQM effort will fail if employees do not see commitment from the senior management team . "If
the leaders in your compan y ... do not utilize
it, do not practice in th e sam e vein throughout
the organization the principles and the techniques that are taught, th en th e program dies
and people w rite it off as a waste o f time "
Ozorkiewicz says.
'

"If you want to provide your external
customers th e best quality of service and
products possible, you have to take care of
your internal customers, who are your em-
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A"We seemed to ha ve gotten in to the habit
of treating our external customers much
better than we treated each other, " says
Wyle Lab 's Ralph Ozorkiewicz.

ployees, first," he adds. And that requires
"empowerment"--giving workers a role in
planning, managing and making decisions.
A company reaps excellent returns w hen
its leaders recognize their employees ' capabilities as well as th eir limitations , says
Ozorkiewicz. " Don 't ask a 5 -foot-high jumper
to clear a 7 1/2-foot pole," he says. " It's not
fair to him or her, the organization, or the
other people who will be impacted. "
A t the same time, M cClain says, good
leaders set w hat he calls " stretch goals,"
w hich "go a little beyond w hat w e think
people can do. "
"When people are allowed to take risks "
he says, " it's amazing what kind of producti~
ity you get. "

Roadblocks to empowerment
Wyle Laboratories, like other companies,
encountered employee skepticism on the
road to becoming a T QM organization. " Em ployees asked , 'Is managem ent reall y serio us
and committed to th e program?' and, 'Will
th e program endure, or is this just th e hot
program ofth e year and next year we 'll be off
on som ething else? '"
"W e m ust demonstrate over time that this
is not just the flavor of th e month ," says
Emerso n's Verebelyi. " Ultimately, getting
some tangible results pushes the boulder up
th e mountain. Once you get it up there you
get some momentum, w hich helps the process roll along, but it takes a lot of effort to get
it up there. "
Employees need proper training to thrive
in the new environment.
AlliedSignal recently bega n an ambitious
training program for all workers - from th e

assembly lines to th e executive offices. A t the
company's Kansas City Division, Smith says
all 4,400 associates will receive a minimum of
four days ' training in quality techniques by
th e end of 1993. As of June, the training was
70 percent complete.
Th e training is all do ne in-house at
AlliedSignal's "TQ Training Center" - a
renovated cafeteria partitioned into classrooms and " breakout rooms," where teams
of associates from all levels work on solving
problems they encounter on the job. The
center's walls are covered with computer
printouts of slogans and motivational quotations from famous people - from quality
gurus like Joseph M . Juran to humorist Will
Rogers. Upon entering the center, the first
quotation one encounters sets th e tone:
"We 're not in this to test the waters, we 're in
this to make waves. "
Smith says 70 division employees from
diverse backgrounds are certified to train
other AlliedSignal staff. That diversity was
evident one day in mid-June, as three identical classes were being led by the vice president of operations, a chemist and an assembly-line worker.
Once all 4,400 staff are trained in the
concep ts of total quality leadership, the next
step is making them aware of TQS - or total
quality speed. The emphasis of this next
phase, Smith says, is to reduce cycle time
" not just on th e manufacturing floor, but also
in th e busin ess and administrative areas."
All of this runs counter to the traditional
autocratic managem ent style that typifies
many U.S. companies. The skills needed to
lead in a TQM organization also are different.
"T he most important thing (for leaders) is
to be able to be a coac h," says Kapfer.
"You 've got to get past the old 'management
by the whip and the rack ' and start listening to
people." Or as Smith says, "Stay out of
people's way and let th em do their jobs."

Focus on the customer
"The world is getting much more com petitive every day, and the customer service
and customer satisfaction activities are becoming much more important than th ey were
10 years ago, or even 5 years ago," says
Gerald Bersett, MetE '65, president of Olin 's
Winchester Division in East Alton III
Custo mer satisfaction is the p~m~ry emphasis of any TQM initiative. At M ichigan
Instrumentation and Controls, Baumann initiated an aggressive plan to ensure customers
received their parts on time.
" We started calling our custo mers at the
time the parts were d ue on the dock,"
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Baumann says, adding that MIC now
measures its performance only "by what
our customer experiences. "
"You obviously care when the customer places the order," he says, "but it 's
another thing when you call the customer
and say, 'I'm concerned about the outcome; I'm concerned about whether or
not this is really working for you. ' Suddenly, the customers say, 'Oh, I guess you
do care about me. '"
Customer satisfaction applies not only
to those who purchase a company's products or services, but also to the internal
customers - the employees.
At Wyle Labs, Ozorkiewicz fo und
many of the TQM axioms in place when
he joined the company in 1985. What
was missing, though , was total customer
satisfaction.
"We seemed to have gotten into th e
habit of treating our external customers
much better than we treated each other,"
says Ozorkiewicz, who saw the TQM process
asa vehicle to rectify that. "We had the desire,
the effort and the resources to attack the
program. What we didn 't have was a structured approach to reaching each and every
employee in our company. "
Today, customer satisfaction is important
at Wyle Laboratories-- so much so that the
company euphemism for TQM is TCS, total
customer satisfaction.
Other companies also recognize the need
to satisfy the internal customers. Olin Brass,
for instance, began surveying both its internal
and external customers in 1990 and 1991 ,
says Dix.
Striving to satisfy customers - internal as
well as external - requires a change in
attitude. According to McClain, it requires
managers to take on a "missionary role " for
their customers. "Internally," he says, "you
have to ask, 'What can I do to help you? Do
you have all the tools and resources you need
to do your job?'"
Externally, it requires what Goldfeder calls
"a true, open listening system. "
"When a customer complains, you thank
him ," Goldfeder says. "A complaint is the
best thing you can have in the business.
because that means the person thinks enough
about you to tell you about a problem. Th e
ones who don't complain are gone. "

ISO 9000
The emphasis on quality in corporate
America will undoubtedly continue. One force
driving U.S. businesses to continue the pursuit of quality is ISO 9000, a set of standards
that is fast becoming the measure for interna-

A"If th e top executive is driving the process, participation w ill follow at all levels, " sa vs Sprint's Gary
Forsee. "If it is driven fro m a low er level, participation will be fragmentedat best. TOM process cannot
mature and enhance vour performance unless all
efforts are pulling in the same dire ction . "

tionally competitive companies.
Ozorkiewiczsees the ISO 9000 standards,
which originated in Europe, as having a significantimpacton U.S. firms. "Aswe become
more globally conscientious and competitive,
it's going to be difficult if not impossible to do
business in the electronics community in
Europe if we don 't adhere to ISO 9000
criteria," Ozorkiewicz says. Several Wyle
Laboratories facilities are ISO 9000-certified.
For John Deere Engine Works, which
became registered as an ISO 9000 company
in January, the certification is a competitive
advantage. "Only one of our competitors so
far has been registered , so it gives us a
competitive advantage worldwide," says
McClain. It also lets the rest of the industry
know that John Deere has a quality improvement process in place.
Sprint's International unit is working to
get seven major processes in compliance with
the standards, says Sprint's Forsee. "We see
certification as a marketplace and customer
requirement to be a global provider of serVICes.

Getting started
Texas Instrument's Bonnot urges managers to learn as much as possible about TQM
before initiating it in an organization. "Do
your homework up front," he says. "Even
though the Baldrige process is good and
that's the one we selected, th ere are oth ers as
well. "
Olin Corp. also uses the Baldrige criteria
as a tool for internal assessment. "We require
our business units, on an annual basis, to
evaluate themselves on the criteria, come up
with a score, come up with strengths and

weaknesses, and most importantly come
up with meaningful correction activities,"
says Dix. Th e evaluations then undergo
review by th e division quality steering
team. "We have everybody literally look
at themselves and make their own recommenda tions," Dix says. "That makes
it hard for individual departments or
areas to escape reviews. "
Ideas about quality abound. "The
TQM process has taught us that when
you're in the pursuit of continuous im provement, do not be proud to beg,
borrow or steal anybody else's good idea
or approach ," advises Ozorkiewicz. In deed, companies like Federal Express
encourage in formation-sharing through
two- and three-day "quality forums ,"
says Weise.
Ozorkiewicz and others counsel companies planning to pursue TQM to:
• Ensure that senior management
supports the concept. "Don 't underestimate
the energy and the commitment it's going to
take to get it to work," says Scanlon. "If you
want to make rapid progress, the sen ior management team members need to increase
their understanding and knowledge of the
process as rapidly as possible."
• Survey company employees. "We found
the change readiness survey ... an invaluable
tool to ascertain how ready the organization
was to embark" o n the TQM process,
Ozorkiewicz says.

Making America more competitive
Th e TQM philosophy is critical if American companies are to regain their competitive
edge. " If companies are not committed to
continuous improvement, then over time
they 'll lose their competitiveness, "says Southern Pacific 's Scanlon. "I th ink that's what
happened to a lot of American companies in
the 1980s. "
Others agree.
"My greatest concern is what I call complacency," says Dix. "Believe itornot, with all
these challenges, there are still companies
that are complacent. You read about them all
the time. "
"We must overcome our complacency
and focus on the real key for the future , and
that is continuous improvement," says Forsee.
Along with improving products and services, Forsee believes companies must instill
a quality work environm ent. "We must become passionate about improving the work
experience for our employees and the finan cial results for our shareholders," he says.
(contin ued on page 29)
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Six Imperatives for Tomorrow's Leaders
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Excerpts from the address given by Louis W. Smith, EE'66
President, AlliedSignal Inc.
at Commencement Exercises, May 15, 1993
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H ow many of you will accept th e
challenge to become a leader?
Tom Watson Sr. , founder of IBM,
once said, "If you want to be the greatest
company, you have to start acting like
one today." I'd like to paraphrase his
quo te to say, "If you want to be a leader,
you have to start acting like one today. "
I've observed that leaders exhibit six
characteristics: I call these the imperatives of leadership.

# 1: Leaders set high expectations.
Leaders don 't wait for things to happen. T hey have a clear vision of where
th ey and their organizations need to go
and th ey energize o thers to assist in
realizing the vision.
Many years ago, when I was a young
engineer at AlliedSignal, som e of m y
friends and I were talking about our goals
and when I was asked mine, I said that
my goal was to be president of the division .
My friends laughed at me. "Th ere's
no way an African-Am erican will ever be
president of this place," th ey said.
I still see some of those people. Many
of th em have abou t the sam e jobs they
had th en. Th ey saw th emselves as limited.
Richard Bach, auth or of "Jonathan
Livingston Seagull," wrote a pensive book
called, " Illusions: Th e Adventures o f a
Reluctant Messiah." In his book, Bach
says, "Argue for your limitations and
sure enough, th ey're yours."
L eaders set high expectations and
they fight for wh at they wa nt. Th ey don 't
let others impose barriers.
# 2: Leaders cap italize on opportunities.
I ca n 't stand here and tell you that if
you say you wa nt to be president of your
company and you work hard, you 'll one
day achieve your goal. It's not as simple
as th at.

I can guarantee you that if you
don 't believe you ca n succeed,
you won 't. If you see yourself as
limited, then you are limited, no
matter how many opportunities
com e your way.
You cannot succeed if you
don 't have th e opportunity to do
so, but you 're going to have to
create your own opportunities
some of the time.
L earning the culture of the enterprise
you 're part of, finding m entors to gUide
you in developing your career, and being
in the right place at the right time all figure
into opportunity.

# 3: Leaders focus on their customers.
Companies and individuals that succeed do so by focusing on the value of
their goods and services, concentrating
on speed, and making an unbending
and unwaveri ng commitment to their
custom ers. L eaders embrace th ese val ues, professionally and personally.
We need unselfish leaders with integrity , who are co mmitted to delivering th e
best possible products and services to the
customer, when the customer wants it
and not when you want to deliver it.
Customers can take many forms, from
the ultimate user of you r product, to yo ur
boss, to fellow associates, to th e organizations with which you are affiliated. W e
need leaders who no t only listen to th eir
customers but who are committed to
delighting th eir customers.
Deligh ting your custom ers sometimes
means taking risks; it certainly means
being innovative. W e speak a great deal
about risk taking, but say little about how
to be a risk taker. Being a risk taker
m eans looking at the facts, weighing th e
alternatives, and then folloWing your vi sion.
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# 4: Leaders r ecognize and reward
t eamwork.
Thom as Edison is noted for saying
that " if we did all the things we are
capable of doing, we would literally astonish ourselves." L eaders welcom e
opportunities to participate in and build
productive teams, because teams can
accomplish so much more than individuals.
T eam involvem ent enhances the work
environment, and increases personal
growth . By bringing togeth er diverse
groups of individuals, and listen ing to
th eir perspectives, the quality of products
and services can be improved dramatically.
L eaders encourage teamwork and
embrace cultural diversity, because teams
provide us with limitless opportunities to
drive change and achieve even better
results.
# 5: Leaders co ntinuouslv improve.
Change is never-ending. Th erefore,
to remain a leader, you must make continuous improvem ent and lifetim e education a personal commitment. The
University o f Missouri-Rolla has given
you a foundation o f technical competence second to none, and leadership
skills that will last a lifetime. But to be a
difference maker, you must continuously improve.
W e've already talked about th e need
for high expecta tions, capitalizing on
opportunities, focusing on customers,
and rewarding teamwork. But wha t
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about our personal growth? Some of
you have already determined a need for
additional education - formal or informaL Others will uncover opportunities
for contin uous improvement as you build
your careers.
But improving continuously involves
more than attending classes or seminars.
It's making a promise to yourself to do
each task and each project, even better
than the last one. I'm not talking about
a commitmentto perfectionism, but, rather, a commitment to personal excellence.
# 6: And. finally. leaders give back
more than they receive _
This is perhaps the most important of
the leadership imperatives.
Shirley Chisholm (the first AfricanAmerican woman to serve in the U.S.
Congress) said, "S ervice is th e rent that
you pay for room on this Earth," a nd
she's right
Leaders hold more than highly visible
positions; many of our most successful
leaders work quietly at grassroots levels.
They are often th e real difference makers.
You will have opportunities every
day to make positive or negative contributions. As you enter the business world,
you must learn to balance your work life
with your family and social obligations.
But, if we are to build and leave a quality
life for our children, you must also share
your talents with your community. By
giving back to society, leaders may not
change the world, but they can certainly
make a significa nt difference.
I challenge you to accept these six
leadership imperatives and make them
yours. You can 't determine where you
are going without a vision.
Someone once said that th e world is
moving so fast that th e person who says
it can 't be done may be interrupted by
th e person who is doing it Will you be
the individual who says it can't be do ne
.. . or the leader who does it?
Will you be our leaders of the 21st
century?
I hope so. A rgue for your limitations
and sure enough, they will be yours . •
(Copies of Mr. Smith 's speech may be obtained
by contacting AlliedSignal's Kansas City Division , (8 16) 997-3213)

Chancellor John Park
wants to double
your money!
Your gift to the university can now have
two times the impact!
The Chancellor's Challenge, a challenge fund provided by the $350,000 estate
gift of William Edward and Clara Drinkwater Newnam, makes it possible for you
to double the value of your gift.
If you are making a new gift of $25 or more, or are increasing your gift or pledge
from last year by $25 or more, you are eligible for matching Challenge funds.
The Chancellor's Challenge will match your increase in giving, or new donation
of $25 or more, up to $1000 The Challenge match follows your gift designation,
whether you choose to give to the Alumni Association, scholarships,
departmental support or anywhere else at UMR!

Here's how it works:
And you increase
your gift in 1993-94
by $200:

The Chancellor's
Challenge Fund will match
your $200

For a total
designated gift of
$500:

Increase your gift and double the value!
For more information about the Chancellor's Challenge. contact: Kittie Robertson, 314-341-4002 .
Challenge is valid for gifts received Sept 1, 1993-Aug. 31, 1994
(or until the $350,000 is expended).
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$1 MILLION GRANT BOOSTS
PROGRAM ON MANUFACTURING
More than $1 million in CAD/CAM software from the Society of Manufactuting
Engin eers will boost UMR 's manufactuting
engineeting curticulum this fall.
SME's Manufactuting Engineeting Education Foundation in Jun e gave UMR 's
mechanical/aerospace engineeting and
engineeting management departments
$888,565 in computer-aided design and
computer-aided manufactuting software.
Students will use the new software, along
with a $ 155,995 CAD/CAM software gift
from SME last fall , to simulate modern
computetized machine shops, says Anthony C. Okafor, assistant professor of mechanical and aerospace engineeting and
engineeting mechanics.
"Manufactuting education has been

neglected in the past, but there is a renewed emphasis among U.S. universities
to revise and develop the manufactuting
curticulum ," says Okafor. "The Society for
Manufacturing Engineers has been a critical
partner in our effort to strengthen manufacturing engineering at UMR. "
In the mechanical engineering department, students will use the software to design machine components on computers,
conduct thermal and structural analyses of
the parts, simulate motion , and even manufacture the components using the lab 's
computer-controlled milling machines.
Some of the software also will be used in
the UMR engineering management department 's Computer Integrated Manufactuting
Laboratory. _

Computer science faculty
member wins NSF award
The only faculty member from a
Missouri university
to receive the National Science
Foundation 's prestigious 1993 Presidential Faculty
Fellow award is UMR 's Lenore M. Restifo
Mullin, assistant professor of computer science.
Mullin was one of 30 faculty members
in th e United States to receive the award ,
which provides th e win ners with $100 ,000
per year for up to fi ve years. Winners may
use the award to further th eir research and
teaching endeavors.
Mullin, who does research in the area of
massively parallel scien tific co mpilations ,
plans to use th e fellowship to develop parallel processing applications that will be
compatible with any multiprocessor, regardless of th e manufacturer or configuration .
"There is a growing diversity of ap proaches to parallel computation," Mullin
says, adding that this assortm ent of meth -
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ods hampers scientists ' ability to work togeth er on problems. "Currently, users of
scientific applications wait days and weeks
for simulation results," she says. "Ideally,
we will give th em real-time responses. "
Massively parallel scientific compilation
is the basis for computer modeling used in
the design of aircraft engines, weath er
mapping and digital image processing. Parallel processing is a method of using several
computer processors to perform highly sophisticated tasks at the same time instead of
sequentially. Th e result is an enormous
boost in processing speed.
The Presidential Faculty Fellow award is
designed to recognize and support the
work of outstanding science and engineering faculty who are in the early stages of
their academic careers.
Mullin joined the UMR faculty in September 1992. She holds a bachelor's degree in math ematics from th e State University of New York at New Paltz and a
master's degree in solid state physics and a
doctorate in computer science fro m S yracuse University. _

Total quality management is not only
revolutionizing the way American industry
does business, it also is gaining ground in
higher education. At UMR, one of the biggest champions of tlhe TQM philosophy is
Chancellor John T. Park.
In Park's eyes, institutions of higher
learning, like American manufacturers,
have no choice but to move toward a culture of quality if they are to survive the uncertain times ahead. "We simply must focus on quality if we 're going to achieve our
goals," he says, adding that TQM provides
a set of management tools that can help
UMR fu lfill its vision of becoming a top undergraduate engineeting school.
The academic setting poses unique
challenges for TQM proponents. According
to Henry Wiebe, a professor of engineering
management who teaches courses on
TQM, universities are sheltered from the
adverse economic conditions American
businesses find themselves in these days.
The impetus that prompts industry to cultivate quality improvement processes - the
profit motive - is not a factor in universities, Wiebe says. Moreover, measuring the
effectiveness of campus processes is often
difficult. "If we do a piece of basic research
here ... that basic research can sit around
for 15 years and no one will pay any atten tion," he says. "But then 15 years later
someone might find an application for it,
and it becomes the greatest thing since
sliced bread. So how do you measure that
piece of research? " Also: "How do we
measure how well we 've educated our students?"
University leaders must recognize tlh at
the campus culture affects how TQM principles can be applied, according to Park.
"Universities have a set of traditions that
are very hard to change, " he says, adding
that UMR 's plan for ac hieving quality in volves working the principles of TQM into
those traditions. One otlher challenge, according to the chancellor, has to do with
th e independence o f university faculty and
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TQM ON CAMPUS
"How do you measure that piece of research?
How do we measure how well we've educated
our students?"

staff. "Very few people at a university
blindly follow orders," he says. That autonomy is a blessing because academics are
generally more empowered and innovative
than workers in the private sector, Park
adds.
Critics of efforts to incorporate TQM on
campuses charge that the movement is
nothing more than a fad , that those involved in TQM lose touch of the bottom
line and spend more time in meetings than
in effecting change, and that the process
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cannot be applied to universities ' business
of education and research , Park says. "Perhaps the most serious criticism, " he adds,
"is that the vision of the institution can become lost in the activity and that the role of
the leadership can be undermined. "
Park began using TQM techniques at
UMR in 1991, as the campus, under his
leadership, began a comprehensive review
of programs and processes to streamline
the organization. The exercise led to a fiveyear budget plan that in tum formed the
basis of the campus' long-range blueprint
to achieve excellence: "Educating Leaders
in Engineering and Science: The Strategic
Plan for the University of Missouri-Rolla. "
The planning work prodded the campus
community to analyze its strengths and
weaknesses, define its mission and estab-

lish some schemes for achieving that mission. Park sees this type of self-evaluation
as the critical first step for any quality improvement program.
"In many ways we 've already taken the
most Significant steps," he says. "One of
the first steps toward quality is to know
what business you 're in and what your
product looks like. That, I think, we 've
done very welL "
The next step was the creation of a
one-year action plan delineating specific
tasks to be accomplished during the fiscal
year that ended June 30. "The whole action plan was really a set of continuousimprovement plans," says Park.
At the core of UMR 's strategic plans,
action plans and other quality improvement documents are the values undergirding all successful corporate TQM programs:
a focus on customer satisfaction, continuous improvement and employee empowerment.
UMR 's "quality council," made up of
Park and the vice chancellors, deans and
other staff who report directly to the chancellor, is now at work fine-tuning this year's
action plan. The focus of the strategic action plan this year is on two major themes:
-Assessing the campus curriculum to
see if it is preparing students to meet the
societal needs they will be expected to address upon graduation. A curriculum task
force , headed by William H. Tranter,
Schlumberger Professor of electrical engineering, and made up of faculty from all
academic departments, is leading the analysis.
- Creating a "professional development
program " for students to equip them for
leadership. The idea is to steer students
toward the many opportunities the campus
provides to develop skills to become wellrounded leaders. _

- by Andrew Careaga

More self-assessment
As UMR continues to hone its strategic plan, it is undertaking a thorough
self-assessment by measuring campus
processes against th e Malcolm Baldrige
National Quality Award criteria. A recent Ph.D. reCipient in engineering
management, Scott Dellana, is heading that project this summer. Dellana
also is coordinating an effort between
UMR and Don Wainwright of Wainwright Industries, based in St. LoUiS, to
revise a segment of the Missouri Quality Award criteria, aimed at bUSinesses,
to fit with colleges and universities.
Wainwright is an examiner for the Missouri Quality Award , a program modeled after the Baldrige award and established this year to honor Missouri
businesses for their dedication to quality. Engineering management Professor K.M. Ragsdell is also an examiner
for that award.

UMR 's quality efforts extend beyond the campus. Courses offered in
engineering management (Total Quality Management, Statistical Process
Control and Advanced Topics in Quality Assurance) and metallurgical engineering (Nondestructive Testing, both
lecture and lab courses), as well as
many courses in the mathematics/statistics departm ent, all are designed to
prepare UMR students for jobs in the
quality arena.
UMR faculty also help others develop TQM efforts of their own. For in stance, engineering management's Peter Schmidt, an assistant professor, and
Jim Highfill, a lecturer, recently completed a series of TQM seminars for the
U.S. Geological Survey's Mid-Continent Mapping Center in Rolla. Engineering management Professor Henry
Wiebe recently completed similar work
at the Fort Leonard Wood, Mo. , Army
base and a year ago travelled to Taiwan
to lecture on TQM to a non-profit,
public-private organization called the
China Productivity Center.
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IT'S A WASH:
Statue of Freedom gets waterjet shower
The Statue of Freedom that
lab. The company also was
sits atop the U.S. Capitol dome
looking at using crushed walwill shine a little bit brighter
nut shells with compressed air
thanks to assistance from the
to clean the structure, but the
UMR High-Pressure Waterjet
waterjets work better because
"the water will go into all the
Laboratory. Waterjet researchcracks and crevices fairly easily
ers are consultants for a project
to blast 130 years of D.C corto get out all the gunk," Sumrosion from the statue.
mers says.
The hollow bronze goddess
Ten years ago, UMR 's wawas plucked from the dome
terjets were used on campus to
and lowered to the Capitol Placut a replica of Stonehenge
za on Sunday, May 9, for five
from 160 tons of granite - a
feat that was named one of the
months of repair work. Workers have been using pressur10 outstanding engineering
ized water to restore the 7 -ton,
achievements of 1984 by the
National Society of Profession19-foot statue to its earlier
al Engineers. More recently,
beauty. In March, the Connecthe technology was used to cut
ticut company in charge of the
restoration contacted the Highrock for construction of an am Pressure Waterjet Laboratory
phitheater beneath the Gateway Arch in SI. Louis. The
for guidance on how to clean
theater opened in March. _
the statue. The company borrowed corroded bronze
' :::::--"
plaques from New York
----..;:'~
City's Parks Department _, :- >- , .
and brought them to _c -,:
UMR 's researchers for
waterjet testing in April.
"We looked at different ways of cleaning the
plaques with the waterjets and came up with
some recommendations
that should work well
for th e Statue of Freedom ," says David A.
S ummers, Curators '
Professor of minin g engineering at UMR and
director of the waterjet

Men of steel:
bridge builders
come in third
A team of six UMR civil engineering students placed third out
of 13 college and university teams
in a national steel-bridge building contest held Saturday, May
15, on the campus of Southern
College of Technology in Marietta, Ga. The annual competition , sponsored by the American
Society of Civil Engineers and
the American Institute of Steel
Construction, requires teams to
build 20-foot-Iong steel bridges
designed to withstand weights of
up to 2,500 pounds. The efforts
are judged according to the speed
of construction, bridge weight,
cost, capacity, capacity-to-weight
ratio and aesthetic value.
Placing first in the contest
was the University of AlaskaFairbanks; Southern College of
Technology placed second.
The UMR team consisted of
civil engineering students Sean
Antle of SI. Peters, Mo., a senior;
Jeff Bohler of SI. Louis, a junior;
Brian LeGrand of Kelso, Mo., a
junior; Mark McCauley of Royalton, Ill., a senior; Scott Rakon ick of FlOrissant, Mo. , a senior;
and David Smith of Cordova,
Tenn., a senior and the president of UMR 's ASCE student
chapter.

Sunrayce '93:
Rain hampers
Sol Survivor
Intermittent showers rained
on the parade of solar-powered
vehicles that traveled through the
Midwest in June, but UMR 's Sol
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Survivor managed to cross the
Sunrayce '93 finish line under its
own sun-driven power. Rain and
mechanical problems hindered
Sol Survivor during the early days
of the race, but the vehicle en joyed sunny skies in Iowa and
Minnesota to finish the race in
29th place out of 34 entries.
Sunrayce '93 was a I,lOO-mile
trek that began June 20 in Arlington, Texas, and ended June
26 in Minneapolis. For more inform ation, see page 20.
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Formula racers
win third place
for SAE design
UMR 's entry in the National
Formula SAE Competition took
third place in design and 18th
overall in a field of more than 70
racers. The competition was held
May 20-23 at the C hrysler Corp.
Tech Center in Auburn Hill, Mich.
The annual Formula SAE
competition gives young engineers training in a real-world scenario: Students must design and
produce a vehicle as though they
were working for a real auto
manufacturer.
Th e competition pitted the
UMR vehicle against 73 other
cars from 63 other U.S. colleges
and universities. Each team designed a prototype formula-style
race car for evaluation and possible production by a fictional
automotive manufacturer. The
cars were judged according to
static engineering design, cost
analysis, acceleration, maneuverability, fuel economy, endurance
and other factors.
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UMR alum to be Ft. Wood
commanding general
Btig. Gen. Joe N. Ballard, MS EMgt '72, is
the new commanding general of the U.S.
Army Engineer Center at Fort Leonard Wood,
Mo. Previously Ballard was a special assistant
to the director of management for the Total
Army Basing Study, conducted by the Army
Chief of Staff office in Washington , D.C. He was deputy commander at Fort Leonard Wood from January 1991 to June 1992.

Thai teachers spend the summer
studying science, math at UMR
UMR was host this summer to 104 Thai educators who were
studying here at the pleasure of their government. The Thais, all
from teachers ' colleges, enrolled in the program to learn more
about science, mathematics, and environmental and indusmal science. "This is the first year of a five-year plan by the Thai government to upgrade the teaching skills of their teacher educators," says
Eunice French, director of international programs at UMR.
The eight-week project was funded through a $217,783 grant
from Thailand 's Teacher Education Department, a division of the
Thai Ministry of Education, and $47,291 from the Agency for International Development through ASEAN , the Thai environmental
agency.
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Buckle-up laws ineffective,
says UMR economist
Safety-belt laws - first introduced in the mid 1980s and made
law in more than half of the United States by 1989 - have lulled
dtivers into a false sense of secutity, according to Chtistopher Garbacz, a UMR economics professor. The laws, which generally require front-seat passengers to buckle up, "have not reduced traffic
fatalities ," Garbacz says. Instead, "We are trading pedesman, bicycle and motorcycle deaths for automobile passenger lives. "
The laws have made dtivers feel safer, but that sense of secutity
could have adverse affects on dtiving habits, the professor says.
"Weating seat-belts makes some dtivers feel safer, inducing them to
dtive more dangerously and putting at tisk unbelted rear-seat passengers and non-occupants. "
Garbacz's recent studies of seat-belt usage , based on data from
the national Centers for Disease Control, "indicate that overall no
lives are saved as a result of mandatory seat-belt laws. In the case
of front-seat-belt laws, my studies suggest that rear-seat passengers
and non-occupants may be killed as a result of more dangerous
dtiving by belted dtivers," he says.
" If seat-belt laws are so powerful, you ought to see an enormous drop in fatalities and you don 't see that," Garbacz adds. "The
only time you see enormous drops in fatalities is when people reduce dtiving substantially, such as duting war petiods or petiods of
substantial gasoline ptice increases."
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Management systems names director
Cathetine A. Riordan , a member of the UMR psychology department faculty since 1979, has been named director of management systems at the university. Riordan , an associate professor of
psychology, has served as intetim director of the program since its
creation in the fall of 1991.
Management systems is an interdiSCiplinary endeavor by the
computer science, economics and psychology departments in
UMR 's College of Arts and Sciences.
From 1988 through 1991 , Riordan was the assistant to the
chancellor for affirmative action and equal opportunity. She eamed
her bachelor's degree in social welfare and psychology from Eastern Michigan University in 1974 and received a doctorate in expetimental social psychology from the State University of New York in
Albany in 1979.

Alum to direct environmental center
Alumnus Melvin L. Rueppel, Chem '66, is the director of UMR 's
newest environmental research program - the Environmental
Trace Substances Research Center. Rueppel , former director of the
Technology, Roundup and Residential Products divisions of Mon santo 's Agticultural Group in St. Louis, began his new duties in
June.
In addition to his UMR degree, Rueppel holds a Ph.D. in organic chemiStry from' the University of California-Berkeley. He joined
Monsanto in 1971 as a senior research chemist and has held several leadership positions in the company.
The Environmental Trace Substances Research Center tests a
vatiety of substances, such as soil, water and fish , for contaminants .
Environmental chemistry is the major area of emphasis for the cen ter.
The center, formerly under the direction of the University of
Missouri System and located at Sinclair Farm, S miles south of Columbia, has been under the direction of UMR since July 1, 1992.

Istanbul newspaper picks UMR
as good choice for young Turks
UMR 's international reputation got a big lift recently when a
newspaper in Istanbul began offeting full scholarships for Turkish
students to attend UMR. The promotion by the Istanbul newspaper
Hurriyet offers 101 full -tide five-year scholarships for Turkish students to study at UMR and six other Ametican universities.
UMR was selected after Hurriyet officials visited Missouti this
spting, according to Louis Moss, director of international students
and programs at UMR. An important consideration in chOOSing the
participating institutions was the presence of "English as a S econd
Language" courses on the campuses and the opportunity for students to enroll in several majors, receive profeSSional support from
intemational student advisers and live in community environments
that welcome international students, Moss says.
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After adisappointing show in Sunrayce '93, Sol Survivor Team
Captain Jeff Shapiro, Phys'94, shares his thoughts on the UMR solar
car project, teamwork, and new challenges
by Jeff Shapiro

In

th e spring of 1991 a group of UMR
students and professors met to determine if
there was enough interest to build a solar car
to compete in the 1993 World Solar Challenge across Australia. By sprin g of th e next
year we had been accepted in not o nly th e
World Solar Challenge, but also a new biennial, intercollegiate race across No rth America
called Sunrayce '93. Acceptance in th ese
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races marked the real beginning of the Solar
Car Project and the Solar Car Team at UMR.
All teams accepted to compete in Sunrayce
'93 were required to attend a regional qualifi er several months before th e main event.
Our qualifier was held last April at the Indianapolis Speedway. We had planned what the
car would look like and how it would operate,
but putting th e car together took longer than
we had anticipated. We passed all the inspection stations and drove the required 50 mUes
around the race track without any major faUures
or breakdowns--when we arrived at Indianapolis our car had never been driven before!

Clockw~

trQnsmi~

stop in T
(right) ex
Roy Wilk
teom'sm

Even though the car had qualified, it was
not even close to finished. We still had to
install the solar array and electroniCS, improve
the aerodynamics, and road test the car to
develop a race strategy. Our problems were
money and people to help finish the car; we
were lacking both. Even though we were still
fund-raiSing, we were spending money faster
than we raised it because we were on what
managers call a "crash-line. " As a result, we
were again pushed to the last minute to get
the car finished and the only road time we had
was the 50 miles at Indianapolis.

(Continued on page 33)
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Clockwise from top: Roadside repair of the
transmission near Trenton, Mo.; at an overnight
stop in Tulsa, faculty advisor Norman Cox
(right) explains the Sol Survivor's workings to
Roy Wilkens, president of WilTel, one of the
team 's major supporters; A tarp and six team
members create a makeshift shelter from rain
and provide an opportunity to make some
adjustments on the car; the team at the finish
line in Minneapolis (counterclockwise from left:
Jeff Shapiro, Dennis Meyer, Rick Jenkins,
Aaron Laws, Rob Ziegler, Gary Pinkley, Doug
Hanneken, Norman Cox, Matt Spaethe, Tom
Sullivan, Paul Stallman and John Tyler) ; driver
Gary Pinkley looks optimistic as the team
readies the car for another day of racing.
Opposite page: Sol Survivor slips right by an
abandoned gas station in southern Oklahoma;
necessities for the drivers-helmet, walkie talkie
to communicate with the support vehicles and
lots of water to stay cool in the hot cab.
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Miners have been playmg football-with varying levels of success-for 100 years

By John Kean

Etb'"

i, " m"h , port of
Amelican college life as all-night
study sessions. The game was
born on Ame rica 's college campuses during the 19 th century. It
was a raw sport-similar to rugby-until Walter Camp, th e father of American football, worked
to re volutionize the game during
the 1880s.
By 1888, students o n Missouri campuses were forming
unofficial teams. The first official
Miner football squad was o rganized 100 years ago, in 1893, by
th e MSM Athle tic Associa tio n.
In those days, faculty me mbers were eligible to play a nd
teams consisted of 15 players. In
addition , players had to scrape
up the money to travel to Springfie ld, Mo. , to face th eir fi rst oppone nt, Drury College, on Nov. 20.
The Miners, dressed in orange
and white that day, lost the game
16-0.
In the century since that game,
MSMlUMR has had its share of
football highlights, including the
undefeated teams of 19 14 and
1980. Miner teams have produced
four first -team All-America perfomlers and six academic AlI-Americans, and the UMR program has
produced the "winningest" coach
in the history of its confe re nce.

EARLY DAYS
Miner teams played six to
nine games per season in the
early 1900s. The program lacked
a full-time head coach until 1909 ,
when Fra nk Dennie was hired as
coach, athletic director and instructor in civil engineering. Previous "coaches" were paid from
game proceeds a nd contributions
from the faculty and townsfolk.
Den nie coached for three years,
then turned the reins over to
E.H . McCleary, who produced a
6-1-1 season in 1913. Thecoach
boldly predicted that the next
team would finish undefeated.
A P ERFECT SEASON
The next team did post a
perfect record-but not under
McCleary. Using the theory that
a good footba ll team could put a
school on the map, Leon Garrell, MSM 's acting director, hired
Ch icago Unive rsity grad uate
To m Kelly to coach the team.
Kelly went far to secure additio nal tale nt for th e team, a nd a ppare ntly he did quite a job.
The 1914 Mine rs were conside red to be one of the best
teams of the time. Th ey opened
the season by trouncing the University of Missouri-Colum bia 9O. The Miners used only 13 players while Mizzou used 27 in the
game. The victory spawned a
wild celebration in Rolla.
The Miners followed with seven more shutouts, including two
games in which they scored more
THE

than 100 points, a nd e nded the
eight-game season with 540 total pOints to the opposition 's
none.
Hungry for more competition , the players decided to take
part in an unsanctioned charity
game against Christian Brothers
College, considered to be the
Miners' top challenger. The MSM
faculty and the Board of C urators threatened to suspend any
players who took pa rt in the
game.
The team scheduled a trip for
6 a. m. but instead boarded a
train two hours earlie r. When the
team returned from SI. Louis
with a 27-6 victory, the faculty
made good on their threat and
suspended th e en tire squad.
Garrellinterve ned; however, a nd
reinstated the team .
The 1914 team was not with out a few skeletons. It was alleged that some of the "recruited" players were paid as much
as $1 00 per month by townspeople who wanted a winning
football team. Some were said to
not even be enrolled at MSM.
Acade mic d ifficulties plagued
several others. When the Miners
took the field in 1915, only five
me mbe rs of that undefeated
squad were on th e roster.
I NTO THE

MIAA

The Miners joined th e Missouri Inte rcollegia te Athletic Associatio n in Novem ber 1934and
sta rted traditional livalries with
its five other me mbers.

The Miners posted a 0-9-3
record in their first 12 MlAA
games; however, things began
to turn around when Gale Bullman took over the head coaching pOSition from Harold Grant
in 1937. By 1941 , the Miners
were one of the conference's top
teams. Th ey shared the confere nce title that season with North west Missouri State before the
start of World War II interrupted
play. Football resumed during
three of the next four years, but
even Bullman missed a year because of Navy d uty. W hen he
returned in 1946, the Miners went
4-3-2, then won the school's first
outright conference title a year
later.
GLORY DAYS:1946-1958
The first golden era in Miner
foo tball-between 1946 and
1958-was highlighted by an
undefe a ted league record in
1949 and a bowl victory in 1950.
Bullma n had o ne philosophy
as a coach: He wanted his players to enjoy themselves. A 1961
article by Kansas City Star writer
Fritz Kessler states that Bullman
"will tell you that he never asked
a person to e nroll at the school.
He just waits to see who shows
up for practice in the fall. Quite
often, such a situation leads to a
disappointing record
Occasionally, when the available material is good and the chips fall
right, it means a conference
championship. "
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LEAN YEARS: THE 1960s

PERFECT, AGAIN

By 1960, the Miner program
had fallen behind others. MSM
players were not receiving grantin-aid money to play football ,
but student-athletes at other
MlAA institutions were. During
the last five years of Bullman's
tenure, which ended with his
retirement from the sidelines after the 1963 season, the Miners
won 12 games.
The number of football players dipped so low by the 1963
season that the program was
nearly abandoned. Only 33 players were on the last team Bullman coached, and concern centered around trying to compete
in the MlAA with such low num bers. Discussions with Dean Merl
Baker eventually led to a plan to
keep the team intact for three
more years and to monitor student support

Grantham was one of many
experienced players on the Miner squad in 1980. During the
season, the defensive unit helped
win a key game with five interceptions against No. lO-ranked
Pittsburgh State. The team stood
at 6-0 heading into a showdown
with MlAA co-leader Southwest
Missouri State. UMR used a
strong fourth-quarter performance to beat the Bears 27-16.
Following this game, the focus
on an undefeated season intensified. The perfect season was
locked up during the finale at
Northeast Missouri State when
Kelly Rudolph, EMgt'83, fell
on a fumble on the Bulldogs
final drive.
Eight members of that defensive unit were named to the allconference team , six of them to
the first-team. In all, UMR had 11
AIl-MlAA performers in 1980,
with Grantham later earning firstteam All-America honors at defensive back Finley, who finished his head coaching stint in
1991 with 100 wins-more than
anyone in MlAA history--€arned
district "Coach ofthe Year" honors.

THE 1970s:BACK ON TRACK

Bullman moved assistant
coach Dewey Allgood into the
head coaching position. In addition , athletic scholarships became
available. In 1969 the Miners,
led by All-American Frank Winfield, ME'71 , finished with a 7-2
record for the first winning season in 11 years.
In 1971 , Allgood turned head
coaching duties over to Charlie
Finley. Four years later, the Miners gained running back Terry
Ryan , who in 1977 became the
first Miner to ever rush for more
than 1,000yards in aseason. His
efforts helped the Miners tie
Southeast Missouri State for the
M1AA championship. (Ryan
would go on to rush for more
than 1,000 yards again the following year to finish with a career
total of 3 ,432 yards, ninth -best
in MlAA history.)
One of Ryan 's teammates
during his last two seasons was
Bill Grantham, ChE'81, who
as a sophomore set the school's
interception record by picking
off 11 passes from his free safety
position. He continued to frustrate opposing offenses for the
next two seasons. His career total of 29 interceptions still stands
as the conference record.

THE ONE POST-SEASON

UMR finished 10th in the final NCAA Division II ran kings in
1980 but was denied an invitation into the playoffs. Post-season play has eluded the Miners
throughout history, except for
the 1950 season when the team
played host school Illinois State
in the Corn Bowl. That game
was played on Thanksgiving Day
on a field so icy that all movement had to be straight ahead.
Illinois State opened the scoring
with a touchdown but missed
the extra point Ed Kwadas,
ME'SI, ran five yards fora touchdown to tie the score. The extra
point by Bill Wohlert, CE'SI,
gave the Miners the 7 -6 victory.
The Miners ' eighth and most
recentMlAA championship came
in 1983, when they shared it
with Central Missouri State.

(Continued on page 33)

MINER FOOTBALL
The first game in Miner histo ry was played o n Nov. 20, 1893,
in Springfield, Mo. The Miners lost to Drury College 16-0.
The first Miner victory came on Nov. 12, 1894, over Drury. The
score was 8-6. G.W. Smith scored the first M ine r touchdown .
Although the university is ce lebrating its 100th anniversa ry of
football, it will only be the 99th seaso n at UMR. There we re no
tea ms in 1897 or 1944.
Among current and former m embers of the MIAA, only Washburn University has had the sport longerthan UMR. Washburn
had its 100th anniversary in 1991 . Th e Miners and Emporia
State are celebrating 100th anniversary years this autumn.
Entering the 1993 season, the Miners have played a total of798
games, posting a record of 356-404-38. The 800th game will be
played Sept 18 at Washburn.
The Miners have won eight MIAA championships. UMR won
outrighttitles in 1947, 1949, 1950 and 1980; it shared first place
in 1941, 1956, 1977 and 1983.
The Miners have posted two undefeated seasons- 1914 and
1980 - and two winless seasons-1960 and 1990-in years
where they played at least seven games.
The longest winning streak in school history is 14 games (Nov .
3, 1979-Sept 5, 1981 ); the longest losing streak is 19 games
(Sept 9, 1989-Nov. 10, 1990).
The Miners' lone post-seaso n appearance came on Thanksgiving Day 1950, when it played in the Corn Bowl in Normal,
III. The Miners defeated host Illino is State 7-6.
UMR has defeated Central Missouri State more than any team
it has played since 1893. The Miners have a 34-25-3 record
against the Mules. Washington Unive rsity has beaten UMR
more than any other opponent, running up a 39-12-1 mark
againstthe Miners befo re the series was discontinued in 1977.
Terry Ryan rushed for a school reco rd 3,432 yard s in his ca reer,
the ninth -best figure in MIAA history. He is also one of two
Miners to officially rush fo r 200 ya rds in a game, the other
being Steve Kubiak (school reco rd 227 in 1970). John Southgate was believed to ha ve rushed for at least 200 in a 1900
game against Drury according to news paper accounts.
Nine Miners have been named as first-team All -Ame ri cans. Ed
Kromka (1941), FrankWinfield (1969 ), Merle Dillow (1974) an d
Bill Grantham (1980) were chosen for their exploits on the
field , while Kim Colter (1972), Paul Janke (1980), Tom Reed
(1986), Jim Pfeiffer (1987 -88) and Don Huff (1991 -92) earned
first-team Academic All-America honors.
Former Min er head coach (an d current assistant) Charlie
Finley has more wins than any coach in MIAA history with 100.
Northeast Missouri State's Maurice Wade is secon d with 99,
while Gale Bullman of MSMj UMR is third with 96.
The 1980 Miners were the highest-ranked team in school
history, finishing 10th in the NCAA Divi sion II poll that season.
There was no nation al ranking system in place in 1914 for the
Miners' other undefeated team.
The 1980 Miners are the last team in the MIAA and one of two
since the end of World War II to finish an entire season without
a loss or tie. Other conference teams have co mpleted the
regular season without a defeat-most recen t ly, Pittsburg
State in 1992- but were beaten in post-season play. Southeast Missouri State's 1955 team was th e other perfect team
besides the Mine rs since 1946.

NOW: 450 FOUNDERS i 28,000 EMPLOYEES
111 additional companies started by MSM/UMR alums

I

n the February
1993 issue of the
M SMAlumnus
we began a list of
existing companies
started by MSM j UMR
alunmi. Adding the
names we received
since the publication
of the May M SM
Alumnus we now have
nearly 450 companies
on our list! As we
went to press these
are the most recent
names of MSM j UMR
entrepreneurs leading
in America's shift to
an entrepreneurial
economy.
If you know of an
alurrmus who has
founded a company,
please complete and
return the survey form
on page 25.
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Company Name

Number of Employees'

A·Tech Engineers & Conlraclors
ADD Truss Company Inc.
APM Marketing Inc.
Abarco·SAS LTO
Abbe·Garrett Engineering Co.
Acadiona Trealment Systems
Accutype Medical Services
Advanced Environmenlal Drilling
Advisablast Consulting Ine.
Air Plus Corp.
Amplron Electric Co.
Art Slructures Inc.
Arthur J Gallagher & Co. - Dallas
Asia Power Technologies LTO
Aulomated Business Solutions
Aulomated Education Ine.
Avanti Technologies Inc.
BC Engineers
BWR Industrial Conlrols
Baldwin Building Company
Battalion Three Inc.
Best Sound Company
Bimel Elecklronik LTO
Boberschmidt & Associales
Bowers & Associales
Bunch Technology Inc.
Carnahan, Proctor & Assoc.
ClM-Ware
CNR Conslruction Inc.
CO·TEX
Cactus Capilol Company
Cal Minera SA
Cal mel Dala SA
Car-Anth Manufacturing & Supply Co.
Carlos L Rodrigues Ramos
Carrera Conslruction Co.
Carrier Vibrating Equipment
Cavaco Inlemational Inc.
Cemenlo Panama SA
Cer·Con
Chaffee BUilding Company
Charles S. Davis & Assoe. Inc.
Charlie Peek, Ine.
Chuck Bost Mktrig Communications Inc.
Cibertec
Colandrea & Assoe.
Communications Engineers
Complele Communications
Comlech Mobile Telephone Co.
Conslruction Engineering Services
Covington Energy Corp.
Crafton Lift Co.
OF Software Developmenl
D.R East Inc.
D.W. Powell Conslruction Co.
DPC Services
Dan Hinkle
Data Pro Computer Systems
Delp Heating and Air Conditioning
Dodson & Assoe.
Doerflinger's Chrislmas Trees
E-H Engineering Ltd.

71

9
40
25
5
5
10
20
40
11

10
16
5
6
5
8
45
5
75
50
9
15
16
10
20

347
37
150
15
14
194
8
5
5
30
II

5

Headquarters

Founder. Degree & Class Year

Friendswood, TX
Wrighl City, MO
Englewood, CO
London, U.K.
Austin, TX
Duson, LA
Overland Park, KS
Sherman, IL
Wilmington, DE
Ballwin, MO
St Louis, MO
Oldsmar, FL
Dallas, TX
Pakgret, Thailand
Columbia, MO
Phoenix, AZ
St Louis, MO
Merriam, KS
Salina, KS
Viola, 10
Arnold, MO "St Louis, MO
Ankara, Turkey
Milford, OH
Kirksville, MO
Kalhleen, FL
Margale, FL
Weslmonl, IL
St Louis, MO
Lake Jackson, TX
Worthington, OH
Lima, Peru
Lima, Peru
St Louis, MO

Rajinkanl Amin CE'64
Alan L Davis GeoE'78
Andrew P Mueller ME'81
Anloon Dabbous PetE'53
Jack T. Garrett CE' 70
James E. Bowie CE'73
Jeffrey W Melcher ME'83
Gregory 0 Courson GeoE'83
Theodore I Jerman MinE'50
Brett MGutzler ME'71
Harry A Salomon EE'69
James E Bradley CE'59
James M. Higbee ME'66
John T Diecker EE'78
Sleven 0 Schmiedeskamp Phys'7 l
Daniel J Farian CSci'87
Michael Postiglione EE'83
Robert W. Curry ME'72
George L Long EE'68
Michael H. Baldwin CE'65
William S. Franz EMgt'77
Leslie D. Marcus GGph '50
Ender A Kefoglu EE'73
Lawrence A Boberschmidl Math'65
Craig Bowers CE'76
James D. Bunch ME'69
Daniel L Carnahan CE'68
Don Mclnlosh EE'82
Charles N. Rallo CE'65
John O. Buchanan CE'58
Edward C. Liu ChE'7l
Hector Jose Calmel CE'85
Enrique MCalmet CE'81
John P. Klorer ME'84
Thomas M. Dussold ME'85
Carlos L Rodriguez EE'77
William N. Curson ME'61
James R DeSpain ME'61
Frank D. Cavalier ME '59
Jose A Moscoso MinE'73
John G. Bartel CerE'52
Bill J. Pfefferkorn CE'61
Charles S. Davis CE'72
Charles A Peek GGph '49
Charles R Bosl Chem '63
Mariana Rodriguez R CE'80
Thomas R Colandrea MetE'59
Charles A Watts EE'58
Dennis D. Chapman CE'69
Sleven J. Muir CerE'70
Lee N. Bodenheimer CE'74
Gilbert G. Jurenka PetE'56
James Crafton PetE'65
David G. Frankenbach CSci '80
Douglas R East EE'66
Doyle W. Powell CE '67
David J. Lipnick ME'81
K Dan Hinkle EMgt'73
Christopher R Nibeck EMgt'89
Robert L Delp ME'62
Richard M. Dodson EE'64
Arthur E. Doerflinger ME'68
E. David Hayes EE '66

Guayaquil, Ecuador
Des Peres, MO
200 LOUiSville, KY
EI Toro, CA
Panama City, Panama
Hermann, MO
Chaffee, MO
Delroil, MI
Rocksprings TX
Monroe, OH
Lima, Peru
San Diego, CA
Springfield, IL
Rolla, MO
Hayward, CA
Independence, MO
Mandeville, LA
Evergreen, CO
Lynchburg, VA
Loveland, CO
Fontana, CA
St Louis, MO
Sugar Land, TX
Rolla, MO
Rolla, MO
Bowie, MD
Kansas City, MO
Lincoln, NE
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Please fill out this fonn and
return it to us either by FAX:

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES: _ _ __ _ __

314-341-6091
PUBLICLY TRADED?
Or by mail to:

~

- - -- -- - - - -- -

TYPE OF BUSINESS:

DD
YES

No

YEAR FOUNDED : _ __ _

COMPANY STIlL OPERATING 7

DD
YES

No

A NNUAL SALES: _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _

FOUNDER STILL A CTIVE IN COMPANy 7

YES No
D
D

NAME OF FOUNDER :

lindsay Lomax Bagnall, '76

FOUNDER CURRENT TITLE IN COMPANY:

114 Castleman Hall
University of Missouri-Rolla
Rolla, MO

65401

YEAR OF GRADUATION:

DEGREE:

HOME ADDRESS:
CITY/STATE/ZlP :

If you have questions or
comments, please call:

HOME TELEPHONE:

~

_ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

L314-341-4145,
____________________________
Thank you!

SUBMITIED BY:

TELEPHONE: ~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
AR ~ ~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Com tech IVJobile Ielephone LO.
Construction Engineering Services
COvington Energy Corp.
Crafton Lift Co.
D.F. Software Development
D.R. East Inc.
D.W. Powell Construction Co.
DPC Services
Dan Hinkle
Data Pro Computer Systems
Delp Heating and Air Conditioning
Dodson & Assoc.
Doerflinger's Christmas Trees
E-H Engineering Ltd.
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Hayward, U\
Independence, MO
Mandeville, LA
Evergreen, CO
Lynchburg, VA
Loveland, CO
Fontana, CA
Sl Louis, MO
Sugar Land, TX
Rolla, MO
Rolla, MO
Bowie, MD
Kansas City, MO
Lincoln, NE
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Lee N. Bodenheimer CE '74
Gilbert G. Jurenka PetE'56
James Crafton PetE'65
David G. Frankenbach CSci'SO
Douglas R. East EE'66
Doyle W. Powell CE'67
David J. Lipnick ME'SI
K. Dan Hinkle EMgt'73
Christopher R. Nibeck EMgt'S9
Robert L. Delp ME '62
Richard M. Dodson EE'64
Arthur E. Doerflinger ME'68
E. David Hayes E[,66
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Company Name

Number of Employe,,'

Chandrakanl D. Gandhi EE'50
Chandrakanl D. Gandhi EE'50
Robert Erxleben ME'65
Billy F Keeling ME'70
Daniel Boersner GeoE'76
Martin T. Gaw EMgt'71
Vichak Tengaumnuay EMgt'76
Bryan E. Bowers CE '85
Heraleen E. Bowers EE'84
Taipei, Taiwan
Hsien Hao M. Cheng CSci '82
Eugene D. Carney '76
San Diego, CA
Buenos Aires, Argentina John R Emery PetE '57
Waniewood Australia
B. Thomas Wykoff ME'54
Ranney W. McDonough CE'66
Houston, TX
William M. Pulford EE '52
Timonium, MD
Jack F. Suetterlin EE'64
SI. Louis, MO
Richard L. Venverloh ME'65
Houston, TX
Overland Park, KS
Gazanfer H. Mohajir PetE'67
Bombay, India
Harishkumar M. Mehta CE'64
Nicolaus P. Neumann GeoE'74
Fenton, MO
Terfar (Ed) Lin CE'74
Taipei, Taiwan
Chris A. Neugebauer CSci'87
Chesterfield, MO
Milton A. Odegard PetE '62
Houston, TX
Nonnandy, MO
Reginald K Owens EE'70
Springfield, MO
Bradley R Panish CE '77
Donald G. Fluchel ME '72
Dupo, IL
Waniewood Australia
B. Thomas Wykoff ME '54
Bombay, India
Arun S. Chitalia CE'66
San Diego, CA
Ronald E. Ragland EE '63
James R Sowers CSci '69
Rolla, MO
Henry M. Salirnzadeh ChEP'60
Tehran, Iran
Spring, TX
Eric G. Politte ME '82
Waniewood, Australia
B. Thomas Wykoff ME '54
Fairview Heights, IL
William J. Green CE'69
Victoria, British Columbia Hanry C Torno CE'62
VictOria, British Columbia Hanry C Torno CE'62
Dale S Hursh MinE'81
Denver, CO
(Ed) E. Lin CE'74
Taipei, Taiwan
(Ed) E. Lin CE'74
Taipei, Taiwan
Crestwood, MO
Thomas E Mull ME'74
Yokohama, Japan
Tadashi Tsukamoto CerE'75
(Ed) E. Lin CE'74
Taipei, Taiwan
Napersville, IL
Robert R Monison EMgt'71
Monroe, OH
Charles R Bost Chem '63
Terfar (Ed) Lin CE'74
Taipei, Taiwan
Terfar (Ed) Lin CE'74
Taipei, Taiwan
Aviano, Italy
Sandor Karoly Senik CSci '84
Houston, TX
Jenry R Sellers ME'69
Del Mar, CA
William W. Boyd CE'68
Vewiser L Dixon ME'73
Kansas City, MO

EMCO DYNATORQ Transmissions PVT. LTO. 30
EMCO HI-TECH Devices (P) LId.
30
Energy Consulting Inc.
6
Environmental Projects
8
Finconsult, CA
Gaw International Sales Co.
5
General Instrument & System Co , LId.
15
Heryan Computing Inc.
Hsien Hao Cheng, Distributor
Hydrologic USA
John R Emery, Consultant
Leisurelease
McDonough Engineering Corp.
Microcom Design Inc.
Midwest Casting Services
Milestone Metals Inc.
Mohajir & Associates Inc.
NIFCO
NPN Environmental Engineers Inc.
Nanjing Nansin Environmental Engrg Co.
Neutron Technologies
Odegard Energy Inc.
Owens Engineering & Machine
Palmerton & Panish Inc.
Progressive Recovery Inc.
Putt & Games Golf Courses
RCC Specialist
REMEC Inc.
Refreshments International
Regent Company LId.
Response Management Associates Inc.
Royal Copenhagen Ice Cream Cone Co.
SCI Engineering & Materials Testing Inc
SeaPoint Consulting
SeaPoint Publishing
Sierra Technical Products
Sinovan Engineering Consultants
Skyfix Corp.
Technology Resource
Technopatent ServiCes, Inc.
Terfar Envineer & Associates
The ROMOR Company
Triangle Advertising
Unitek Corp.
Univest International LId. (HK)
Western House RestaurantIPizze
Wil-Tel Technologies Ventures
William Boyd Corp.
Wings & Things Unlimited

Founder, Degree & Class Vear

Headquarters

Bombay, India
Bombay, India
Salem, IL
Columbia, MO
Miami, FL
Alexandria, VA
Bangkok, Thailand
St LOUiS, MO

20

8
18
40
15
9
15
8
27
50
35
600
12
7
10
200
7

15
15
15
15
15
10
120
6
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Add another
I
founder to the list!
N AME OF CO MPANY

C OM PANY ADDRESS

II

CiTY/STATE/ZIP:
T ELE PHONE :

Please fill out this form and
return it to us either by FAX:

T YPE OF BUSINESS :
N UM BE R OF EMPLOYE ES: _ _ _ _ __

314-341-6091

Yes

P UBLICLY T RADED ?

Or by mail to:
Lindsay Lomax Bagnall, '76

FAX N UMBER: ~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

~ -------------_

YEAR F OUNDED : _ _ __

No

D D

Yes

C OMPANY STILL OP ERATING !

A NNUAL SALES: _ _ __

No

D D

_ __ __

Yes

F OUNDER S TILL A CTIVE IN C OMPANY ?

D DNo

N AME OF FO UNDER :
F OUN DER C UR RE NT T ITLE IN COMPANY:

114 Castleman Hall
University of Missouri-Rolla
Rolla, MO 65401

Y EAR OF GRADUATION :

DEGREE :

H OM E ADDR ESS :
CITY/STATE/Z I P :

If you have questions or
comments, please call:

H OME TE LEPHONE:

~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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ALUMNI
SECTIONS '-J)
Jefferson , Texas ' Still Water
Inn was the site of th e Ark-La -Tex
section 's Aplil 17 meeting. The
group had planned to meet at the
Black Swan, but two days prior to
the meeting, John '51 and Loretta
Moscari discovered it was closed
under mysterious circumstances!
They scrambled and rearranged
th e whole meeting at the last
minute, and called all those who
had said they were planning to
attend to notify them ofthe change.
Despite the difficulties, "a good
time was had by all! " (Submitted
by Phil Browning '48)
Attending: Basil '39 and Clydelle
Compton; Shawn '8 9 and Jennifer
Clark; Walter '34 and Helen Brue ning; Edward '41 and Nita Farrell;
John '39 and Eilyeen Livingston; John
'51 and Loretta Mascari; Den ver '52
and Shirley Patton; Jerry '82 and
Tamm y Poland; Stanley "Gene " '62
and Judy Rand; Don '75 and Ann
Simpson; Frank '32 and Katheline
Zvanut; Phil '48 and A rdella Browning.

•••••••
The Heartland Section met
June 5 at the home of Punch
Bennett '54 at Lake Wappapello,
Mo. The program consisted of an
informal reception, business meeting and a catfish dinner. The officers for 1993-95 were elected as
follows: president, Gene Edwards
'53; vice president, Frank Conci
'54; and secretary-treasurer, Don
Fuller '66.
The door prize, a UMR history
book, was won by Frank Conci.
Dan Klaproth and Nancy Brackhah n received local resort T-sh irts
as a part of the drawings for prizes.
The next meeting of the section will be held Nov. 6, 1993, in
Metropolis, III. , with a dinner meeting, followed by liverboat gambling.
Attending: Punch '54 and Jan Bennett; Gene Edwards '53; Frank '54 and
Leona Conci; Bill '54 and Ciemie Stewart; Bob '59 and Norma Sfreddo; Dan
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The Georgia Section held a St. Pat's party on April 3 at the
home of Richard '63, '69 and Chris Kahl. Alumni enjoyed the
barbecue and the chance to reminisce about their MSM-UMR days,
as well as catch up with each other's activities. Richard Kahl '63, '69,
Connelly Sanders '53, David Ziegler '85, 87 and George Leck '61
agreed to act as the steering committee for the section.
Attending: (left to right, front row) Richard '63, '69 and Chris Kahl;
Elika McDuff; Mary A ston; (Second row) Barbara Leck; Kimberly Winkeler '88; Owen "Buck" '62 and Barbara Funsch ; David Ziegler '85, '87
(Third ro w) Patti and Mark '73 Fehlig; Pearl Strawhun; Charles McDuff
'66; George Leck '61 ; Rose and Connelly '53 Sanders; (Fourth row) Joe
Stra whun '41 ; "Bud" Northcutt '63 and R. Lee A ston '50, '92.

'81 and Val Klaproth; Jack Painter '50;
Don and Nancy Brackhahn; and relahves of the Bennetts.

•••••••
On Monday, June 21 , the
Oklahoma Section met at the
Tulsa Fairgrounds to meet and
inspect the UMR entry, Sol SUlvivor, in th e Sunrayce '93 solar car
race. Approximately 15 alumni
and fri ends enjoyed inspecting th e
car and learn ing about its construction and capabilities from the
students, faculty and support staff.
After enjoying refreshments with
the team , the alums wished the
team good luck as they prepared
for the next day. (Submitted by
Gary Christopher '73)
Attending: Jeff Ivers '74; Richard
W. Love '39; Jim Be rtelsmeye r '66;
Gary Christopher 7 3 with son and
frie nd; Don Falkingham '41 ; Roy '66
and Sand y Wilkens; Glen '70 and
Nancy Larsen; and Tracey Ge rhold
'84.

•••••••
The St. Louis Section held a
reception at the Radisson Hotel
following the UMR-UMSL basketball games Feb. 3 , 1993.
In addition, Floyd Hams, director of UMR 's Minority Engineering Program, held a reception
at the St. Louis field house for
African-American alumni between
the men 's and women 's basketball games. Approximately 20
people attended this reception .
UMR had 200-300 supporters
at the game, many of whom attended the after-game reception,
sponsored by the St. Louis section
and hosted by Phil Jozwiak '66,
section president.
Attending: GeorgeAxmacher '42;
Emie Banks '8 1, Steve Bowles; Don
and Nancy Brackhahn; Greg Doss;
Edith Eaton; Jim Frerking '90; Sam
Grunbaum '8 9; Floyd Hartis '74; Larry
Hobbs; Kelly Jozwiak '91 ;PhilJozwiak
'66; Billy Key; Carl Lavina; Brenda
'78 and Steve '77 Liescheidt; Fred
Marshall '77: Dale and Janese Martin
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with two children; Dick Napper; Jack
Painter '50; Chris Schneider '91 ; Kris
Stange '88 with parents; Brian Talley
'92; Armin Tucker '40; Jim Van Buren '63; Jeff Weiland '82; Ralph '50
and Peggy Wolfram; and Mark ZOIT,
'88.

•••••••
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Chancellor John Park and mining department head Dr. John
Wilson and his wife Meg escaped
the rigors of December in MissoUli
to spend a weekend with the MSMUMR Alumni Association sections
in Phoenix and Tucson, Ariz.
Events began with The Mining
Club of The Southwest Foundation "Hall of Fame" Banquet on
Saturday, Dec. 5, 1992, at the
Westin La Paloma Hotel in Tucson. The following day, Park went
to Phoenix for a Miner tailgate
party and football game between
the Phoenix Cardinals and San
Diego Chargers. The Wilsons
stayed in Tucson to attend the
Annual Arizona Conference of
AIME at the Doubletree Hotel, on
Sunday and Monday, Dec. 6-7,
1992.
This 10th annual awards banquet was attended by more than
500 persons with mining-related

interests. 1.S. Ary, director of the
U.S. Bureau of Mines, was the
recipient ofthe foundation 's American Hall of Fame award and was
the featured speaker. Also, mining
figures ofthe past,JamesS. ("Rawhide Jimmy") Douglas and Arthur
R Wilfley, were posthumously in ducted in to the Hall of Fame.
Douglas gained fam e as president
of the United Verde Extension
Mining Co. in Jerome , Ariz. Wilfley invented and patented many
devices for mining and milling
applications. T he Mining Club
Foundation 's Medal of Merit was
awarded to William C. Epler, editor and publisher of Pay Dirt, a
leading industry news magazine,
and Arthur A. Brant, developer of
aerial electromagnetic and advanced geological survey tech niques for Newmont Mining Co.
Mike Greeley ' 62 served as Master
of Ceremonies for the banquet
and awards presentations.
Attending: Chancellor John Park;
Dr. John and Meg Wilson; Frank '37
and Vi A ppleyard; AI '44 and Betty
Ploesser; Jim Lambe '49; Lloyd PolIish '49; Bill '55 and Jane Hallett;
Mike '62 and Kate Greeley; and Bill
'64 and A nn Jacobs.

The Tailgate Party at Arizona State University's Sun Devil
Stadium in Tempe was a gourmet delight. (Kudos to Marilyn
Astroth for a superb spread.) The Cardinals imparted a bit of
indigestion with another of their patented exhibitions of snatching
defeat from the jaws of victory. Following the game, members of
the group went to Monti 's in Tempe for drinks and steaks to cure
the indigestion.
Attending: (jmnt m w kneeling) A nn Kennedy and Jane Hallett;
(sta nding left to righ t) Walter '49 and Shirley Knecht; Gene Kennedy '51,
Mike '48 and Patricia Deichman; Chancello r Park, Louis '57, Marilyn and
Kurt Astroth; Laurabel and Vemon '50 Severtson ; Don Ascoli '69.

ApprOximately 800 registrants
attended the Arizona AIME conference. A reception to introduce
Dr. John Wilson to Tucson area
MSM-UMR alumni was held Monday, Dec. 7, at the Do ubletree's
Javelina Cantina between the tech nical sessions and the evening
cocktail and banquet jubilations.
Th ough few in number, we had an
old-fashioned Miner good time.

'eception
lOuse for
lbehveen

Th e spring outing of the Phoenix
Section was a "Party in Paradise. "
Twenty-two alumni, wives and friends
enjoyed lunch and fellowship April 24 at
the Turf Paradise Horse Race Course in
Phoenix. The track management was
very accommodating in that the school
name appeared not only on the "tote "
board several times, but also was broadcast. In addition the official program
listed the fourth race as a MSM/UMR
race. While the attendees ' financial results varied conSiderably, the overall
outcome was a success. (Submitted by
Walter '49 and Shirley Knecht)
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Fred Brost and Dr. Wilson found
they have many South African
friends in common.
It was a busy, but enjoyable
weekend. Thanks to Chancellor
Park and the Wilsons for joining
us. (Submitted by Bill Hallett '55)

Attending: (left to right) Louis '57 and Marilyn Astmth; Walter '49 an d Shirley Knecht; Robert '49 and
Betty Perry; Vemon '50 and Laurabel Severtson; Jean Johnson (wife of S ta nley Joh nson '48); Daniel '68
and Melva Th omure; Denise Guth ; Doris Shulze, Jack Guth '50; Arlene Shulze (sister-in-law of Charles)
Charles Shulze '47; and Jack '50 and Marie Te nnill.
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1993 UMR PROSPECTIVE STUDENT RECEPTIONS

CRUISE THE CARIBBEAN WITH THE

The UM-Rolla Office of Admissions and Student Financial
Aid in conjunction with local MSM-UMR alumni sections wil l
once again host a series of prospective student receptions thi s
fall. Outstanding student and alumni attendance last year helped
make this a very effective recruiting activity. (You wlll be mailed
an invitation to your local reception.)
The receptions are a great way to bring Rolla to our prospecti ve students in therr local areas. One of the biggest "draws" of
the receptions is the fact that students and therr parents can meet
alumni like you who are working in the career areas in which
these students are interested . They also appreciate your input on
your college experiences. The reception includes a time to meet
and mingle, a slide show on Admissions and Student Financial
Aid, a presentation by a Freshman Engineering representative
and personal input from alumni and currentl y emolled students.
You may find yourself learning new things about Rolla right
along with the prospective students.
Please take time to review the list of receptions and mark your
calendar to attend . If you would like further information, please
call Lynn Stichnote, Admissions and Student Financial Aid ,
(3 14)-34 1-4904.

II

18

20'

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
The MSM-UMR Alumni Association will launch its new travel
program in January 1994. The first trip will be a cruise, departing
from either Kansas City or St. Louis, to the Caribbean. The S.S .
Amerikani s wi ll take you to seven exciting ports-of-call on thi s seven-day crui se.
Prices start at $849 from St. Loui s and $899 from Kansas City,
which includes your airfare, meals and accommodations aboard the
ship, parties, porterage, taxes and gratuities.
The dates for the St. Louis departure trip are tentatively Jan. 1017, 1994, while the Kansas City trip is tentatively scheduled for Jan.
17-24, 1994.
Ports-of-call vi sited on thi s crui se will include San Ju an, St. Thomas, Guadeloupe, Barbados, St. Lucia, Antigua and St. Maarten. For
more information contact John Miller at TransGl obal Tours, 1-800328-6264, or write him at 8200 Normandale Boulevard , Suite 504,
Mlnneapolis, MN 55437.
Don ' t mi ss thi s exciting crui se opporhll1ity! Bon Voyage I

DATE
Sept.

Oct.
Nov.

18
19
25
16
24
6
13
14
20
21

DID

LOCATION

TIME

Kansas City, Mo.
Jefferson City, Mo.
Paducah, Ky.
St. Charles, Mo.
Rolla, Mo.
St. Loui s,
McDonnell Douglas
Tul sa, Okla.
St. Louis, Mo.
Springfield, Mo.
Springfield, m.
Houston , Texas
St. Charles, m.
Chicago, m.

10 a.m .
I p.m.
10 a.m.
10a.m.
I p.m.

YOU KNOW?

You are represented in
your alumni association
by directors-at-large and
a rea directors. Area
directors are responsi ble
for those areas that fa ll in
their zip code range, and
directors-at-large serve all
alumni . See inside front
cover for the directors that
represent YOU.
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2p.m.
10 a.m.
10 a.m.
I p.m.
I p.m.
10a.m.
10 a.m.
12:30 p.m.

1·21
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Around the Country
Alumni Events
September

ISpeC_
" of
meet
ch

ents.

lease
I,

5

SPE Alumni Reception
Houston , Texas
Alumni Office
(314)-341-4145

West Texas Section
Midland, Texas
Mike Party '78
(915)-686-5971 (W)
18 CincinnatilDayton Section
Rich Tutko '88
(513)-254-2058 (H) ,

16 Southern California
Section
Don Huseman '43
(310)-834-8506 (H)

20' Alumni Reception
AMC Convention
San Frandsco, Calif.
Alumni Office, (314)-341-4145

28 Lincolnland Section Dinner
Springfield, Ill.
Jerry Parsons '70
(217)-793-3662 (H)

25 Athletic Hall of Fame
Rolla, Mo.
Alumni Office, (314)-341-4145

6

Heartland Section
Metropolis, Ill.
Gene Edwards '53
(502)-554-2415 (H)

3

Colorado Section Meeting
Jerry Plunkett '53
(303)-722-8258 (H)

ht

rk your

African-American Alumni
Committee Meeting
Alumni Office
(314) -341-4145

11 Central Ozarks Section
Rolla, Mo.
James B. Perkins '66
(314)-775-2345 (W)

tit on

meet
lcial
tve

3

29 Oklahoma Section Golf
Tulsa, Okla.
Dave Kick '57
(918)-622-2472 (W)
Kansas City Section
Miners Football
Kansas City, Mo.
John Frerking '87
(816)-741-4000 (W)

Watch your mail
for information about the MSM-UMR signet
ring and pendantComing soon!

It's showtime!
Benton Video
available
for section
meetings
The Alumni Office is offering the video "Tom Benton's Missouri" for section
events. Produced by Professor Jim Bogan of UMR's Philosophy and Liberal
Arts department, this video documents Benton's mural of Missouri's history.
The mural, located in the Capitol Building in Jefferson City, was extremely
controversial when it was first completed.

November

December

18 COMMENCEMENT
Alumni Office, (314)-341 4145

n.

October

• Tentative
•• To be announced

1-2 HOMECOMING
Alumni Office
(314)-341-4145

Class of'44
MIlke plans to attrnd your Goldrn Alumni Reunion
Commrncement Weekend, May 12-14,1994

If you'd like to borrow the video for one of your section events, contact
Lindsay Bagnall in the Alumni Office.

quality vs. Quality
(continued from page 13)

Smith is hopeful that the renewed emphasis on quality and
leadership will give U.S. companies an advantage over their competitors.
"We lost focus for a while,"
Smith says, "but I think it's back
today."
Smith also has a message for
American businesses' international competitors:
"I believe that our competitors
had better be careful, because we
are about to take on a leadership
role once again ," he says.
"Watch out for us." •
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Homecoming
'93
Oct. 1-2

1
FR
1,2
1:31

_ioi1!~

2:3(

C ELEBRATE 100 YEARS OF
M INER FOOTBALL

2:3(

We' d like toseeas many football alumni as possible
return fo r H omeco ming to mark thi shistori c occasion.

Sil
8:3(

FORMER BASEBALL PLAYERS:
FRIDAY, O CT,
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m .
Noon-4:30 p.m.

1:30-4:30 p.m.
5:30-8 p.m.

1
Registration
Short Courses
Alumni/Student Golf
Tournament (call Student
Union Board - 314-341-4220
for infol
Alumni Association Board
of Directors meeting
Silver & Gold Reunion
Reception

T he 1993 A lu mni Baseball Game is scheduled
for 10 a.m. Oct. 2, Homecoming Weekend . I f
you would like to participate or need more

9:3C

information, contact Travis Boulware, head
baseball coach. Athletic Department, UMR,
Rolla, M O 65401-0249, (3 14)-34 1-4 19 1.

H APPY 20TH A NNIVERSARY,
MINORITY ENGINEERING
PROGRAM!

SATURDAY, OCT, 2
8-11 :15 a.m.
7:30-9:30 a.m.

Registration continues
All-Alumni AII-You-CanEat Breakfast Buffet
8-10 a.m.
Section leaders meeting
8-10:30 a.m.
Short Courses continue
11 :30 a.m.-130 p.m. Fieldhouse Feed Reunion
"Tailgate" Luncheon
Features reserved seating
for the reunion classes

Class photos will be taken at 12: 15 p.m.
1:30 p.m .

Football Kickoff
Miners V. Southwest
Baptist Bearcats
Miner Music Section
Admissions Ambassadors
workshop
Cash Bar Reception
Awards Banquet
MSM-UMR Alumni
Association Annual
Meeting

4 p.m.
4-5:30 p.m
6:15p.m .
7-9 p.m.
9p.m.

SUNDAY, O CT. 3
8-10 a.m.

Order of the Golden
Shillelagh brunch
UMR Advisory Committee
for African-American
Recruitment & Retention
meeting

1-3:30 p.m.
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Homeco m i ng 1993 w i ll i nc l ude a
celebrati on honoring M EP's 20 years at UMR.
For more in form ati on, contact Floyd Hani s,
M inori ty Stu dent Services, 107 Norwood Hall ,
UMR , Roll a. MO 6540 1-0249, (3 14)-34 142 12.

CIVIL ENGINEERING ALUMNI
RECEPTION

HAPPY 90TH ANNIVERSARY
KApPA SIGMA
AND SIGMA

Nu

In honor of their 90t h anni versary at UMR.
Kappa Sigma and Sigma Nu fratern iti es are
plan ni ng special activities for H omecoming

Weekend.
At Kappa Sigma renovations are under way
at the house on W hite Col umns Drive and are
scheduled fo r compl etion by Homecoming
1993, which is ex pected to be the largest- ever
Kappa Sigma reunion al UMR. T he weekend
will begin at 8 p. m. Fri day, OCI. I , with a party
at the hOllse. Sa turday' seveills include lunch at
the house. displays of historical photographs.
recepti on and buffet di nner fo llowed by alumni
speakers. award s and a part y.
Sig ma Nu in vites alums to ce lebrate at [heir
new house at 205 E. 12th. There wi 11 be a
recepti on at 9 p. m. Fri day , OCI. I , and a banq uet
at 8 p.m. Saturday, Oct. 2. For more infommtion
abou t these events cont act Mike McClell an al
(3 14)-364- 1292.

A reception for civil engineering alumni wi ll

be held on the south lawn of Butler-Carlton Hall
fro m 4-5:30 p.m. Fri day Oct. I . T he reception is
sponsored by the Academy of Civil Engineers
and will be hosted by the officers of th e four
student chapters (ASCE, A GC, ITE and Chi
Epsilon) the lnterorgani zational Development
Comminee and the Alumni Committee of the
Civil Engineerin g Advisory Council. A ll civil
engineerin g alumni and fri ends who will be on
the cam pus at homecoming are invited to attend.

-
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CLASS COORDINATORS

1943 - 50 YEAR REUNION
FRIDAY, OCT, 1,1993
1-2 p.lll.
• Dr. James Bogan : " Up the Amazon with a Paddle,"
1: 30-4 p.lll.
• Drs. Chri s Ralllsay and Don Aske land: "Foundry Lab

101 ," Come to the fo undry and make yo ur ow n cas tin gs.
We w ill make UM R paperwe ight s, MSM-UM R as htrays,
and other castin gs of imcresl.
2:30-4:30 p.m.
• Dr. He nry Wiebe a nd Greg McC lain, man age r o f quality
fo r John Deere: ''Total Quality Management." a
present ation of Tota l Qualit-y Ma nage mc Il{ theories a nd
their uses in ind ustry.
2:30-4:30 p.m.
• Dr. Jack Morgan : "Two Missouri C ivil '''far F ig ures:
Nathanial Lyon and William Sweeny."

SATURDAY, OCT,2, 1993
8:30-9: 30 a. lll .
• Dr. M adison D aily: " Special Demonstration : The A T C
Classroom, C l assroom of th e Future," see the Advanced

Teaching Classroo m in act ion.
9:30- 10:30 a.m .
• Dr. Catherine Ri ordan: "Management Systems: What
Do UMR Grads Need to Know and B e Ab l e to Do? ," an
exam_in ati on of UMR 's ne wes t degree program- What it is
and wh y it was crea ted.
(lnfomlation and registr3tion fonns for ::lddifional short courses will be
:lVuilable at the Homecoming registration desk in the Miner Lounge ,
Unversity Center·East, when you lrTive ror Homecoming,)

1948
James B. Chaney, Spring, TX (713)·370·5752
Michael J. Delany, Rockford, IL (8 15)-968-338 1
Robert V. Gevecker, Jefferson City, MO (3 14)-636-9700
Joseph T. Hepp,Fort Wayne, IN (2 19)·489-1705
Harvey B. Leaver, LanSing, KS (913)-727-2702
James W. Hoelscher, Hendersonville, NC (704)-697-8520
Harold G. Moe, Reynoldsburg, OH (6 14)-868-9628
1953
Ernest R. Ac hterberg, Tulsa, OK (918)-664-4861
Vernon T. Jones, Tulsa, OK (9 18)-747·0022
Robert D. Jenkins, Shawnee Mission. I(S (9 13)-384-0545, 816-361-2700 (W)
Eugene A. Lang, Denver, CO (303)-691-51 10
Connelly Sanders, Marietta, GA (404)-426-4570, (404)-426- 1844 (W)
1958
Delbert E. Day, Rolla, MO (3 14)·364-5569, (3 14)-34 1-4354 (W)
Paul R. Munger, Rolla, MO (3 14)-341 -4693 (W), (3 14)-364-6514
Thomas J. O 'Keefe , Rolla, MO (314)-34 1-4358 (W), (314)-364-8796
Richard H. Okenfuss, Cincinnati, OH (5 13)-521 -6350
George D. Tomazi, Florissant, MO (3 14)-741-1635, (314)-539· 1712 (W)
1963
A llan H. LaPlante. Houston, TX (7 13)-556-5434 (W)
George R. Schillinger, Oakville, MO (3 14)-846-8220, (618)-337- 1710 (W)
Robert H. Sieckhaus, SI. Louis, MO (314)-846-5 169, (3 14)-771-6306 (W)
A. Kent Thoeni, Overland Park, KS (913)-681-2754, (8 16)-997-2601 (W)
Jim Van Buren, SI. LouiS, MO (3 14)-436-7600 (W)
Jon L Vaning er, Manchester, MO (3 14)-391-6713, (3 14)-647-7077 (W)

1968 - 25 YEAR REUNION

LODGING
For your conveni ence, we have compiled a
li st of l ocal motels. Th e Rolla Area Chamber of
Commerce members are:

>- Budget Delu xe Motel, 364-4488
>- Dmry In n, 364-4000 (800-325-8300)*
>- EconoL odge, 34 1-3130 (800-446-6900)*

>- Howard Johnson, 364-7 11 I
(800-654-2000)*'

Rodger L Elliott, Sugar Land, TX (713)-491 -0088, (713)-669-356 1 (W)
Dixie L Finle y, Rolla, MO (3 14)-364-4283, (3 14)·364-2331 (W)
Dr. Robert H. Pahl , Bartlesville, OK (918) -333-0236, (9 18)·661 -3261 (W)
David W. Dearth, Rolla, MO (314)-341-4841 (W)
Leonard Koederitz, Rolla, MO (314)·341-4794 (W)
1973
Kim D. Colter, Washington, MO (3 14)-239·6968, (3 14)-239-4100 (W)
J. Gary McA lpin, Plantation , FL (305)·370-3250 (H)
Robert J. Scanlon, Walnut Creek, CA (510)-256-7788, (415)-54 1-136 1 (W)
Alexis C. Swoboda, Roswell, NM (505)-623-3098, (505)-622-9042 (W)

>- Nati onal 9 Inn (was Holiday Inn), 364-7977'

>- Roll a DayStop, 34 1-3700 (800-325-2525)*
>- W ayfarer Inn , 364-3333 '
>- Zeno 's Motel and Steak House, 364- 130 1**

• of the

All civil
ill be on
oauend.

Jack E. Fleischli, Mission Viejo, CA (714)·95 1·8909
Raymond O. Kasten, Kansas City, MO (8 16)-942-6966
James R. Palll, Houston, TX (713)-464-1358
Paul B. Rothband , Harper, TX (210)-864-4106
Carl J. Weis, Largo, FL (813)-398-2312

Other motels in Rolla are:

>- American Motor Inn , 34 1-2555 *

>- Best Western Coach light, 34 1-25 1
(800-528- 1234)'

>- Bestway In n, 34 1-2 158 *
>- Chalet M otel, 364-4 156*
>- Ru sti c M otel, 364-6943 (800-458-9279) '

1978
Michael K. Bell, Silvis, IL (309)-792-5686, (309)-765-2097 (W)
Jacquelyn M. De Thorn e, University Heigh ts, OH (2 16)-381-5971 , (2 16)-366-5100
(W)

Russell L Goldammer , Ellisville, MO (31 4)-458-2796
David K. Holland, Clayton, MO (3 14)-727·2883, (3 14)·577-1012 (W)
Dennis J. Kinch en, Brigh ton, MI (3 13)-227-3314, (3 13)-685-4158 (W)
1983
John C. Farrell , Newburgh , IN (812)-853-0205
Charles A . Harris, Grandview, MO (816)-763-2526, (816)-977-52 10 (W)
Christopher W. Ramsay, Rolla, MO (3 14)-341 -0249 (W), (31 4) -742-2660
Wayn e V. Schmidt, SI. LOUiS, MO (3 14)-82 1·9016
Kathy L Schmitt, Bonita Springs, FL (8 13)-495-0965, (813)-434-1244 (W)
Doug Wesselschmidt, Shawnee, KS (913)·631-7824, (9 13)-631-2500 (W)
Kimberl y S. (Hofstetter) William s, Lee's Summit, MO (816)·246-5307, (816)·9952409 (W)

>- Sooter inn (was Thri fty Inn). 364- 1333
>- Travelodge, 34 1-3050*

* l ndica tes pool
** Indi cates indoor pool

1988
Pamela (Dombi) Bindbelltel, Florissant, MO (3 14)·92 1-8307, (3 14)-233-8207 (W)
Rob ert D. Borchelt, Port Washington , WI (414) -284 -1744, (414)·229-5898 (W)
Christopher M. Cooper, HuntSville, AL (205)-842-305 1, (205)-830-2606 (W)
Lori (S tapp) Crocker, Milford, OH (5 13)-576-9001 , (513)·243-3558 (W)
Paul G. Segura, Hazelwood , MO (3 14)-731 -3948, (3 14)-232-3093 (W)
Ri chard L Tutk o, Dayton , OH (513)·254-2058, (513)·255-1860 (W)
Earl A. Wiggl ey, Kansas City, MO (816)-76 1-8479, (816) -346-1700 (W)

-
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RESERVATIONS

I

Please make your reservations earl y, as so me acti vities are limited. Fill out the form below and mail , FAX , email or call in your reservations by Sept. 22, 1993! Your
ti ckets will be rcady fo r you to pick up at the regislrati on desk when yo u arri ve on campus.
- By mail : Enclose check (o r charge card inform ati o n)
- By FAX: 3 14-34 1-609 1,24 hou rs a day- be sure to include your credit card informati on.
- By electronic mail: A LUMNl@UMRYMB.U MR. EDU , 24 hours a day-don ' t forget yo ur credit card informati on.
- By phone: 3 14-34 1-4 145 , 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. , Monday-Friday- have your cred it card handy.

EVENTS
# TICKETS
S il ver & Go ld Reuni o n Reception
All -A lumni Breakfast Buffet

- I $1 5 per persoll

- I $6 per person

'-------'~--~
Fie ld house Feed Reuni on "Tai lgate" Luncheon1 $9 per person

Reunion class photos will be taken at this event!

Miners vs. South west Bapti st " Bearcats" Football Gamc- I $5 per person

Go lden A lumni (th ose who g raduated 50 or more yea rs ago) receive a 50 percent di scount on all ti ckets except football , whi ch are complimentary from th e Athletic
Department.
Na nle# I ____________________________________________________ Nalne#2 _______________________________________________________
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ C it y/State/Z IP _____ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Home Phone_______________________________________ Work Pho ne'______________________________________
C lass y ear______ Deg ree Area ______________________________________

-

PLEASE MAKE CHECKS PAYAB LE TO: MSM-UMR A LUMNI ASSOCIATION Check enclosed in the amount of___ __ _ _ __ _

Pl ease charge to my credit card : _ _ _ ~ .~~; _ __

. '.j

Card number_________________________________________________

Expirat ion datc ______________ Namc as printed all card,____________________________ ,S ignaturc _______________________________________
- Don', forget to check at th e registration des k in the Miner Lounge (Univers it y Center-East, second floor) for late entri es imo the sc hedule of events, as well as for
specifi c informatio n regardin g reunions!
- For ass istance wit h Homecom ing rese rva ti ons fo r meal s, fOOlbal\ game or short co urses, please call o r write: Alumni Office, Castleman Hall , UMR, Rolla, MO
6540 1-0249. Informati on number: 3 14-341-4 145. FAX number: 3 14-34 1-609 1. Electroni c mail : ALUMNl @UMRYMB.UMR.EDU

HOMECOMING SHORT COURSFS

Additional classes will be available at Homecoming Registration.

Number o/ Tickers
Frid ay, Oct. 1
1-2 p.m.
I :30-4 p.m.
2:30-4: 30 p.m.
2:30-4: 30 p.m .
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Dr. James Bogan"Up th e Amazo n w iLh a Paddl e"
Drs. Chri s Ramsay and Do n Aske land" Foundry Lab I 0 I"
Dr. Henry Wiebe and Greg McClain"Total Quality Manage ment"
Dr. Jack Mo rgan"Two Missouri Civil War Fig ures:Nmhanial Lyo n an d Wi lliam Sweeney"
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Saturd ay, Oct. 2
8:30-9:30 a. m. Dr. Madison Dail y"S pecial Demo nstration: T he ATC Class roo m, C lassroo m of the Future"
9:30- 10:30 a. m. Dr. Catherin e Ri ordan" Management Systems: What Do UMR Grads Need to Know and Be Ab le to Do?"

L ___________ ____ ________________________
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Sol Surviving

Hurt wins All-America honors in track:

(continued from page 20)

Due to our lack of road time
we were not expecting or prepared for the problems we encountered. All of the teams were
affected by the poor weather
which followed us through the
race, but our array was not putting out the power we expected
even when the sun did decide to
shine. The one part ofthe car the
students were sure would be " the
least likely component to fail "the transmission- plagued us
throughout the race. For the first
couple of days we had problems
with the shifter mechanism breaking and automatically shifting the
transmission into high gear. This
caused the motor to operate at
an inefficient speed, consuming
more power than it should have.
Through all our efforts we
finished the race in 29th place
out of 36 teams. Since the race
many people I have talked to
have congratulated the team on
our performance; " 29th place is
pretty good for your first car," is
a comment I have heard many
times. Yes, there are many prestigious engineering schools from
around the country who did not
even compete in the race and,
yes, it is an honor just to have
made it through. But I know, and
I think the team knows, that our
car and our team can do better
than 29th place. A lack of road
testing and money prior to the
race kept us from ranking higher.
Since Sunrayce we have focused on fixing the problems we
had with the car during the race.
We have redesigned or repaired
virtually every trouble spot in the
car, and had the opportunity to
road- test the work we 've done
since June. Sol 5urviuoris now a
much more competitive car mechanically and electronically than
it was a couple of months ago.
Now the question is, where
do we go from here? We have

BRIEFS

decided not to compete this November in the World Solar Challenge in Australia, but rather to
focus on the next Sunrayce, two
years from now. We can apply
the lessons we learned in Sunrayce '93 to building an even
better solar car.
As team captain for the Sol
Survivor race crew, I would like
to extend my thanks to everyone
who supported us in our first
race effort. To all of you who
"adopted" a solar cell and to those
of you who supported us in so
many generous ways, thank you.

-

TheUMRSolarCarTeam
would like to thank these
sponsors for their support of
Sol Survivor during Sunrayce
'93:
-$10,000 or more: WilTel of Tulsa.
- $5 ,000 to $ 10,000:
The UMR School of Engineering; Missouri Public Service of Kansas City, Mo. ;
Elkem Metals of Pittsburgh,
Pa. ; Ryder Truck Rental of
Miami, Fla. ; and AutoDesk
Inc. of Sausalito, Calif.
- $1 ,000 to $5,000: The
UMR Student Council; the
U.S. Department of Energy;
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency; Exxon Corp.
of Irving, Texas; Eagle-Picher Industries of Cincinnati;
Procter & Gamble of Cincin nati ; Motorola Inc . of
Schaumburg, Ill ; Unique Mobility of Golden, Colo. ; E.!.
Du Pont of Wilmington , Del. ;
and the Institute of Electrical
and Electronic Engineers
chapters in Rolla and SI. Louis; and the Missouri Department of Natural Resources.

Jeff Hurt, a senior member of the UMR track team in 1993, won
All-America honors in the long jump at the NCAA Division II Outdoor
Track and Field Championships in Abilene, Texas, on May 27.
Hurt, a native of Kansas City, Mo., finished in seventh place in the
event with a jump of 24-feet, 1 3/4-inches. The top eight finishers earn
All-America status at the outdoor championships. "Jeff finished off a
great career by becoming an All-American," said head coach Les
Boyum. "He got better throughout the last month of the season and
was very consistent. His hard work really paid off."

Crede selected to Academic All-America squad:
Jenny Crede, a pitcher-outfielder on the UMR softball team, was
a third-team choice to the GTE/CoSIDA Academic All-America softball team for the 1993 season.
Crede, a senior majoring in metallurgical engineering from Koeltztown, Mo., finished the 1993 season as the MIAA strikeout leader
along with a record of8-9 and an earned run average of 2.12. She also
batted .330 for the 22-19 Lady Miners during the spring. She was a
two-time AII-MIAA second -team selection and a three-time member
ofthe MIAA All-Academic team. Crede also holds nearly all of UMR's
pitching records, including career marks for strikeouts (470)' wins
(47), shutouts (19) and complete games (83).

Eight inductees selected for Hall of Fame:
Eight new members ofthe MSM/ UMR Athletic Hall of Fame have
been selected for induction, which will take place priorto the Miners'
home football game with Emporia State University on Saturday,
Sept. 25.
The inductee class of '93 members are Jerry Berry, CE'49, who
played football and trackforthe Miners and also spent 33 years as the
school 's athletic publicity director; Les Clark, CSi'72, a four-year
letterman on the football team, where he rushed for 1,709 yards in his
career; Harold Krueger, MinE'42, a four-year letterman in football
as a lineman and a member ofthe Miners' first MIAA championship
team in 1941; Melvin Nickel, MetE'38, the quarterback of the first
MSM team to playas an MIAA member, a four-year letterman in the
sport, and a competitor in track for two years; Bill Orr, MinE'77, the
first swimmer to be honored, the winner of 11 All-America honors
while at UMR, and holder of the school record in the 20D-yard
freestyle, which he set in 1977; Tom Owens, CE'68, a three-year
starter for the Miner football team on the offensive line, who was
drafted by the Green Bay Packers in 1968; Eric Potts, CE'73, a threesport letterman in football, basketball and track, and a record-setting
performer forthe Miners' track team; and Pete Weitzel, ME'55, one
of the top defensive backs in Miner history. He led the team in
interceptions three of his four seasons and was a letterman in
basketball and track as well.

Gridiron Century
(Continued from page 23)

A

CENTURY OF MINER FOOTBALL

Miner fans have high hopes
that 1993 will be a successful
centennial season-one that is
memorable not only for the 100th
anniversary, but also for a w in ning record to begin the next
century of Min er football _

(Info rmation for this story
compiled from UM-Rolla: A His·
torv of MSMlUMR by UMR
history p rofessors Law rence
Christensen a nd J ack Ridley;
articles fro m Ro lla newspapers;
a nd historical infonnation compiled by the athletic depa rtm e nt
a nd Jerome T. Berry, CE ' 49.)
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Remmers Lecture Series
is the Talk of the Town
1925
When Walter Remmers,
MetE' 23, talks about the old
days, he describes the campus in
monastic terms. It was a "cloistered" place, a close ly-knit, isolated community of men. Students had little communication
with the world beyond Rolla.
Radios were rare; cars were even
rarer. "You got off the trajn at
Roll a ill. August," Remmers says,
"and you didn ' t go home until
Christmas."
Conrutions were ideal for
churning out fine eng ineers, says
Remmers, a retired Union Carbide executive who now owns a
cattle ranch near St. James , Mo.
But it left many gradu ates unschooled in the social graces they
would later need to function in
polite society.
"When I was a student,"
Renlllers says, "the graduates left
the campus as well -trained , well educated engineers. But when it
came to the rest of the world,
they were a bunch of country
bumpkins." As were some facu lty
members. Remmers recall s one
professor who attended a blacktie afflli in all the proper attire except for his shoes. "He had on
a pajr of the yellowest bricklayer' s boots you ' d ever seen,"
Renlllers says.
Thi s lack of refinement led
Remmers and hi s wife Miriam to
sponsor an annual lecI1.lre series
on campus that would ex pose
students to prominent world leaders and deci sion-m akers. Today
the Renlllers Special Artist/Lecture Series is one of the most
popu lar events on campus. The
seri es has brought luminaries to
campus every year since 1979,
when former Pres ident Gerald
Ford was the series' in augural

speaker. Other guest lecturers and
pelfortners include fortner Secretary of State Henry Ki ssinger, exU.N. Ambassador Jeane Kirkpatrick, TV conlllentator Charles
Kuralt, violinist Shlomo Mintz,
opera diva Anna Moffo and piani st Leonard Pennario, who has
appeared twice. The most recent
lecturer, fornler Surgeon General
C. Everett Koop, spoke in January (see "Campus News," February 1993).
Renlllers' generosity in creating the lecture series was one
reason the campus honored him
with the Chancellor's Medal at
spring conlllencement - on the
70th anni versary of hi s graduation and one day after hi s 90th
birthday.
The idea for the lecture series
was conceived as the Remmerses
were dri ving to campus fro m
their T ucson, Ariz., home. "I was
telling Miriam about the need for
some kind of humani stic program
to supplement students' rigorous
techni cal studies," Remmers says.
He though t it might be a good
idea to sponsor a lecture series
that wou ld bring world leaders to
the campus. "But Miliam , being
very much interested in mu sic"
- she studied piano at Well esley
and Mount Hol yoke coll eges in
Massachu setts - "got in her part
and said , ' Not only speakers, but
also mu sicians. m

Although the campus and the
people of Rolla may know him
best for the lecture seri es, Remmers has made a mUlle for himself in business as well . His career began in metallu rgy, then
switched to sales before leading
to upper management and corporate leadership.
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Remmers participated and held patents in the
manufacture of magnetic materials for some
important developments such as the loading coils
that made transcontinental telephone service
possible. He also worked on the development of
magnetic parts for "movietone," the process by
which soundtracks were put directly on the
movie film.
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Re mmers started at the U.S.
Bureau of Mi nes ' Roll a Research
Center, where he worked while
pursuing his master's degree. He
then j oined the mechani ca l engineering faculty at Washington Un.iversity in St. Loui s and in 1929
joined Western Electric Co.'s Hawthorne Works in Cicero, Ill. , as a
metallurgist. There he worked on a
variety of applied-reserudl proj ects.
Re mmers partic ipated and he ld
patents in the manufacture of mag-

neti c materials for some important
developments such as the loading
coils that made tran scontinental
te lephone service possible. He also
worked on the development of
magnetic parts fo r"movietone, "the
process by which sound tracks were
put directly on the movie film.
In the late 1930s, Renmlers became a salesman for Union Carbide Corp.'s mini ng and metallurgy di vision. He rose through the
ranks to become pres ident of two
cOlllillued all page 43
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1939

leap forward." Seelig is retired and do-

1948

John D. Berwick, Jr., MetE, writes:

Robert M. Rock , MetE, writes: " I

" My wife passed away last July. I am

am enjoying a combination of retire-

doing well with varied recreations and

ment and a small consulting business. ,.

George D. Gaines, CE, 94, lives in

travel, golf, dancing and bowling."

a retirement home and reports his wife

Forties

Philip J. Boyer, MinE, moved into

Edward T. Regenhardt, CE, completed his 25th year of retirement.

Jesse W. Bowen Jr. , EE, has comhostels) last winter to a computer. Jesse

1928

1930

ologiSts.

1949
mitted his travels (including four Elder-

died.

a retirement home in February.

American Institute of Professiona l Ge-

writes: " I was married in June 1992 and
we are really enjoying being retired-

Hill, N.C. , has received th e 1993 Ben
H . Parker Memorial Medal from the

volunteer work. " . Leroy E. Smith, EE,

1925

ing consulting work. • D aniel N . Miller.
Jr., GGph, MSGGph '51 , of Chapel

writes: " ... keeping busy. "

a dead end on the Dutch East Indies
branch of my family genealogy, I got th e

1943

Fifties

• A lbert R.

Seelig,Jr. , ME, writes: "After coming to

1950

idea to consult th e alumni directory.

Charl es H. Church, Phys, is direc-

Found 14 MSM grads located in Indo-

tor, laboratory management, in the of-

James R. Paul, PetE, attended the

nesia where my grandfather and several

lice of the assistant secretary of th e

fall of '92 meeting of SPE-EUROPEC in

uncles lived. Mohammad "Abe " A.

Army. • Gene F. Robinson, ME, is a

• Jean T . Shipma n,

Ibrahim, MetE'63, put me in touch

part-time consultant. H e and his wife,

CE, is retired from the Burlington North-

with the proper authorities and as a

Ruth, recently completed a trip to New

ern Railroad.

result, my family genealogy got a giant

Zealand.

Cannes, France.

1933
William Koopmann Jr. , CE, hopes
to return for his 60th reunion . • Reinhardt Schuhmann Jr. , MetE, was
awarded a doctor of engineering degree

CLASS OF '43 GETS

by Purdue University. H e is professor

TOGETHER FOR

emeritus of materials engineering at

Purdue.

:s in the

' some

ding coils
service
pment of

~cess by
In the

1934
Edwin A. Hein, ME, writes: "At 85
every day is a good day-hope to make
the 60th next year. "

1935
died Oct. 18, 1992.

plans to attend his 60th reunion.

Ie loading

acks were
:fi]Jn.

nnt ers benion Carntetal lurrough the
:nl oflWO
'I
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" ...a bea utiful , memorable
occasion."
" ... a once- in -a-l ifetime experience."

Arthur E. Woerheide, Jr. , MinE,

Jnlinenl al
e. Heal so
pntenl of
:tone:· the

Fifty-seven members of
the Class of '43 celebrated
their 50th reunion on May
13- 15,1 993. Here are some
quotes from class m embers
about the event:

Jack W. Moore's, ChE, wife, Mary,

1936

impon anl

50-YEAR RELJNION

1938
J. Craig Ellis, ME, writes: " Hope to
see lots of old classmates at Homecoming this year (our 55thl . Will be in Provo,
Utah , in July and do some travelling east
prior to H omecoming. "

" ... itwasa great weekend! "
" It's one hundred and forty million inches from
Imy home) to Rolla round trip, and it was worth
every inch. "
"You wined, d in ed, escorted, entertained and
generally made it a wee kend to rem ember. Anyone w ho intends to miss it in the futur e shou ld
consult me first."
(Above: members of the class of '43 pause
before load in g busses for a tou r of Rolla . Below:
MSM-UMR A lumni Association President Bob
Wol f ' 51 , ' 52 , congra tul ates Golden Alumni at
commencement exercises.)

MSM
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H. Robert Horton, Chem , a professor

POLICY FOR PUBLICATION OF ALUMNI

of biochemisty at North Carolina State

NOTES IN THE MSM ALUMNUS

University, has had a textbook, "Principles ofBiochemistry " pUblished . • Rob-

1951
Rollins H. Koontz, Phys, retired
from Pacific Missile Test Center, Pt.
Mugu, Cali f. , in J une '9 l. His wife,
Jackie, died Jan. 17, 1993. • Eldridge

the geology department a nd asks others
to donate crystals for eventual display . •
Ra ymond F. Roller, GGph , retired
from Rel iance Electric Co. in June.

Ch a rles L Neihe iser, PetE, retired

the University of Alabama and Western

We will use submitted photos only as space permits.

grndua

1957
R o be rt L

Wri g h t , MetE, MS-

MetE '62 , PhDMetE '66, has retired af-

Eugene J. Posch el, EE, is retired
from the U.S. Air Force and makes
woodcraft items for his grandchildren.

1954

asked by Foster-Forbes Glass Division
of American National Can to manage
one of their glass con tainer manufactur·

ing facilities for a few years and help
train future managerial ca ndidates. " •

family.

Sixties

1958

1960

1963
Fred B. Brost, MGeo, preside nt of
Mining and Environmental Consultants

neerin!

Inc. in Phoenix, Ariz., writes: "Recently

MSCE'

La rry B. Meyer, CE, retired from

J ohn L McDaniels , Phys, is pre-

completed a n evaluation of several gold

Illinois Department of Transportation

engineering coordinator for Lewis and

prospects in Yemen. " • Richard L

on Dec. 31 , 1991. • Robert E. Spratt,

Clark Community College in Godfrey,

J a quay, C E, has been transferred to

Phys, who is retired, plans to attend the

Ill . • Da vid E. Price, MetE, has begun

Modesto, Calif. , as chief reside nt project

35th reunion .• J a m es E. Twyman ,

(and is president of) a consulting busi-

engineer fo r Blac k and Veatch's new

MetE, has been named an American
Society for Quality Control (ASQC)

ness, Buckeye Energy Technology Ap-

water plant and distribution system there.

plications in Plain City, Ohio . • Ma urice

• James R. Knox Jr., Chern, is an

Fellow. He is owner of Twyman Engi-

M. Reynolds, EE, retired as an engi-

adviser for chemical research at the

neering Services in Edina , Minn.

neering speCialist from Rockwe ll Inter-

University of Connecticut. • Walter

national after35 years . • Pa ul M. Walk-

Mue ller Jr. , MinE, has been named

er, PetE, retired from J.M . Huber Corp
Oil and Gas Division in February.

preside nt and CEO for Arch Mineral
Corp.'s Apogee Coal Co.

1961

1964

sioner in St. Louis after 34 years. "It's

Ri ch a rd R. Kapfer, EE, is a mem -

Ha rdin T. Abra ms II , EE, is manag-

from MS M in 1959. " • S tanley Wa x-

ber of the quality assurance staff for

er, system engineering department of

man, MetE, retired as supervisory met-

TQM , Cincinnati Electronics Corp . •

Rockwell-Collins General Aviation divi-

allurgist from the Army Research and

Dale W. Leidy, ME, has been appoin t-

sion . • Abra m L Cortelyo u Jr., CE,

DevelopmentCommand in Dover, N.J.
on April 2.

ed vice president and technical director

has completed 27 years with McDon-

of Owens-Illinois Inc. and also technical

nell Douglas. • Milton J . Murry, EE,

director of Owens-Brockway Glass Con-

MSEE '80, spoke to the student branch

tainers.

of LE. E. E. on Electro Technologies May

the only job I've held since graduation

1962
Michael S. Herzog, ChE, has taken

plant. H e is registered as an environ-

Byro n L Keil , PetE '52 (left) and Robert P. " Bob" S c haefer,
Springs, Colo., recently. At right is Maria nne KeiL

MSM
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1966

Will
beente.
College
years. •
develo,
ihelBM
Calif.Ar
CSo'66

196i

works director, City of Coolidge, Ariz . •

MetE, h

Busch,

KhosrOl

' Preparj

1965
Norl a nd R. Durnell, CE, received

present

um, EE, retired from Loral Vought Sys-

managing the best highway construc-

Armenia
Gass, M
Evening:

tems Corp in Dallas June 30.

tion testing lab in the State of Arizona . •

in9'vith

mental/assessor by Cal/EPA and plans
to be a consultant. • Willia m H. Sloc-

PetE'52 , MSPetE '53, ProfPetE '75 e njoyed the skiing at Steamboa t

segmer

subwaj
Onlyh,
struct!"

J oey K. Tuttle, Phys, MSPhys'69, is
with Fax Focus Ltd. in Aptos, Calif.

early retiremen t after 31 years in a now
"shut-down " Harcross Pigments Inc.

of Raiil

Jan. 3t

Da.
fieldsen
a clivisio
N.Y.Da

3. • Dona ld G. Peters, CE, is public
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band, .

MSEA,
tow, ~
Decem

Robert L Boxdorfer, EE, retired
May 1 as traffic and lighting commis-

Ri chard A. Hughes, CE, writes:

ll,CE':

es in 1
(Moser

(J a ne Ro binson, MSCsci '87) teaches

1959

"After three years of retirement, I was

Univer

computer science at the University of
Alabama.

Wilford Ashl ey, PetE, is semi·retired.

1956

MSAM
sor of

seniOf\

36 years . • Richard G. S oehlke, ChE,

1953

• Jal

ter teaching metall urgical engineering at

Mid South Inc. in Shreveport, La . •
Clay J . S chmitto u, EE, retired Nov. 1,
1992.

from Shell Oil Co. in October '9 1 after
retired from Star Enterprise JUly l.

Comp'

MSEM
pPG ln

ert M. Owe n, PetE, works for Seagull

Michigan University His wife, Jane

1952

found'

We are happy to a n no unce weddings, births a nd
promotions, after they have occurred.
We will mentio n a spouse's name if it is sp ecifically
m e ntio ned in the inform ation provided by the a lumnus.
The MSM Alumnus will announce dea ths if information is
submitted by an immediate family mem ber, or fro m a
newspaper obituary.
We will print addresses if specifically requested to do so by
the alumnus submitting the note.
We reserve the right to edit alum ni notes to meet space
req Uirements.

S . Middour, MSGGph , has donated
chrysoberyl and alexandrite crystals to

sumffil
S.D. •

an award March 16 for supervising and

Ri ch a rd J. Gentile, PhDGGph , pro -

di 'sSe~

fessor of geosciences at UMKC, teac hes

Grantha
erations
lou~. •

courses in sedimentary geology and the

~
I

summer field camp in the Black Hills of
S .D. 0 Terry T. Hua ng, AMth, is the

with Atlantic Richfield Co., is now jOint

is deputy chief of staff engineer for the

UMC.

interest and planning manager for ARCO

U.S. Army Infomnation Systems Com-

director of environmental control for

founder, chaimnan and president of

China Inc. He and his wife, Lyn, have

mand.

Computing Dialogue Inc. in New York.

received a certificate for meritorious

Four Seasons Lakesites in Lake Ozark,
Mo. 0 Madan G. "Jim " Jahagirdar,

J a mi so n , AMth ,

been transferred to Shukou, Peoples
Republic of China. 0 Howard H. Stine

service from the Mathematical Associa-

MSMetE, writes: "Visited India and 92-

MSAMth '67, PhDAMlh '70, is profes-

Jr., AMth , MSEMgt'70, ProfEMgt'83, is

tion of America.

Piloo E. lIavia , MS-

year-old grandma. Glad to be associat-

o

)nUS.

James

E.

0

Harold W. Hager, PhDMath,

0

0

Ted W. Craig, MSGGph, is

sor 01 mathe matics at Memphis State

vice president for Charles E. Jarrell

PetE, works for International Division of

ed with the big expansion at Freeport,

University.

Contracting Co.

Enron Exploration Co.

Indonesia."

0

Jerry J. Moser, ME,

0

Jimmy D.

0

Lora (Roberts) S mith,

ation ~
na

MSEMgt'78, is a process engineer with

10 so by

II, CE'89, is with Texaco Slar Enterpris-

1968

pace

es in Texas and his daughter, Deana
(Moser) Cash, CE '93, and her hus-

been transferred to Komatsu Dresser

elect of the Independent Oil and Gas

band, Christopher M. Cash , CE '93,

Company's parts disbibution facility in

1972

graduated from UMR in May. Jerry
senior writes: "We are definitely a UMR

Ripley, Tenn. 0 Lynn A. Frasco, CE, is

Association of West Virginia, is one of
10 named to Who 's Who in West Vir-

general manager of City Water, Light

ginia Business . • A nne M. Springer,

senior elecbical engineer with General

and Power, Springfield, III.

Hist, retired from teaching after 31 years.

Tire Co., has moved to Charlotte, N.C.

Schotte!'s, NucO, MSNucE '74, daughter, Jennifer, will attend UMR this fall.

PPG Indusbies. Hisson, J erry J . Moser

family."

"esidenlol
:onsullanls

: -Recently

0

Rob ert H. Schlutow's, CE,

0

John L. Schwager, Pe tE, president

Randall R. Braun, MSMath, has

0

Lonny L.

Ludwig, CE, MSEAdm '70, was pro-

o

tow, NucE '92 plans to graduate in

moted to plant manager of Big River

ity manager for Dyn McDermott Petro-

December with a BS in elecbical engi-

Zinc Corp. in Sauget, III. Lonny's son ,

leum Operations Co. in SI. James, La.

Alfred J . Thiede , CE ,

Eric, is enrolled in elecbical engineering

0

Iish my new mystery Down and Out
Murder in the fall of '94."

and CEO of Alamco Inc. and president-

MSEAdm '60, son, Stephen T. Schlu-

neering.

Engl , writes: "Ballantine Books will pub-

Earl A. Thompson, MSPetE, is facil-

Brent Blizews ki, EE, EMgt'73, a

o

William J. Ernst Jr. , CE, is city

engineer in Fulton , Mo . • D ennis D.

Fiebelman , ME, is in the cattle business
with his father. He also operates a retail

MSCE '72 , MSEMgt'72 , vice president

at UM R.

of Rail Construction Corp., writes: "On

MSCE '70, is senior e nvironmental en-

lichard L.

Jan. 30, 1993, we opened the first

gineer for Science Applications Interna-

John H. Atkinson llI, MSEMgt,

dent of 3V Corporation , a corporation

nsferred 10

segment of Metro Redline-the first

associated with Mid America Dental,

subway in the history of Los Angeles.

tional Corp. in Augusta , Ga.
Theodore R. Wa rre n, PetE, is presi-

teaches engineering administration at

lenl projecl

alch's new

Only have about 300 miles left to con-

dent of Grace Drilling Co., Inc.

'5Iemthere.

struct l "

~veralgold

~em,

Stanley K. Wag her, CE,

is an

lValter

en named

:h Mineral

.,ismanag·
artmenlol

1966

,u Jr., CE,

the 1992 Illinois Society of Professional

been teaching math at Aiken Technical
College in Aiken, S .C. for more than 30

Engineers Professional Management
Award. 0 John W. Lieber Jr. , ME,

years.

Anselm Y. Siao, MSPhys, is

MSEMgt'72 , has owned his own tooling

development programmer-manager at
the IBM Santa Teresa Lab. in San J ose,

bUSiness, Profile Technology Inc. , for
10 years. 0 Rob ert L. Nie haus's, CE,

Calif. Anselm's wife is Siew-Pin 0 Siao,

address is 13220 Amiot, SI. Louis, MO

CSci '66.

63142-2206.

0

0

Warfare Center, Weapons Division,

enlbranch
logiesMay

field service manager for SN IF Systems,
a division of Praxair Inc. in Tarrytown ,

dem Computers in Austin , Texas, in

c, is pubtic

N.Y. Dave 's father is William D. "Bill "

June.

1ge,ArlZ. o
'hys'69, is

Busch , ME'42.

0

EE, celebrated his 10th year with Tan-

Michael L. Deelo,

MetE, has four children in college.

0

Khosrow " Ken" Farnia, ME, writes:

Seventies

"Preparing for a bip to Amnenia to
present boiler maintenance seminar to

Amnenian power authority." 0 John W.

~ngand

I

constrUe-

:AriZ°na.•
Gph, pro'
.C,leaches
ogyandth e

Relatively Speaking

detector development for the Naval Air

1967

China Lake, Calif. 0 Douglas M. Thies,

: received

John S. George, CSci, is presi-

Do uglas B. Rogers,

David W. " Dave" Busch , MetE, is

Calif

0

Phys, does small missile optical target

~UlTY, EE,

5

Mo.

Richard T. Berning, CE, received

William L. Van Alstine, AMth, has

;ationdivi-

:h McDon·

carpet business from his home in Boss,

1971

1969

lch at the
o

0

Gass, ME, spends his days at J . I. Case.
Evenings and weekends are spent working with his wife at their business, Sandi 's Sewing Connection.

0

William R.

Grantham, EE, is vice president of operations for Wave Technologies in SI.
Louis.

0

Nicolaus P _ Neumann, GeoE'74, MSGeo E'76, reports four of hi s
re latives rece ived seven degrees from UMR- fi ve BS , one MS and
one PhD . They are, in graduating sequence:
Norbert R. Neumann, MetE'52, PhDMetE'55, who lives in Salt Lake
City.
Erhard M_ Neumann , MetE'56, w ho lives in SI. Loui s.
Gunther A_ Helm, CE'6 4, w ho is retired and li ves in Richmond , Va.
Lotar M . Neumann , EE'64, who li ves in SI. Louis.
And, of course, Nic, w ho li ves in Imperia l, a s uburb of SI. Louis.

1970
P atrick G. D av idson, ME, PhDME '74, ProfME '91 , has been promoted to managing partner and head of
the Power Division of Black and Veatch
in Kansas City. 0 James L. Furry, ME,

In add iti on to these five , seve n others from the Neuma n n cl a n have
engineerin g o r BS degrees from schoo ls other than UMR . (Two
received advanced degrees in medicine and law). A total of 12 BS
degrees in e ngin eering or e ngin eerin g-re lated fie ld s. How aboutthat?
Not bad for one familyl

John R. Knepler, C E, who is

MSM
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Do YOU HAVE A SON OR

Hearin g a nd Visio n Center of Mt. Vernon , Mo. Scott and his wife, Charlotte,
live in the Mt. Vernon area . • J esse M.
Ha verstick, EMgt, MSEMgt'74, is plant
manage r for the J onesboro (Ark.) pla nt
ofDelta Consolidated Ind ustries . • Dennis R. Nethington, Hist, GGph '82 ,
MSGGph '85, works for Mobil Oil Corp.
His wife is Nancy (Elfrank) Nethington ,
GGph '85 . • William A. Hillebrandt,
AM th, is with Unisys Corp. in Camarillo,
Calif. • Zebulun Nash , ChE, his wife,
Harriet, and their children , Robert and
Barbara, have reloca ted to New Jersey
after 3 yea rs in Lo ndon , England. The
Nash 's address a nd telephone number
a re 169 Harding Drive, East Orange, NJ
07079 , (201) 762-547l. • Merrily
(G lotfelty) Parker, Psyc, wri tes: "I am
teaching third grade. My husband, Ron
(Ronald D. Parker, ME '72), is ge neral
manage r at McLaughlin Gold Mine. " •
Kare n E. Smith , Psyc, is with Rolla
Psychological Associates. • Jac k R.
Stephens, MSEMgt, MSCSci, retired
from the Army after 23.5 years a nd now
teaches in the computer de partme nt at
Gadsden State Community College . •
Kevin C. Voln er, ME; is maintenance

su perintendent for Homestake Mining
Co. He, his wife, Sherry, and their two
daughters live a t 716 Ridge Road , Lead,

IRM education compan y. • William K.

Texas. Ron and his Wife , Vickie, live at

Brune, CSci, is marketing representa-

2 159 Paso Rella, Houston , TX 77077-

tive for Seaview Thermal Systems in

5622 . • Charles W. Travelstead, MinE,

Ho uston, Texas . • Ga ry L. Duke, MS-

is president of Edison Steel Products

Phys, is deputy to the direc tor of the Air

Inc. and lives in Albuquerque, N. M.

Forc e laser progra m . • Dennis C. Edwards, ME, MSME'74, is director of
manufacturing a t Hof Textiles Inc., in
Linco lnton, N.C.

• Kenneth H .

J oseph B. Adrian, Econ , who lives

Gilmore, EE, is an electrical e ngineer in

in Kirksville , Mo., is human resource

the utilities department at AlliedSignal

manager at th e Milan, Mo., plant of

Corp. in Kansas C ity, Mo . • John M.

ConAgra Frozen Foods Co . • Nicholas

1973
G le nn R. Anderson, CSci, is curriculum manager with Skill Dynamics, the

SAUDI ARABIA

AUJlvlNI NOTE!
Bernard J. Welch , EMgt'75,
is looking for UMR g rads living
in the Riyadh area of Saud i Arab ia for "Operation Ro ll a Reunion " in the fall of this yea r.
Bernie' s address is SA ISR , PO
Box 990, Riy adh 11421 , Saud i
Arabia.

If yo u li ve outside Missouri, you' ll be interested in
the Alumni Sons and Daugh ters Grant. Your c hildren may
be ab le to attend U MR w ithout
having to pay th e out-of-state
tuition rate! Contact Ly nn
Stic h note in the Admi ss ion s
Office at 1-800-522-0938 fo r an
app lication form.

Sexlor

theirM
He~e

eration
MS~1E

forres(

tionto
Electric

Keating, MetE, wri tes: "Bob (Robert

E. Barrack, EE , MSEE'76, owns and

salesel

o perates Central Security and Electric

inWat

ter, Jamie, visited Nancy and me in

Inc.-the company he started while at-

Florida ... lf anyone comes to the sun

tending UM R-with offices in Rolla ,

Managem e nt Con sultant. " (CMC) .

and fun fly-in at Lakeland , Fla., call usat
(813) 646-0467." • Mark L. Mar ien-

Boonville and Joplin . • Michael M.

Mike's wife is Debra (Kusmecl Agui-

Easterly, GeoE, has been transferred

lar, CSci'79 . • William R. " Bill" Ahal,

feld , GeoE, is chairman of the Geotex-

to the Seattle District of the Corps of

CE, is vice president-operations at

tile Divisio n of the Ind ustrial Fabrics

Engineers . • Patricia (Tuckey) Hig-

McGrath and Associates in St. Louis

Association In ternational. H e also is on

(Ed. note: McGrath and Associates was

IFA!,s board of directors . • Victor Ordi-

gins, Chem, and her husband, Arthur
J . Higgi ns, EE'74, are the parents of

ja, MSGeoE, is at Remi ngton Arms in

five children. Patricia does occasional

ProfCE'7 1 and past preside nt of the

(Ki(k)

Wateri,
IViliian
elliteG
querqu
has tral
l.;thUr

founded by James B. McGrath , CE'49,

1978

Bridge port, C onn . • J. Ke nn et h

tutoring to maintain he r chemistry skills.

MSM-UMRAlumniAssociation) • Den-

Thompson, EE, is vice president, AR-

• Bernard D. Held, CE, his wife, Jane,

nis R. Fisher, EMgt, married Mary Pa t

Ch,

CO 's research and technology center,

and children have moved to 1040 N.

McCarthy on July 4 , 1993 . • Anmarie

mation

Busch..
I,;thth,

ARCO Exploration and Produ ction

College, Lincoln, IL 62656- 1124, phone

Ha ll, Chem, is now with Carl Pfeiffer

Technology in Plano, Texas . • Kenneth

(2 17) 732-6640. Bernie writes: "Would

Treatment Center in Naperville, Ill. •

W. Werner, EE, was promoted March

like to plan a re union for Labor Day
weeke nd '93. " • J ewel F. Logan, Engl,

William C. M cA llist er Ill , CE ,

way Ad

MSCE'78, has joined the consulting

ia 'Jot

Force. He is assigned to Headquarters

Dallas, Texas, has been with Speedo, a

engineering firm of Bottom and Men k

Air Force Reserves in the Civil Engi-

division of Authentic Fitness Corp., for

Inc. , Liberty, Mo . • Don G. Smith,

Sci'80,
Ariz. .

18 to lieute nant colonel in the U.S. Air

neering Directorate as chief of program-

a year in marketing and special sales . •

EMgt, has been promoted to facility

ming.

Steve A. Meyer, CE, is superintendent

engineer at Tamko Asphalt Products.

of solid was te for the City of Springfield,

Ronald C. Zagarri, CSci, writes: "Will

goal is a PhD in geochemistry.

ATTEND UMR?

Comrr
Rabad
for th,
Padfic

A. Klei nm a n, MetE '73) and his daugh-

S D 57754, pho ne (605) 584-300l. •
gradua te this summer with my second
degree in geology. ,. Ronald 's ulti mate

1975

DAUGHTER PLANNING TO

Mo . • Ch a rles R. Moede, EE, works in

1974

the Mission Operations Directorate for

1977

J ohn E. Adams, Chem, an associ-

NASA a t the Lyndon B. J ohnson Space

Ka ren (Daily) C lifford, Engl, Hist,

ate professor of chemishy a t UMC , re -

Center. • William J . Schwam Ie. CSci,

writes for the hometown section of the

ceived the William T. Kem per Fellow-

MSEMgt'76, is a process engineer for

"South Bend Tribune."

ship for Teaching Excellence . • John

an IBM joint partnership company wi th

band is Timothy D. Clifford, EMgt'77.

Karen 's hus-

W. Critchfie ld, CE, is resident engineer

Sears called Adva ntis . • Carlt on F.

• Clark W. Craig, Chem, completed

on Westside Light Rail Project, Portland, Ore . • Phillip W. Inman's, Hist,

Sorrell , CerE, is a consultan t for DALTILE Corp. of Dallas, Texas . • Mary

his residency program in fam ily practice
in June and will work with "Doctors

grandson, Joh n P. Reece, is majoring in

(Sieber) Trnka, AMth, teaches at Ma-

Without Borders," an international re-

history at UMR. • Thomas P. Ki effer,

ple Woods Community College in Kan-

lief organization . • David A. Diestel-

ME, has two sons, Ellis, 3, a nd Jack,

sas City, Mo . • Rob ert A. " Bob" Wild-

kamp, CE, is manager of transportation

l. "At work (Measurements Group Inc.),

sc huetz's, CSci, MSCSci '85, son plans

and civil works for Sverdrup 's St. Louis

we are trying to eliminate CFC solvents

to a ttend UMR this fall • Anth ony J.

office. • J ohn B. Gallagher, PetE,

in production by May 15." • Sharon

Witte, MinE, is site manager, BFI, S t.

writes: "Las t August I q uit corporate life,

(pfister) Kingston, Psyc, is lead sys-

Louis Land fill District.

tems analyst with Quality Systems Inc.

moved to the Chicago area and opened
my own business doing custom pro-

gram ming and system design. " John 's

in Fairfax, Va . • Peggy L. Kit ch en,

1976

and his I
Theyliv
IV. Goo
and two
-Norm;

Puuhonr
(8081 3
Contine
in Olatn
CE,isVi

os for T
Inc. in

c

Lang, ~
Penticto
Marrel
has been
SOr at C
Kellyu

Ville, Ill,

two chil

planned
shop On

consultant and technical wri ter. Busi-

Michael J. Agui lar. CSci, is now a

address is 209 N. Troy La ne, Lombard,
IL 60148 . • Sh e rry (McDo nald)

ness name: Computech ." • Rona ld R.

certified member of the Institute of

Johnston, Psyc, writes she is in volved

Taylor, CSci, MSCSci '76, is a senior

Management Consultants and has a t-

in the Almy's managed health care ef-

ItaiYinJ
PurdueU

systems e ngineer for EDS in Houston,

tained the deS ignation of "Certified

fOl1s at Ft. Leonard Wood (Mo.) Army

tantprof

MSTPhys, writes: "Self-employed as

Enginee
SChaefe
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e Mis.
sted in
Daugh·
enmay
Nithout
of·state
t l ynn

Com munity H ospital. • J am es E.

and deployed to Okinawa, w ill transfer

Rabaduex. Jr., EMgt, is sales manager

to the Norfolk, Va., area in September

for the Gypsum Division of Georgia

of this year . • Julie (M iller) Sm yth e,

Pacific in Atlanta. Ga.

Geol, is a self-employed environmen tal

• Robert P.

Sext on, AMth. his wife, Brenda, and

consultant in Corpus Christi, T exas.

their two children live in Newburgh, Ind.
He is employed at Alcoa's Warrick Operations. • Ri ch ard C. Smith, ME,

issions

~ foran

- {CMC}

1979

MSME '86, has assumed responsibilities

Jennie D . A dkins-Brub ak er, PetE,

for research and development in addi-

says she is going into "semi-retirement "

tion to being project engineer for Union

for awhile after 14 years with Conoco.

Elecmc . • D avid L. Th orn , EMgt, is a

Jennie, her husband, Jeff and the chil-

sales engineer for Tech Prod ucts Corp.

dren are moving to London wi th Jeff's

in Waterford, Mich. H is wife, D allas

job . • W illiam A . Bru nk horst II, PetE,

(Kirk) Thorn , Psyc'79, coaches for

works for Chevron Overseas on a 281

Eighties

ME, writes: " Our oldes t, John , turns 3
this H alloween and our second, Paul,
tumed 1 this past New Year's Eve. I

1980

think the next one probably won 't be
• Gregory E.

born on a holiday! "

Michael W. B ennett, EMgt, is direc-

Pashi a, GeoE, works for the EPA Re -

tor-Federal Regulatory for Southwest-

gion in Dallas, Texas . • Eri c G. Politte,

ern Bell Corp. in Washington , D.C. and

ME, is president of Response Manage-

lives in Springfield , Va . • Wi lliam A.

ment Association Inc., a firm doing na-

Brook s, ChE, MSChE '83 , a lieutenant

tional and international oil spill contin -

in the U.S. Navy, graduated from the

gency

engineering duty officer course, Engi-

compliance consulting . • Ch arl es T.

planning

and

regulator y

neer Duty Officer School, Mare Island,

Wooten, PetE, worksas a consultant for

VallejO, Calif. • Kristy (Daily) D efen-

Meyer and Associates . • John T. Yod er

baugh , GeoE, works part-time as a
contract engineer for Meridian Oil Co. in

I V, ME, and his wife, Terri, have two

Waterford High School. • Joh n L.

28 rotational petroleum engineering as-

nee}Agui·

Willi am s, MSAMth, is manager of Sat-

signmentinAngola, West Africa . • K eith

Houston , Texas . • Elizabeth (B ell is)

October '91 and Shelly, who was 13 in

Bill" Aha!,

ellite Ground Data Processing in Albu-

L. D onaldson, EE, is enjoying the "low

D rees, NucE, writes: " I am beginning

March.

!rations at

querque, N.M . • John A . Zi egler , ME,

country "

my 1Oth year at General Atomics in San

Sl Louis

has transferred to Jefferson City, Mo.,

Salvator e J. Calise, CE, MSCE'8 1,

with Union Elecmc.

was promoted to vice -president with

I

Xlales\l,'a$

llh. CE'49.
lent olll1e
ion} ' Den·
d MaJY Pat
• Anmarie

of South

Carolina .

Camp, Dresser and McKee for its sou thern division . • B everl y (H art mann )

1978

Flori, Chem, MSChem '85, has resigned

Ch arl es D . Brune, CSci , is an infor-

from the U.s. Bureau of Mines in Rolla.

mation systems analyst for Anheuser-

• K ennet h R. Foster Jr., CE, writes:

children; a son, Patrick John, adopted in

Diego. " • Wayne A. H amilton, MSGeoE, is manager, Reta il Environmental Engineering, mid-continent region . •

Susa n A . Leach , GeoE, spent six
months of last year working in Norway,
Malaysa, and Australia as a drilling engineer for Exxon Co . • John 1. M iller 's,

1983
Kurt D . B ak er, EMgt, was appointed to fill a vacant seat on the Webb City
(Mo.) city council. • Dona l d G .
" D onnie" H arrison, NucE, is working

part-time in Washington (Hanford site)

:art Pfemer

Busch . • Th om as W . Fennessy, CE, is

" Work (Ed. note: Missouri Highway

CE, MSCE'83, address is c/o Saudi

!Ville, Ill. •

with the Eastern Federal Lands High-

and Transportation Department) con-

Aramco, P.O. B ox 11722, Dhahran

III, CE,
consulling
and Menk
G. Smith,
to facility
Products

way Administration in northern Virgin-

tinues to be interesting, educational and

ia. • John R. Ganofsk y Jr. , CSci, MSC-

dema nding ." Ken 's wife is Joy ce

tors . • H arry T. M cColl um , EMgt, is in

Sci'80, is with Honeywell in Phoenix,

(H eirholzer ) Foster , CE'83 . • M ark E.

business with his brother (Industrial

Ariz . • Th om as V . G ebh ardt , CSci,

Gr edell, GeoE, works in the under-

and his wife, Cathy, have four children.

ground storage group of Panhandle

N ick J. D ungey, GeoE, is manager,

They live in Charlotte, N.C. • Ri chard

Eastern Pipeline Co. He, his wife, Shar-

gas supply with American Pipeline Co.

Misk ell , CSci, is w ith Pizza H ut Inc. 's
Worldwide Systems department in

31311 , Saudi Arabia.

1982

W. Goodson, Econ , his wife, Geanie,

la, and their two children live in Hous-

He and his wife, Karen (Wheaton) Dung-

and two children live in Columbia, Mo.

ton, T exas . • M arl a (K naup) K unz,

ey, GeoE'82 , live at 946 Holly Trail

• N orm an C. H aas, MinE, lives at 2733

EMgt, is supervisor, indusmal engineer-

Drive, Richmond , T exas . • Jam es K .

Eng!, Hisl

PuuhonuaSt , Honolulu, H awaii, phone

ing for Olin Brass in E. Al ton, III. • Joel

H aber stock, EE, is senior project engi-

:nonol ll1e

(808) 388-9366. He is president of

A. Pundmann, CSci, has been trans-

neer with Honeywell Inc. , Sperry Com-

,",ns hus·
I.EMgt'77
completed

tilypractice
1

-Doctor>

latiOn~

reo

\. Diestel ·
1SjlOItation

sSt Louis
her, PetE,
rpOrateWe.
ndopen ed
1Sl0m pro-

m.- Johns
, Lombard,
:cDonal d}
is involved
lth careef•

Mo.lArl1lY

Continental Food Corp. headquartered

ferred by Southwestern Bell Corp. to

mercial Flight System Group working

in Olathe, Kan . • N ancy E. H arrington,

San Antonio, T exas . • Reza M .

on Airbus A320 and A340 flight man-

and Idaho (Idaho National Engineering
Lab.) . • Randall J. " Randy" H auser ,
MetE, is CEO of Chicago Metal Fabrica-

Networks System , an automating manufacturing process).

• Lynn (Jones)

Wichita, Kan . • K elly H . Rudolph , EMgt,
and family live in the Kansas City area.
He is in the medical respiratory valves

and apparatus business with his grandfather, father and brother. • M . M errill
Stevens, MSGeoE, PhDGeo E'88,

CE, is vice president of technical servic-

Sh anfi-Isfahani, EE, was promoted to

agementsystems. • Jon B. Kraft , GeoE,

writes: "Still at the U.S. Army Engineer

es for T Tans American Environmental

the staff of computer in tegrated devel-

is w ith George Butler ASSOCiates, One

School , Ft. Leonard Wood, Mo." She is

Inc. in Hollywood, Fla. • Gregory A.

opment manufacturing and product

Pine Ridge Plaza, 8207 Melrose Drive,

president of the Central Ozarks Section

Lang, MinE, has been transferred to

supply (ClDMS) , an organization with-

Lenexa, KS 66214 . • Frederi ck Stu art

of the MSM-UMR Alumni Association.

Penticton, British Columbia, Canada . •

in the commercial flight systems group

Luetkell1eier , C E, MSCE '85, and Dana

• M ark E. T etta m bel, ME, is a sales

M arcel (Wehrman) M aupin, MSAM th,

(CFSG) of H oneywell. • D all as (K irk)

Pamce Dickneite were married April 1 7

has been promoted to associate profes-

Th orn, Psyc, completed three years as

in Jefferson City, Mo. Fred is with Union

sor at Oklahoma State University. •

varsity coach for the Waterford (Mich .)

Elecmc in Jefferson City and Dana is

K elly L. M cG innis, Phys, lives in Green-

H igh School. H er husband, D avid L.

employed by Hanna Stanley St. John

ville, 111. , with his wife, Kellie, and their

Th orn, EMgt'77, is a sales engineer for

Advertising in Columbia. They plan to

T ech Products Corp. in Waterford . •

live in Columbia. • David W. M ay,

two children . • Jack W. Posey, EMgt,
planned to participate in a NAT O work-

Randa ll J. T om ic, MinE, writes: " Be-

EMgt, is project engineer for Roeslein

shop on manufacturing integration in

gan work for Growmark after complet-

and Associates Inc. in St. Louis. David,

Italy in June. Jack received a PhD from

ing my MS in environmen tal engineer-

Purdue University and is a visiting assis-

ing at Southern Illinois University at

live in Ba llw in , Mo . • Steven K .

tant professor in the School of Indusmal

Carbondale. "

M cC ullough , EE, works for Metters In-

Engineeri ng at Purdue . • Michael E.
Schaefer , CE, who is in the U.S. Navy

his wife, Carol , and their two children

dusmes Inc. on a project for the Depart-

DID YOU KNOW?
You a re re p rese nted in
your a lumni assoc iati o n by
d irect o rs-at- Iarge and area
directo rs. A rea di rec t o rs are
res po nsib le f o r t hose area s
th at fall in t heir zip co d e range,
and d irect o rs-a t-Iarg e serve
all a lu m n i. See insid e f ron t
cove r fo r the d irec tors t hat
re prese nt Y OU .

ment of Defense . • Sam uel D . Otto ,

MSM
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sumer
Allied S ignal Inc. in Ka nsas City, Mo . •
Paula (Kovarik) Herri es. PetE, and

e ngi neer for Watlow Elec tric. His ad-

her husband, Mich ae l D. Herri es',

dress is 14112 Eby, Overland Park, KS

GeoE, GGph '84, address is 6939 Mar-

66221. • Doug Wesselschm idt, CE, is

shal Foch St. , New Orleans, LA. 70124.

Shawnee, Kan. •

• Jam es P. Ho ll and , MSCE '8 4 ,

Kim berly (Hofstetter) Williams, PetE ,

MSEMgt'84, a major in the U.S. Air

MSPetE '8 9, is computer systems ana-

Force, has been assigned to Headquar-

city engineer for

lyst for AT&T in Kansas City. Her hus-

ters, U.S. Air Force, Office of the USAF

band, David P. Will iams, PetE'83,

Civil Engineer, Pentagon, Washingto n,

works for US EPA

D.C. • Larry M. Hug h es, CSci, is a
business analyst for U.S . S print. Larry's
wife is Julie (Shay) Hug h es, EMgf84.

1984
C hristoph er L. Bo hler, MSPhys,

• Paul S. Leakea, CSci, is a senior
systems programmer at AlliedSignal in

PhDPhys '87, isa memberofthe tec hni-

Kansas City (Mo.) .• Rob ert T. "Tad"

cal staff at Texas Instruments in McKin-

Magruder, ME, is an engineering man-

ney, Texas . • Steven R. Bowser, GeoE,

ager in the sunroof department of ASC

writes: "Heading for a new position in

Inc. in Southgate, Mich. His wife,

De nver soon ." • La ura ( F o rd )

Angela (Murch), is working on her

Breitenstein, Psyc, is a research scien-

MSEE at the University of Michigan . •

tist for BDM International Inc. at Ft.

Kathy J . Meesakul , EE, has been hon-

Kn ox, Ky . • Karl E. Burgher, Econ, is

ored for her professional dedication and

1986

1985

Chem

Rich ard Bothmann, ME, is a test

Henry R. Brede nkamp Jr. , ME,

talen~

engineer for McDonnell Douglas in Las

and his wife, Christina, are enj oying

Cruces, N.M.

• John M. Burgess,

camping and training their two Great

[nlem
Brian

Me tE , is o p era ti o ns manage r for

Danes for o bedience and competition.

er Sql

ALUM T EC H in Somerset , Ky . •

• R. Darryl Burks , EE, and his wife,

Miram

D e lilah

C h anrasm i, EMgt ,

Bonny, have moved to Chillicothe, Mo. ,

MSEMgt'8 7, and S teph en P. Koch,

where Darryl will be manager of engi-

ME '88, were married Sept. 19, 1992.
Delilah is a senior engineer in th e man-

neeri ng for Wire Rope Co rp. of America . • Diane M. Caldwell, CSci, is em-

ployrn
Perna
Navy.
been,

ufacturing systems analysis department

ployed in the defense industry in the

forAut

for General Motors Corp . • Daniel Leo

Dallas/Ft. Worth area . • Edward M.

• Scot

Dickey, EE, married J oy Elaine Potter

Cholerton's, Jr. , CSci, address is 1426

enviro

Dec. 2, 1992. Dan is an engineer with

Adobe Run, San Antonia, TX 78232.

Ufesa<

Continental Electronics Corp. in Dallas.

Ed is assistant director of strategic mar-

(Baref
J.IVi(

C.

• Danie l J. Florian, CSci , is deputy

keting for S .W. Bell Corp. in San Anto-

software test evaluator at Peterson AFB,

ni o . • Robert A.

Colo . • William M. Fogarty III, PetE,

MSEMgt'90, works for Cummins En-

writes: "Carole , William IV, Katie and I

gine in Columbus, Ind. • Teresa K.

Crowe, AE ,

are enjoying D.C. We really miss family

Dvorsky, GeoE, MSGeoE'87, lives in

an d friends in Missouri. "

Chicago and works for Waste Manage-

• Suzanne

lenow,
ington
(Toner
neer fr

Co.atl
lives in

Marcel, Geo E, is with Emerson Electric

ment Inc . • Theresa (Connell) Fiala,

in St. Louis . • James S. Marr, CSci, a

CerE, MSEMgt'92, works in the envi-

captain in the U.S. Air Force, is an

ro nmental tec hno logy group at McDon-

an associate professor mining engineer-

o utstanding ach ievement in support of

ing/minerai economist, and director of

the manned space flight progra m at the

instructor at the Air Force Academy . •

nell Douglas . • Ric ha rd K. Fox, CSci,

the Mine Waste Pilot Program 's training

John F. Kennedy S pace Center, Fla . •

Jeffrey B. "J eff' Massengill, CE, has

earned a PhD specializing in artificial

and ed ucation activities at Montana

C harles A. Pellegrino, ME, is a techni-

been named Young Engineer of the

intelligence in September from Ohio

College of Mineral Science and Tech -

cal trainer for Digital Audio Disc Corp. in

nology . • Mich ae l E. Collins, EMgt, is

Terre Haute, Ind. He also is working on

in charge of Quarter Tum Division Qual-

Yea r by the Nueces Chapter of the

State University and is an assista nt pro-

Texas Society of Professional Engineers.

fessor at the University of Texas-Pan

a master's degree in industrial profes-

• Barry L. Reed, EE, wri tes: "In De-

American in Edinburg. • Harold J.

ity Assurance fo r NIBCO Inc . •

sional tech nologies at Indiana S tate

cember I graduated from the Air Force

Frank, ME, married Lisa M. Hughes in

Katherine (Wertis) Coo nan, MSGeoE,

University . • James E. Studer, GeoE,

writes: "Consulting o ut of the home

1987

Ch,
pleled :

g[as . • (

Institute of Technology with an MS in

May. Harold is with the Missouri Public

MSGeoE'85, has opened the South-

EE. I am currently assigned to the Ad-

Service Commission . • David M.

while home with two pre-schoolers is

west Region o ffice of Envirogen Inc. in

vanced Fighter Technology Integrator

Greiner, EE, works for EMS Group Inc.

keeping me busy." Kathy 's husband is

Austin , Texas. He a nd his wife, Anita,

(AFTI)/F-16 program at Edwards AFB,

in SI. Louis. • Kevin J. Knocke, EE,

Step h en J. Coonan, CE '82 . • Leslie

live in Round Rock, Texas . • J o hn G.

Calif. " • J erome B. Sanderson, CSci,

who in '92 became a Missouri P.E., lives

is32 E(
• Lind;
addre;,
is,MO
ChE, It
Herdon
!radem

(Winter) Crawford, CerE, is quality

Wilmes, Jr., EE, works fo rCutler-Ham-

is director of sales and marketing sys-

in SI. Peters, Mo . • Robert L. Lorey,

area · [

control manager for Consolidated Ce-

mer in St. Louis. His wife, Barbara

tems for Contine ntal BakingiRalston

GeoE, MSGeoE'87, is with CH2M in

and pre

ramic Products Inc. in Blanchester, Ohio.
• Ange la (Lockard ) Crippen , EMgt, is

(Wernert) Wilmes, GGph '85, has been

Purina . His wife is Kare n (Gra y)

Mo ntgomery, Ala . • Brian A. McElroy,

Inc. . \~

with McDonnell Douglas fo r five years .

Sanderson, CSci '85 . • Ro bert W.

eE, is a municipal review engineer for

a quality engineer for PPg Biomedical.

• Kathy (Wi ndho rst) Woods, MSCSci,

Sucher Jr. , EE, is lead engineer with

the SI. Louis County Department of

eaming
biology

Her husband , Timothy C. "Tim "

her husband, William B. " Bill" Woods,

McDonnell Douglas Aerospace in Cali-

Highways and T raffie.

• Martin A.

concurT

Crippen, EMgt'85, is a faci lities engi-

MS EE '92 , and family live in Kansas

fornia . • Kevin W. Tate, MSEmgt, has

Ohrenberg, ME, is an aerospace engi-

gram in

neer for GNB Battery. They live in

City. Bill is with Puritan-Bennett.

been promoted to major in the U.S .

neer for the U.S . Army Aviation Sys-

Dental~

Army Corps of Engineers.

tems Command. His address is 744

her thi"
New En
Giesma
Corum
With Mo
Consort
address

Olathe, Ka n . • Do na ld W. Dav idson ,
EE, MSEE '91 , is with McDonnell Do u-

Atlan ta Ave. , Webster Groves, MO

glas, Missile Syste ms Co . • Russell L.

63 119 . • Paul M. Pericich, CerE, is a

Hanna , MSCSci, is systems analyst for

process engineer for Thomson Con-
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sumer Electronics . • John D. Powell .

manager II for Micron Communications

Jean Leonard , Chem '89, works for

p Jr., ME,

Chern, received an MS in environmen-

Inc . • Kevin L. Pontius, EE, works a t the

T radian , an environmental consulting

enjoying
r two Greal
:ompetition.

tal engineering and policy and works for

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office a nd

finn . • Thomas W. Nichols, PetE,

International Technology in SI. Louis . •

studies law at the American University

MSGeoE '92 , is a project e ngineer with

Bria n E. Riggs, CE, returned with Fight-

in Washington, D.C. · Donald E. Rh ea,

Sigma Consultants in Mattoon, III.

nd his Wife,

er Squadron 111 to Naval Air Station,

CE, and Mary Jane Miclat were ma rried

Stephen D. Nussbaum. PetE, is a

Joseph J. "Joe B." Baker, EMgt,

~eothe, Mo.,

Miramar, Calif., from a six-month de-

Feb. 14, 1993, in Manila, Phillippines.

project manager for Superfu nd sites for

a highway e ngineer for HNTB Corp. in

e

ger of engi.
p. ofAmen.

CSct, is em·

u.stry in the
Edward M.
kess is 1426
TX 78232.
ralegiemarnSan Antoowe, AE,
unmins En·
Teresa K.
'S7,lives in

ployment to the Western Pacific and

He is employed with Don Schnieders

the Illinois Environmental Protection

Overland Park, Kan., writes: 'Trying to

Persian Gulf. Brian is a Iieulenant in the
Navy . • Joseph R. Ta user, EE, has

Excavating Co. Inc. The couple resides

Agency . • James R. Saavedra , EE,

in J efferson City, Mo. • Jeffrey S.

works for Union Electric in SI. Louis as

get motivated for my MBA- I'm halfway there." · Richard A. "Rich" Berg-

been promoted to lead project engineer

Schrader, CSci, is a software quality

a project engineer in th e distribution

for Automation Products Inc. in St Louis.

engineering consultant for Rai l Co . •

• S cott C. Veenstra, GeoE, is a senior

Mich ele R. Tate , CE, is an engineer

environmental engineer with Planters

assistan t with Dallas Water Utilities. Her

is chief, operations con trol, 45th Space

ment team for Schreiber Foods. Her

Lifesavers Co. Scott's wife is Ruth

husband is Brian D. Tate, EE '88.

Wing, Cape Canaveral, Fla . • Debbie
Sheppard-Marocco, GeoE, her hus-

address and phone number are 1593
CedarSl. , Green Bay, WI 54302 , (414)

(Barefield) Veenstra, Econ '86 . • Arthur

Melinda (Falgout) Toannina, CSci , is
in a work-at-home program with Ed-

band, Bernie, and son , Marty, live in

435-9374 . • Ann (Yocum) Galb ra ith,

fellowship to pursue an MBA at Wash-

ward D. Jones. Her husband is Chris-

GeoE, and her husband, Richard A.

ington University in SI. Louis . • Michele

tian W. Toarmina, EE '86, MSEE'9l. •

Brookville, Pa. Debbie is with the U.S .
Forest Service . • Tracy L. Widner, Psyc,

(Toner) Youmans, ME, is a safety engi-

Steven F. Wasleski , CSci, is staff pro-

writes: "As of Nov. 12, 1992, 1became

ta, S.c. • Michael Dean Hudson, EE,

a married man! I only had to come

and Jennifer Alison Muessig were m ar-

grammer for IBM in Cary, N.C.

He is with Illinois Power and Jennifer is

1988
Richard A. Galbraith, EE, and Ann

1987

in artifidai

with La Sienne Hair Designs. They plan

1989

to live in Bloomington . • Mahlon G.

(Yocum) Galbraith, GeoE '90, are both

Steven C. Chaney, PetE, is senior

little, ME, has been named process
manager-finished products at Interna-

Chad A. Angelo, EMgt, has com-

working for Westinghouse in Aiken, S. C.

staff petroleum engineer for Fina Oil

pleted five years with McDonnell Dou-

• Kathryn J . Garrett, CerE, is a manu-

and Chemical in Houston , Texas .•

tional Paper in Pine Bluff, Ark . • Susan

glas . • Gayle M. Behr' s, ChE, address

facturing engineer for North American

Rob ert E. Gerlt, CSci, his wife, Lori

M. Lowe, EE, and David M. libiez,

is 32 Edgemont, SI. Peters, MO 63376.

Refractories Inc. in Faber, Mo. She lives
in Mexico, Mo . • Mark E. "Goose"

(Viebrock) Gerlt, AMth, and their son ,

EE '91 , were married June 15, 1991.

• Linda (Camp) Burbach 's, Chern,

Austin , live in SI. Charles, Mo. Bob is

They live in the New Orleans area

address is 11708 Calley Drive, SI. Lou-

Givens, EMgt, and Jennifer Lane were

system administrator and prototype spe-

where Susan works for Chevron U.S. A.

is, MO 63125 . • J effrey L. Costellia,

married April 17, 1993. Mark is a tech-

and David is employed by Mahl Asso-

nical seIVice engineer with Johnson and

cialist for Environmental System Research Institute. • Daniel Kenneth

Johnson and Jennifer is a management

Lawrence, CerE, and D iana Marie

from Ohio
ssistanl proTexas·Pan
Harold J.
~ Hughes in

souri Pub~e
David M.

ChE, his wife, Mikel, and Zack live in
Herdon, Va. Jeffrey practices patent!

;Group ln~

Galbra ith , EE'88, live in North Augus-

ried in April 1993 in J efferson City, Mo.

1,200 miles to find my wife, Lisa."

lives in Cocoa, Fla.

Fo~ CSd,

S . Bowman, EMgt, is part of a manage-

J . Wicks, EMgt, has been awarded a

Co. at Kennedy Space Center, Fla. She

nell) Fiala.
in the envi·
)aIMeDon-

er, ME, is district representative for Betz
Laboratories in Quincy, III. • Danielle

and customer substation design group.
• Kenneth A. Shelton , AE, MSAE '89,

neer for Lockheed Space Operations

~eManage·

1990

ciates Consulting Engineers . • E r win T.

Mantei's, EE, address is Naval Air

Jloeke, EE,
ui P.E"uves
i L Lorey,

trademark lawin the Washington, D.C. ,
area . • Da nielJ. Farfan, CSci, is founder

associate with Sun Bank ofTampa Bay.
They live in Tampa, Fla . • Duane N.

Oehlschlaeger, LSci , were married
Nov. 12, 1992. He is with Kohler Co. in

Code P3912, Pt Mugu, CA 93042.

and president of Automated Education

Harr ison's , EE, home address and

Kohler, Wis. She is employed by Ame-

Erwin lives with two UMR grads, Eric J.

h CH2Min

Inc. • William V. Giannoble, Chern , is

phone number are 9253 Glenwater

tek in Sheboygan . • Tamara Neudeck·

Finn, EE, and Joseph K. Schneider,

\.~kElroy,

earning a PhD in cell and molecular

Drive, # 1214, Charlotte, NC 28262-

e r, EMgt, married Frederick W.

AE. • Douglas N. Owens, CSci, is a

~ngineer for

biology at Harvard Medical School while

7432, (704 ) 594-9567. Duane is an

Husman, EE'91 , in June 1992. They

wtmenl of
Martin A.
,space eng;'

concurrently training in a residency pro-

electronic engineer for Ingersoll -Rand .

live in Nederland , Te xas . • Nancy

~ation Sys·
Jess is 744
roves, MO
"CerE,isa
mson Con·

her third year of optometry school at
New England College . • Sonya Faye

has been promoted to major in the
Anny. He and his fa mily live in Germa-

ager, held service for J etstream Sys-

ny.

AE'90, MSAE '92, works in the engi-

--l
1
1

1

-- I
-- I
1
1

-- I
-- I

--

J

Warfare Center, Weapons Division,

fi nancial analyst for Citicorp Mortgage
Inc. in Ballwin, Mo. H e is working on an

gram in periodontology at the School of

• D ennis D. H enson , Jr. , EE, is corpo ~

(Wehmeyer) Parks, EMgt, does hiring

MBA at Washington University.

Dental Medicine. His wife, Angela, is in

rate accounts executive in Kansas City

Thomas C. Rogers, ChE, and Rachel

Power and Light's marketing group. He

and recruiting for Lockheed. Her husband , William T. "Todd" Parks ,

Giesmann, EMgt, and Mic h ael E .

is working toward an MBA at Rockhurst
College . • Dennis A. Hightower, EMgt,

MinE '91 , is a senior shift foreman for
ASARCO . • Randall K. Stagner, Hist,

Corum, CSci '81 , are married. Mike is

married Bonnie Norrenberns Nov. 7,

with Monsanto 's Research Computing

1992. They live in Derry, N.H. Den nis is

Consortium in Chesterfield, Mo. Their

with Process Engineering Inc., Plaistow,
N.H . • Rickey J. Kennedy, EMgt, his

address is 2138 Shimoor Lane , Creve
Coeur, MO 63146 . • Lisa (Meister)

wife , ChriS, and their two daughters live

Holcomb, EE, has left the work force to

in Carthage, Mo. Rick is a project engi-

stay at home . • Rana E. Jones, AMth ,
married Dennis MacConnell in April.

neerlor Tam ko Asphalt Product. • Bradford J . Kline, AMth , is teaching with the

Rana is a technical support consultant in

Merit Workshop Program at the Univer-

Lexington, Mass. Dennis is an electrical
engineer with Lockheed Sanders. •

sity of Illinois-Urbana/Champaign. •

Lawrence E. Payne , EMgt, is account

Cyrix Corp since J anuary. His wife,

Rainer P. Mueller, EE, has been with

Wiggins, Ch '92, were married Aug. 8 ,
1992, and reside in the SI. Lo uis area.
• Daniel W. SI. Peters. EMgt, is mantems' De nver office . • Scott J. Schmid,
neering development program at Ge n-

.I. _~

"==-

.f
1

"

eral Electric Aircraft Engines and his
wife , Deanna (Warner) Schmid ,
Chern, MSChem '92 , is pursuing a PhD
in chemistry at the University of Cincinnati . • Rarnacha ndran Viswanathan ,

f

n

_

n

MSCSci, writes: "Got married toSabitha
February '93. "

Danielle Bowman, '90, shows
her Min er spirit!

MSM
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Future Miners
1992
Melissa M. Bennish, CE, and Shane

1991
Gle nn

s. Brenneke, ME, and Kim -

berly Evers were married in March
1993 in Je fferson City, Mo. Glenn is
with Marley Cooling Towe r Co. They
plan to live in Kansas City . • Sally A.
Colli ns, CSci, is pursuin g an MS in
computer science at UMR • Gary W.
Elbert, EE, married Jane D. Dey, ChE,
on Dec. 27 , 1991. Ga ry works as an
instructor/engineer for AMOCO in Texas City, Texas and Jane is a process
engineer with AMOCO in Alvin. T hey
live in League City . • Eric A. Haynes,
Hist, is a missile maintenance officer

stationed at Whiteman AFB , Mo. He
and his wife , Lynne (Lynne [Hackman] Haynes, ChE '901 live in Lee's
Summit, Mo. • Frederi c k W. Husman, EE, married Tamara Neudecker , EMgt'89 in J une 1992 . • De-Yin
Jeng, PhDCerE, started working fo r

Parker were married May 10, 1993 , in
Montego Bay, Jamaica. Melissa is a civil
engineer wi th the Missouri Highway and
Tra nsportati on Dept. in St. Louis. •
Carol A, Bennett, MSCSci , is a software engineer for AT&T Bell Laboratories in Columbus, Ohio . • Gregory W.
Boice 's, CSci, address and phone number is 2411 Half Moon Drive, S t. Louis,
MO 63 114 (3 14) 423-4993 . • Jerry D.
Cain , Phys, grad uated from fligh t trai ning a t the Naval Air Station, Pensacola,
Fla., and is a Naval aviator. • Matthew
Lowe ll McKay, ME, a nd Christy Ann
Cox were married Aug. 8 , 1992, in
Jackson, Mo . • Rachel Wiggins, ChE,
and Tho mas C. Rogers, ChE '90, were
married Aug. 8 , 1992. Rachel writes:
"Our license plate (a Rolla plate) says
'2ChE 's'-look for us in the S t. Louis
area." • Robert J. Stoltz, Hist, is a real
estate appraiser in Rolla .

Yazaki Technology Center in America
(YTCA) J uly 1. • David M. libiez, EE,
and Susan M. Lowe, EE '90, were
married June IS, 1991. T hey reside in
the New Orleans area where David is
with Mahl Associates Consulting Engineers and Susan is em ployed by Chevron U.S .A. • Charles P .

McDon-

ough, Psyc, and his bride, Michelle ,

Friends of
UMR

live in Brentwood. H e is a counselor for

Martin J. Jischke, form er chancel-

Chestnut Health Systems . • Thomas

lo r o f UMR and a n honorary UMR

J. Oberl e, CE, has joined RG. Brink-

alumnus, received an Alumni Achieve-

man Construction Co. as a project en-

ment Award from his fraternity, Delta

gineer. • Marilyn Peebles-Ruffin, EE,

Tau Delta . • Dale Edwin Nichols and

writes: "My husband and I enjoy work-

Joyce Elaine Fennessey were married

ing for the same compa ny and looking

March 13, 1993. Dale is employed by

forward to being homeowners soon. " •

Union Electric at the Callaway (Mo.)

Victo ri a J. Scammacca, EE, teaches

Nuclear Power Plant and Joyce is with

physics at the Navy Nuclear Power

UMC. • Ro bert E, Schmeda ke retired

School, Naval Training Center, Orlan -

from IBM Jul y 3 1, 1992, a fter more

do, Fla . • Martin A. Tippin, CSci , and

than 28 years of service. • Dudley

his wife , Kim E. Tippin, CSci'92 , live

Thompson and Leola (Le) Ramsey were

in Overland Park, Kan. Both Martin

married Nov. I S, 1992, in Rolla . Or.

and Kim work for the Power Division of

T hompson is vice chancellor emeritus

Black and Veatch-he as a software

of UMR and Le is an avid poet and

a nalyst and she as a database adminis-

author of childre n 's books. · Bobby G.

trator.

• Sheela N, Yadav, EMgt,

Wixson, is dean , College of Science at

MSEMgt'93, married Greig P. Olney

Clemson University. Bobby a lso has

J uly 2, 1992. Sheela is pursuing a PhD

been made an honorary visiting profes-

in EMgt at UMR

sor a t the University of Bradford England due to joint research efforts.
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Darrel A. Man k, EE '69, a son, Zachary Daniel, Aug. 13, 1993.
J ames J. White, CSci'74, second child, Kevin James.
Ri chard C. Smith , ME 'n , second girl, Aug. 3 , 1992.
James M, Roberts, MinE'78, a nd Tam mie , a son , Joseph Donald, Oct.
8 , 1992
Julie (Miller) Smythe, GeoE '78, Hannah Elizabeth, in October 1992.
J ennie D. Adkins-Brubaker, PetE '79 , third child, Nathaniel.
Ralph E. Flori, PetE '79, and Beverly (Hartman) Flori, Chem '79,
adopted a boy, Andrew J ohn , in March 1992.
Ruth A. May, CerE, and Michae l M. May, ME '79, MSEMgt'79, first
child, Patrick John.
He nry N, DeShazo II , GeoE '80, and Laura, third child, Lau ra Elizabeth,
Nov. IS, 1992.
Phillip L Webster, EMgt'80, and Angela (Baker) Webster, Psyc'79,
a girl, Brittany Marie , Feb. 2 , 1993.
Barbara (Sickendi ck) He nson, CE'8 1, first child, Kyle Henson, Sept.
19, 1992.
Michael R. Martin, CerE '81, and Mariana, first child , Olivia Iolanthe,
Oct. I S, 1992.
Mark A. Phillips, ME'S I , and Andrea, a boy.
Ro bert N, Zettwoch, EE'8 1, and Mary, a girl, Katherine Elizabeth ,
Feb. 13, 1993.
Thomas W. Blackburn, CE'82, first child, Donald Kazuo, Oct. 17, 1992.
William A. Ziegler, ME'82, and Liz, third child, Meredith, Sept. 17, 1992.
Louis R. Briscoe, CSci'83, and Usa, a girl, Kaitlyn Nicole, in January 1993.
Ch a rl a C. Dziedzic, C E '83, a nd Daniel A. Dziedzic , EE '83, a boy,
Andrew Charles, Oct. 30, 1992.
David A, Gaskill, EE 'S3 , and Gretchen , a girl, J ennifer, Dec. 25 , 1993.
Roy L "Lee" Lawson, AE 'S3, and Lessa (Cravens) Lawson, CSci77,
second child, Sarah Beth , Jan. 30, 1993.
Mark E, Tettambel , ME'S3 , and Jane, second boy, Sco tt Edward, May
6, 1993.
Jeffrey W, Church, CE'84, and Cindy, a girl, Ashley Nicole, Dec. 24, 1992.
Guy A. Cordonier, ChE'S4, and Nancy, twin boys, Jacob and John , in
April 1993.
Ro nald W. Davidson, EE 'S4, a nd Debbie, second son, Benjam in
J oseph, April 29, 1993.
Mary (S hore) Hagerty, CE'84, and Gregg, a girl, Kathryn, Jan. 7, 1993.
Kathy (Wind h orst) Woods, MSCSci'84, and William B. Woods,
MSEE'92, second girl, Hannah Kathryn, Oct. 4 , 1992.
Christopher J , Carpe nter , EMgt'85 , and Reg ina (Tonsi) Carpenter,
ME'S5, a boy, Lucas James, Feb. 27, 1993.
Dion J . Novak, GeoE'85, and Denise, a boy, Eric Brandon, Jan. 2S, 1993
Gregory T. Peacock, EE '85 , and Ka th y, first child , Gregory Rosland.
David M, Greiner, EE 'S6, and LOri, a girl, Kimberly Ann .
Samuel A. Millikin, ChE 'S6, and Diane (Lucas) Millikin , ChE '86, a
girl, Danielle Christine, April 17, 1993.
Ke nn et h 0 , Olson, GeoE 'S6, a girl , Kathlyn Abigail, in J anuary '93.
Terre nce T. Palisch , PetE 'S6, and Sandra (Nugent) Palisch, EE, a
boy, Zachary, March 17, 1993.
Michele (Toner) Youmans, ME'S6, a girl, Stephanie Michele, J an. 3, 1993.
J effrey L Behm , CSci '87, a girl, Allison Lee, June 4 , 1992.
Kevin B. Cosper, MSGeoE'S7, and Teresa, third son, Jesse, Sept. 2, 1992.
Melinda (Falgout) Toarmina, CSci 'S7, and Christian W, Toarmina,
EE 'S6, a boy, Ryan , in 1991.
Tho mas M, Turley, EMgt'S7, a boy, Tanner Michael, April 29, 1992.
Stephen D. Nussbaum, PetE'SS, a girl, Autumn Celeste, Oct. 15, 1992.
lisa B. Quencer , PhDChem '8S, a girl, Alyssa Nicole, March 14, 1993.
Paul G. Baldetti, EE 'S9, and Dana, a boy, Jeffrey Taylor, March 23, 1993.
Christopher A. Grose, MSGeoE '90, and Ann , a girl, Emma Elizabeth,
Sept. 10, 1992.
Brian K. Osborne, CerE, and Michelle, a boy, Brandon, Feb. 8 , 1993.
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U ni on Carbide subsidiaries, Electro Me taLlurgical Co. and U.S. Vanadi um Corp. , in 1948 , and ulti mately becoming vice preside nt of
!be parent U nio n Carb ide . That
same year, Re mme rs received an
honorary doctorate from the Uni versity of Missouri during MSM
commencement exercises . (A t that
time, MSM could no t bestow ho norary doctorates, so UM Pres ident
Frederi ck Midd lebush pelformed
the honor. "The only c laim to fame
that r have," says Remme rs, " is that
the Uni versity of Mi ssouri granted
me a doctoral degree two years
before they did Harry Truman.")
Remmers re tired from U nio n
Carbide in 1958, but remained acti ve as a cattle rancher and a consultant to bu siness and educational
institutions.
"I Likeeducation," he says. 'T ve
been in volved in education al l my
Life. I probabl y would have stayed
in teaching if I had been able to
make a Little more money at it. "
R e mmers think s UMR 's
stre ngth lies mainly in its " tre mendous reputation" a nd its good econo mi c value. " I don ' t know of any
other co llege or uni versity in the
Uni ted States whe re you can get as
muc h for your money as you can
he re," he says.
He also has fond me mo ri es of
the MSM faculty.
''The men on the fac ul ty were
demanding," hesays. "They would
work the pants off you. But they
were the type o f me n for whom you
would want to do more than what
was required. They instilled a desire to work hard ."
That work etllic was pe rhaps
the most val uable lesson Re mme rs
learned wbileon the cloistered campus ofMSM .
" When [ started here I had a
be tter high sc hool educati on than
most freshme n, but I didn ' t
work," he says. That led to a professor's calling him " the laziest
man in school" - an experie nce
" that got me struted working, and
I' ve been working ever since." •

NEED HELP FINDING A NEW JOB? TRY OUR NEW SOFTWARE!
plete a resume usi ng Academic
Software and return the disk to
the center. The information is
dow nloaded onto the center's
compu ter to " match " the alum 's name and expertise with
jobs th at a re available. Companies rece ive the resume information via fa x or may request a
hard copy of a res um e.
Th is same disk also may be
used to connect to kiNexus, a
national employment database
for companies, co lleges and
candidates. Approximately 180
companies belong to the kiN exus netWork.
A disk costs $15 and w ill
work in IBM and IBM -compatible computers. After Sept. 1,

The Care e r Opportunities
Cente r is th e new name for the
former Career Placement and
Cooperative Training Center at
UMR .
"We are excited about thi s
new name that better reflects
our activities," says J amie Archer, the center's director.
The ce nter's staff continu es
to provide work-related opportunities for alumni and students;
but does not "place" job-see kers w ith employers.
Along w ith th e new nam e,
the ce nter has installed Academic Software, a computer software package to expedite service to students, alumni and
com panies. Job seekers com-

1994, the center wi ll no tonger
accept resu mes on paper. Later
this summer a tetter wi ll be sent
to alumni w ho are on fi le in the
COC informing them ofthe steps
they need to take to rema in on
file .
The cost of the job listing is:
$25 for an experienced job listing for six months and $25 for an
entry leve l job listing for six
month s.
For mo re information, write :
Career Opportunities Center
303 Norwood Ha ll
Un ive rsity of Missouri -Rolla
Ro ll a, MO 65401 -0249
or call (3 14)-341-4229

FAX it or Zap it:
Let liS know abollt your profes-

FAX to:

sional accomplishments including
job change. promotion or relircmcnt ;
community and volunteer activit.ies;
recent marriage or add ition to your
family; orallYother news you would
like to share with your fe llow alu mni in Al/lmni NOles . We would love
10 hear fro m you ~
Please include the following infOnl13tion: Na me, address, employer alld position; home and work
phon e numbers; and employe r address.

MSM-UMR
Alumni Association
(3 14)-34 1-609 1

Electronic mai l users :
Our address is:
ALUMNl @UM RVMB .UM R.ED U

(This is an Intelllet address)

It's academic.
Th e re a re man y ways to s how yo ur
in volvement with UMR ! The license plate
grac ing the red Eagle Vision dri ven by Pau la
(Marcellus) Lutz. ChemfL ife Sci '76. shows her
pride in her alma mater and her affi li ation with
Kap pa Delta sorority. In additi on toher job asan
assoc iate professor of li fe sc iences, Dr. Lutz
serves as an advisor to the KD chapter on
campus.

I t costs so little 10 show the
world you' re a Miner. For a

1,--- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,

minimum do nat i on to th e

I

Y es! I want to display the Miner license plnte! I' ve e nclosed myc heck for$25. Pl ease send
Illy lice nse plate authorization form to:

AlunU1i Associati on of$25 (plus
regular state li cense fees), any

Namc:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

M issouri motori st may obtain a
Miner License plate. Al l proceeds
go exclusively 10 the license
plate scholarship fu nd .
L-______________

Add'css::_ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Cily/SlalclZlP: ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

I

Home/Bus. Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I

I

I
I
I
I
I

Mall tim. form with your check payable to MSl\ J-U MR Alumni ASSOCiation
L Al ulllni Offi~a~lll an H~u~ r~ of MIS~n - ROlla~l~ I O 65 ~0249 _ _ ~
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In Memory
The MSM-UMR Alumni Association extends its condolences to the
families and friends of the following
deceased alumni:

attending MSM. After graduation he
worked with Johnson Manufacturing
Co. , Busch Sulzer Bros. Diesel Engine
Co. , Swift Packing Co., Johnson Gas
and Appliance Co. , and was retired
from Johnson Manufacturing Co.

1932
Roy Ha rold Lundius, CE, died April
4 , 1993. He was a member of Lambda
Chi Alpha, Phi Kappa Phi, the Glee

1920
Lora in Harry Cun ningh a m , MinE,
died Dec. 12, 1992. Lou was a Grubstaker, member of Tau Beta Pi, Theta
Tau , A I. M.E. and received an "M" in
football while he was at MSM. After
graduation , he was with Madison Coal
Corp. , Northern Illinois Coal Corp.,
Seminole Coal Corp., and was retired.
(from information submitted by Robert
F. Uthoff, MinE '52, and a member of
the MSM-UMR Alumni Association
Board of Directors)

Club andAS.C.E. He was with the U.S.
Corps of Engineers for many years after
graduation and, at last report, was technical marketing manager for Metro
Graphics.

1934
William Barger Fletc her, ME, died
May 18, 1993. He was on the senior
council, an Independent and a member
of AS.M.E. In 1972, he received the
Alumni Service Award. He was with
Industrial Systems Inc. from graduation
until retirem ent.

1926
Pa ul Avery Smith, CE, died Feb.7,
1993, according to information provided by his widow, Elizabeth . At MSM ,

1935

with various firms and served in different capacities, including assistant coun-

honors. He spent his entire engineering

ty engineer for Tulsa County, and the

career with Westinghouse Electric, retiring in 1988.

U.S. Engineers Office in Tulsa. He was
retired from the U.S . Corps of Engineers.

1936

1929
E. J efferson Crum, MetE, HonE '82,
died April 27, 1993. While attending
MSM, he was a member of Tria ngle,
Satyrs, Tau Beta Pi, the MSM Band and
A.I.M .E. After graduation , Jeff was with
Bethlehem Steel Co., RH . Miller Co.
and was self-employed prior to his retirement.

Ch a rles Warre n Jo hnson, ME, died
March 24, 1993, in Davenport, Iowa .
(His wife, Maude, preceded him in death
by two weeks.) Charlie was a member
of the Dynamiters, Tau Beta Pi , a n
officer in RO.T.C. , was captain of the
track team (established a record in discus in 1927) and an Indepe ndent while
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1944

1952

J ohn Olin Campbell , Jr .. PetE,
died March 26, 1993. He attended the

Glenn Lamb Staley, CE, died Nov.
10, 1992. Glenn attended Harris Teachers College (now Harris-Stowe State

Jot
20,19'
Phi Ka

University of
MSM where
He was with
Pipeline Co.

Illinois prior to coming to
he received first honors.
the Jersey Co. and Ajax
before joining Carter Oil

Co. (later a division of Humble Oil) .
Joh n was retired. (from information

Dona ld Austin Eggleston , CE, died
March 12, 1993. He attended Hastings
College in Hastings, Neb., prior to coming to MSM. Don was a member of
Sigma Pi, the MSM Glee Club, a nd on
the football team at MSM . After graduation , he was with Saginaw Malleable
Iron Co., worked for various internati onal companies including General

Motors, Shell Oil, Lockheed and North
American before joining Bell Helicopter
Iran Project. He was a retired maintenance superintendent for Bell Helicopter's Iran Project.

College) prior to coming to MSM. At
MSM he was in the RO.T.C. band, the
Engineers Club, a member ofTau Beta
Pi, Theta Tau, Phi Kappa Phi, AS.C.E.,

the Bo
and gr;
gtadua
padti"
world~

submitted by Robert Sch oenth a ler,
ME '41)

a student assistant in the civil engineering departmen ~ and graduated with
first honors. After graduation, Glenn

cruisin(

Ro be rt Pe rs hin g Di effe nbac h ,
MetE, died May 15, 1993. Bob was a

served in the U.S. Navy, was with the
c.l. and L. Railway, with the American

Americ
tion suo

member of Triangle, AS.M. , A I. M.E.,
the Glee Club, and received the Phi
Kappa Phi Bookplate Award at MSM .
He worked for the Aluminum Co. of

Association of Railroads, the U.s.G.s.
(in Rolla) , Illinois Division of Highways,

(Meln.

1942
Elmer Henry S a ndha us, CE, died
June 10, 1993. He was active in intramural sports and was a member of
AS.C. E. He was employed by the
U.s.G.s. from graduation until his retirement. (information provided primarily from a Rolla Daily News obituary)

1943
F re d Edwi n Dre ste J r. , EE ,
ProIEE '60, died Feb. 8, 1993. While
Fred attended MSM, he was a member
of the Engineers Club, Tau Beta Pi, Phi
Kappa Phi, Glee Club, AI.E.E. , a student assistant in the physics department, and an RO.T.C. corporal. After
graduation, he was with General Electric, an instructor at Iowa State College
and worked with Motorola for many
years retiring from that organization in
1984.
Max Lee Ma rlow, CE, died April
15, 1993. Max was a member of Alpha
Lambda Tau, on the Interfraternity
Council, AS.C.E. and an NYA assistant. After graduation and service in the
U.S. Navy, he worked for Southwestern Illinois Coal Co., Bell and Zoller
Coal Co. , Traux-Traer Coal Co., United Coal Co., and was with General
Dynamics-Freeman Coal until retirement. (reported by Max's son, Ra nda ll
S. Ma rlow, EMch '85)

1986a

Southern Illinois University-Carbondale,
and was self-employed.

1957

1948

April2S
Gene.

Paul AJlen Watkins, CE, died March
11 , 1993 in Mexico, Mo. Paul, who had
served in the U.S. Army duri ng World

Alpha"

Ger

America for 37 years, and then was a
consultant for 15 years.

Em il D. Hoffm a n, EE, died June 1,
1993. He was a member of the MSM
band, the Radio Club, Phi Kappa Phi,
Tau Beta Pi, A I.E. E., and received first

Paul was a member of Pi Kappa Alpha
a nd AS.C.E. After graduation, he was

1939

St Lot
pa Nu,

War II, was a member of AS.C.E.,
S.AM.E. , on the honor list, a student
assistant in the military department, and
was a Distinguished Military Student

Newma
andon
heworl

while he attended MSM. He graduated
with second honors and was a Distinguished Military Graduate. After graduation, Paul was with Seaman-Schuske

Admini:

Metal Works Co., and was owner and
operator of Paul A. Watkins Co., a
Columbia (Mo.) roofing service, from
1971 to 1988.
Ely S chwa rtz, PetE, MSPetE '49,
died in October 1992. During the spring
of '47, he was on the honor list. After
graduation, he worked for and later
became owner of a trailer park in California.

1949
J ohn Anthony Ba uer, ME, died
April 7 , 1993. He attended Harris Teacher's College (now Harris-Stowe State
College) prior to coming to MSM where
he was a student assistant in the mechanical engineering department, a

member of AS.M.E., the Engineers
Club , the Jackling Terrace Council and
on the honor list. After graduation, he
was employed by the U.S. Army Aviation Systems Command in St. Louis.
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John F. Mcintyre , ChE, died Feb.

Memphord Leon Smith , EE, died

20, 1993. AtMSM , hewasamemberof

July 19, 1992. He was a member of

Phi Kappa Phi, Tau Beta Pi, rece ived

Theta Xi, the Newman Club, the Inter-

the Book Plate and Gold Key awards

fratemity Council, SA M.E. , A I.E. E.

and graduated with first honors. After

I. R.E. , Red Fourragere, Silver Key, Eta

graduation, John selVed in various ca·

Kappa Nu, and Phi Kappa Phi during

If wo uld like to make a m e moria l gift in memory of a loved one
or fri e nd , please contact th e MSM -UMR Alumni Association , or
sim ply se nd a c hec k, m a de out to the MSM -UMR Alumni Assoc ia ti on , and in c lude a note in dica ti ng the individual you would like
to memorialize .
Contributions to the MSM-UMR Alu mn i Associa tion are taxdeductib le .

pacities and with several oil companies

his undergraduate years at MSM. Ex-

worldwide. He retired from Exxon in

cept for time with the U.S. Amny, he had

1986 and continued his travels. He was

been with IBM since graduation and

Gerard Joseph Carron, ChE, died

cruising the Amazon River in South

was a senior systems planner with IBM

Dec. 2, 1992. While atte nding UMR, he

America when he died. (from infomna-

at the time of his death.

tio n submitted by his daughter, Leslie
(Mcintyre) Granger , ME '80)

,fHighways,

CaIbondaie,

1957

Milton Anders Odegard, MinE, d ied

1971
was a member of the 59 'ers Club,
A I. Ch.E , Alpha Chi Sigma, N. S. P .E.

in December 1992. He was a member

and KMSM. After graduati on, Gerard

of Kappa Sigma, Theta Tau, a student

worked for N.L. Industries in St. Lo uis.

assistant and was on the honor list. After

(reported by his brother, Mark J , Car-

graduation, he was with Pan American

ro n, EE'70)

Gene Carlton Clodfelter, EE, died

Petroleum Corp. , Texas Oil and Gas

Robert Wesley Mammen, AMth,

and was president of Odegard Resourc -

died in March 1993. At UMR, he was a

Gene was enrolled at Harris College in

es in Houston, Texas.

member of MRHA, Shamrock Club,

~diedMarch

St. Louis. At MSM, he was a Kappa

Freshman Math Club and Inter-Varsity

lUI, who had

Alpha, on the St. Pat's Board, Eta Kap-

Christian Fellowship. After graduation,
Robert attended UMC where he re-

uringWorld

pa Nu , member of the "M" Club, the

)f A.S.C.E.,

Newman Club, A.I.E.E.·I.R.E. , Blue Key

Roger William Buecher , Phys,

ceived an MTS in mathematics. He was

;\, a student
lrtmen\ and
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)f and later

park in Cali·

he worked with several fimns in the St.

er attended Belleville Township Junior

Joplin ; an assistant professor in com-

Louis area and was with th e Veteran 's

College (now Belleville Community

puter science at the University of Dubu-

Administration Hospital at Jefferson
Barracks in St. Louis. (from infomnation

College) prior to enrolling at UMR. At

que (Iowa) ; and an assistant professor

UMR, he was a member of Sigma Pi

of computer science at the School of the

submitted by Joanne Clodfelter)

Sigma, Kappa Mu Epsilon, American

Ozarks.

1960

1992 . • J a m es E. Dunn has died ac·
cording to the S pring '93 edition of the
Lambda Chi Alpha magazine "Cross
died April 10, 1993 . • Gertrude V.
"Trudy" Harkins, widow of Michael

J. Harkins, EE '48 has died . • Dr. lise
Heilbrunn died Dec. 17, 1992, in Clarks·
burg, W.Va . • Mrs . B ert "Rose "
Hoover , widow of the late Bert F.
Hoover, MinE'23 has died . • Ma rian

K. Letts, the widow of J a m es O. Letts,
CE'29, died . • Pauline Nolte, wife of
the late William J . "Bil l" N o lte ,
MinE '20, died in Rolla Oct. 2 1, 1992, at
the age of 91. • Naomi Bird Ri ch ey

Institute of Physics, the "M " Club (he

Parsons, MinE '27, ProflEMin '67, died

lettered in track and swimming) and

in June 1992. • Dr. Barbara E. Rus-

graduated with first honors. After grad·

1982

25, 1992. While attending MSM, he

Louis, the U.S . Naval Ocean Systems

was a member of AS.C.E., Silver Key,

Center in Hawaii and was a physicist

25, 1993. Mary Beth , who graduated

Chi Epsilon, on the honor list and reo

with the U.S. Navy in Kailua, Hawaii.

cum laude, was a member of Upsilon Pi

uation , he was with McDonnell of St.

ceived second honors at graduation.

Claude Henry Keathley, ME, died

Epsilon, Pine Street Housing Associa·

After graduation, he was with the Mis·

Sept. 17, 1992. At UMR, Claude was a

tion and the Newman Center while

souri Highway Department, Cities Ser-

member of Pershing Rifles, the 59'ers

vice Petroleum Co., Citgo, Cities Ser-

Club, A.S.M.E., AS.E., and an Inde·
pendent. He was employed by Scullen

attending UMR. After graduation, she
was a programmer for IBM. (news of

vice Oil and Gas, a nd Occidental Oil
and Gas Corp.

James B. Bennett died July 11 ,
1992 . • Redl E. Crawford died Oct. 5,

Parsons, the spouse of Edward W.

Mary Beth Warden , CSci, the wife
of Marc J. Warden, CSci '83. di ed Feb.

Garrett Lewis Davis, CE, died Feb.

Faculty and Friends of the
University

and Crescent. " • Eleano r S. Hahn

April 29, 1993. Prior to attending MSM,

1964

GIFTS

Steel Co and White· Rogers Co after

sell died April 5 , 1993, in Columbia,
Mo. Dr. Russell was a long-time resident
of Rolla, having practiced ge neral med·
icine and pediatrics here since 1951,
and the wife of Dr. Robert Russell, UMR
professor emeritus of chemiStry . • An·

th ony Scholte n died in November
1992.

Mary Beth 's death was reported by
Jason L. Behm, CSci'83, MSCSci '87)

graduatio n.
T,

ME, died

-Ianis Teach·
Stowe State
MS~lwhere

t in the me·

partment, a

e Enginee~
council and
,duanon, he

Albert Theodore Myers , CE, died

1961

Nov. 23, 1992. AI was a member of

Loren R. "Larry " Nuss, died Aug. 29,

Jack Lathrop Reuter, CE, has died.

Shamrock Club, AS.C.E. , an Indepen-

1992, in St. James (Mo.) at the age of 78.

J ack attended Washington University
before coming to MSM. While a t MSM,

dent and on the honor list several times.
After graduation , he worked for Sver-

Larry, who came to UMR in 1969 , retired in

he was a member of the Pershing Rifles,

drup and Parcel and was preparing to

1982 as director of Placement and Career
Development aher 30 years in industry reo

Theta Kappa Phi, the Newman Club ,

retire in 1993 until his untimely death.

cruitment a nd college placement. •

the Engineers Club, the Photo Club,

(from infomnation submitted by Mrs.

and AS.C.E. After graduation , Jack
was with Harbison-Walker Re fractories

Albert Myers).

. ArmyAVia·

Co., Certain·Teed Prod. Corp., and

, Sl LouiS,

McDonnell Douglas.
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Gifts to the University
UMR has received a $350,000 be-

Thomas J . Stewali , ChE '34, has

quest from the estate of C lara Drink-

established a charitable remainder trust

water Newnam , whose husband, Wil-

that will benefit both UMR and Mineral

liam E. Newna m , was a successful

Area Community College.

engineer for St. Louis Smelting and
Refine ry.

The Thoma s J. Stewart Unitrust
was created to sup port a scholarship

Mrs. Newnam bequeathed the mon-

fund tha t Stewart established in 1989 in

ey to UMR in memory of her husband,

memory of his late brother, Frazier Stew-

an 1896 graduate of the Colorado

art, MGeo '40. Thatfund providesschol-

School of Mines. Mr. Newnam died in

arships for students from the Stewarts'

1948.

home county, St. Francois.

Mrs. Newnam was from Charleston ,
Mo. She died Sept. 1, 1992.

of the minerals, pigments and metals

Stewart retired in 1976 as president
division of Pfizer Inc. of New York. The

A bequest from the estate of Pauline

unitrust was created from the sale of

Watson Nolte has provided $100,000

Pfizer stock he had purchased years

for the William J. and Pa uline W.

ago, and is expected to be worth

Nolte scholarship fund at UMR. Mr.

$575,000. Eighty·five percent of the

It's just like my philosophy about my parents-I
give back to them. I would do anything in the world for
them. If it weren 't for them I wouldn't be where I am
today. It's the same way with people who've helped me
along in my career. There's nothing I would not do for
them.
There are people who walk away from UMR and never
look back again. I don' t see how they can do that. I feel
loyalty to evelything that helps me, whether I've helped
myself along with it or not. I can't see how you can just
walk away from something that is such a significant part
of your life. Your job, your future, your career, evelything
is dependent upon where you received your education.
To walk away from a university and act like it doesn ' t
exist ... I can't see doing that. That's why when I got
myself into a position where I was able to give back to the
university it was the first thing I wanted to do.
I want to assist people who are like me. I wouldn't say
I was the greatest student in the world. My effOlts weren' t

Nolte, Mi nE'20, worked as a geological

fund will benefit UMR, and the remain-

engineer for AMOCO for 50 years be-

ing 15 percent will benefit MACe.

fore his retirement. The Noltes lived in

Stewart and his wife Joan reside in
Titusville , Fla.

always solid, but I knew what I wanted to get from the
university and I think: that was the difference, I grabbed

The Charles A. Free man Scholar-

what I knew was important to me and that's what I leaned
on. That' s why I' m where I am today, and that' s why I
wantto give back not only monetmily to help people in my
discipline, but I also want to give back with help like
conung back to conduct seminars.

Fort Worth , Texas, and later moved to
Rolla. Mr. Nolte died in March 1989,
and Mrs. Nolte died in October 1992.

ship was established recendy to help
Walston Chubb, MetE'48, of Murraysville, Pa. , has donated securities
valued at $10,000 to the Walsto n
Chubb Fellowship.

engineering or mines and metallurgy
students.
This permanently endowed fund
awarded its first scholarships in the fall of

The Fellowship assists UMR gradu-

1992. Freeman, CerE '28, was the first

ate students in metallurgical engineer-

to receive a degree in that field from

ingwhoare involved in research dealing

MSM. He worked for the A. P. Green

with material behavior at high tempera-

Fire Brick Co. for 25 years, then found-

ture.

ed the Freeman Fire Brick Company in

Two scholarships to a id students
from St. Franco is County:

sold the business to Harbison-Walker

A new scholarship fund has been

assume duties as western division man-

Canon City, Colo. A few years later he

established in the namesof H.G. (Crockey) a nd Kathryn Peterson, of Ladue,

Reh'actories and moved to California to
ager for that company.
It was Mr. Freeman 's desire to "pro-

Mo. Graduates of North Central or Farm·

vide something for future generations ..

ington high schools in Missouri will be

so that you may share the opportunities

eligible to draw from the fund.

I have had."

The Petersonsare originally from St.
Francois County, have business inter-

I wm1ted to show the people of the university and
especially the people that I was close to, like Dr. Rupert
(Gerald Rupert, Professor Emeritus of Geology and Geophysics), that I didn 't forget, and I do cm'e. That even
though I battled with them and maybe didn' t do the right
tlungs all the time, I know where I received my education.
It is the foundation upon which my career was built.
-Stephen Zeboski Geo '8 1
Consultant, Houston, Texas
Established the Zeboski Scholarship for students
studying geology and geophysics at UMR.

ests in the Flat River area , and are

excited to be able to provide aid to area
students while helping UMR.

"1 wanted to show the people of the university and especially the
people that 1 was close to that 1 didn't forget, and 1 do care."
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Background: Born in Cuxhaven, Germany, Hans Schmoldt, with his family,
settled in New Brunswick, N.J. After serving in the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,
he worked for Phillips Petroleum in Bartlesville, Okla, where he met and married
Jimmie Wilson in 1948. Nine months later they gave up a home with five rooms
of new furniture to buy a truck and two sleeping bags to spend a month driving the
newly opened Alcan Highway to the Alaska Territory, sleeping on the ground all
the way. Both were offered and took employment with the Alaska District Army
Corps of Engineers to design the early warning radar screen around Alaska. They
celebrated their first wedding anniversary with a bottle of champagne chilled in an
ice crevasse on Worthington Glacier. In 1952 Schmoldt founded Schmoldt
Engineering in Bartlesville, which specialized in corrosion protection. He sold the
company to retire' in 1991. The Schmoldts have travelled extensively, including
camping expeditions in the jungles of Central America, hiking across the Mojave
Desert, and 1O,OOO-mile tour of China and Inner Mongolia. They will celebrate their
45th wedding anniversary as they drive through Poland this fall.
Gifts to MSM/UMR: Hans and Jimmie have been generous supporters of the
university. As an ultimate expression of their commitment to this campus, they
have established the "Hans and Jimmie l. Schmoldt Chair in Chemical Engineering" in a bequest to UMR.
Quote: "I am a dedicated believer in the ideology expressed by Ike Edwards
(former executive secretary of the MSM-UMR Alumni Associationl that every
graduate of every college or university has been on a supporting scholarship and
has a very personal obligation and responsibility to 'give back' to a meaningful
extent of his financial ability to do so."
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TIle state of Missouri has been significantly impacted by this
sWllmer's record-breaking flood along tlle Mississippi and Missow; Rivers, and tlleir tributaries. Falllliand, hometown neighborhoods, business, roadways, railroads and mwucipal facilities have been affected tI1roughout tile Midwest.
Because there is an extraordincuy nWllber of MSM-UMR
alWlllU involved in flood control, emergency management culd

--

: -:::

rebuilding after tile disaster we will be devoting tile November
issue of the MSM AIIlIllI1l IS to flood coverage.
If you have a flood story you could shcu·e witll us we
would like to hear it. Please contact eitller Andrew Careaga
(314-3414328) or Katlly Matthews (314-3414260) \Vitll information, or write us at tile Publications Office, 303 AlhllaIl Hall,
Uluversi ~1 of Missouri-Rolla, Rolla, MO 65401-0249.

(Rollfe 54/ookillg to ward the lvlissollri RiFer bridges ill JejJerson Ci~.'. Ph aro courtesy a/rhe kliSSOlfri Hig hway and Transportation Depr.)
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